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Nakamichi Digital Sound
A product of the recording experience
Almost anyone can make a CD player. Only Nakamichi could produce
the OMS-1000-the first magneto -optical disc recorder! The OMS -1000
is a research tool that took nearly 5 years to develop.
Now you reap the benefits!
Introducing the OMS-7 and OMS-5-the first CD players with a
recording heritage the first CD players with Nakamichi Sound, that
ineffable clarity and natural reproduction that must be heard to be believed.
Experience Nakamichi Digital Sound now-at your local
Nakamichi dealer.

OMS -7
Remote control, 24 command memory, and
direct access to any track
and index numberadvanced features for our
most sophisticated CD
player.

OMS -S

k

OMS -7 sound thanks to
4X-Oversampled Digital
Filters, Dual D/A Converters, and our exclusive
Direct -Coupled Linear Phase Analog Signal
Processor.

Nakamichi

Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation
19701 South Vermont Ave., Torrance, CA 90502
(213) 538-8150
In Canada: W. Carsen Co., Ltd., 25 Scarsdale Road, Don Mills, Ontario M3B 3G7
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Why all

previous
compact disc
players
seem merely
ordinary...
Enter No. 32 on Reader Service Card

The Extraordinary
ES Series CD Players... from Sony
In the past few years, a revolution in

sound reproduction has taken place. A
revolution that began in the early 1970's
when Sony developed a PCM digital recorder for professional use. And in the
decade that followed, Sony led the industry in introducing a complete series of
professional and consumer digital products that the music world has applauded
for their transparent clarity and staggering
accuracy.
Then, in 1982, Sony stunned the high
fidelity industry by creating the world's first
digital audio Compact Disc player. And as
co -developer of the CD format, Sony can
truthfully claim more extensive experience
in the design and construction of Compact
Disc players than any other manufacturer.
From the development of the 16 -bit linear
quantization system to the format's CIRC
error correction method; from software
production to the first portable and car CD
players; after years of research Sony has
made Compact Disc a marketing reality!
But this is only the beginning.

Now in one bold stroke, Sony introduces the new ES Compact Disc series.
These limited -production players are
the finest ever built by Sony. A line of players so advanced, they take the Compact
Disc format to the cutting edge of the future. With sound and performance so
spectacular, they are destined to become
benchmarks for the industry.
Impressive? Yes! But not unexpected.
Not when you consider the company that
started the digital revolution...

The foundation on which Sony created the new CDP520 ES, CDP-620 ES, and CDP-650 ESD series of players is our unparalleled third generation engineering. It is
the result of extensive research into the traditional problems that are inherent to the digital conversion process.

The Classic Digital Conversion Problem
Perhaps digital's most controversial issue is how to
deal with undesirable aliasing noise. Aliasing noise is a
by-product of the digital process. Uncontrolled, you would
hear it as annoying high frequency distortion.
Some CD players use steep slope -rate analog filters
to neutralize this noise. While they are generally effective,
the analog filter's "brick wall" effect means that anything
above its frequency of operation is completely "chopped"
off. Consequently, phase linearity suffers, and uniformity
at the highest audio frequencies is only marginal.
Other CD players use a method called "over -sampling" to raise the digital conversion frequency to a point
well beyond the audible range. While providing no additional music information, this system has the advantage of
providing better high frequency response and minimal
phase shift. However, even with both a digital and a final
stage analog filter, most oversampling system's more
complex circuitry creates additional problems with high
frequency spurious noise.
Sony's unique Unilinear Converter and digital filtering
system provides the benefits of both previous designs.
Unlike other methods, our h'gh-speed D/A converter utilizes single, "master clock" architecture to synchronize all
digital decoding functions. This eliminates the "beat frequencies" caused by the interaction on various clack
rates found in typical oversampling designs-along with
their dependent frequency irregularities. Data synchronization is theoretically perfect. And frequency response
is absolutely unprecedented- ± 0.1 dB deviation in
typical measurements!
And with its irtegrated system of 88.2 kHz over sampling and high resolution 96th order digital filter, the
Unilinear Converter attenuates spurious noise by a remarkable 80 dBll That's almost twice as effective as
most conventional oversampling/digital systems. Plus,
Sony's digital filter combined with a gentle slope rate
final stage analog filter, limits 'ripple' factor to a mere
0.01 db ... as well as contributing to one of the best
phase response characteristics in the industry!

Noise Spectrum Comparison
16 -bit

Oversampling
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reduction gears-along with their adverse mechanical
effects, like "play" backlash, and friction-are eliminated.
And since it has fewer moving parts, the linear noncogging motor system is also more reliable.
The Linear Motor Tracking system would not have
been practical (or even possible) with the relatively large,
heavy laser used in first- and second -generation players.
So we created a new miniature (laser pickup, that's onethird smaller and lighter than previous models. Combined
with our "3 spot" laser servo, the Linear Motor Tracking
system is smaller, more precise, as well as more uniform
in operation.

Sony Unilinear Converter System
Sony Linear Motor Traclking System
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No spurious noise. Spectacular frequency response.
Superb phase liinearity. Only Sony offers a total solution
tc the problems created by the digital conversion process.

Another major innovation in Sony's third -generation
CD players is our new Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
circuitry chip. It handles all 9 digital functions (error correction, synch detection, etc.) as a single circuit, thus simplifying the signal path. And Sony's VLSI is also smaller,
more efficient, consumes less power and generates less
heat. All of which makes it more reliable. (It also makes
possible our remarkable car stereo and portable CD
players.)

A laser pick-up in a CD player requires four main
attributes: Blinding speed for fast track access. Excellent
stability and reliability. Superior tracking. And a margin for
error of less than two microns (a micron is a billionth of
an inch).
First- and second -generation CD players transfer

torque from the motor to the pick-up using a complex
worm gear and reduction gear: mechanism. Unfortunately,
this does not always provide smooth, accurate tracking.
Nor does it balance the contradictory requirements of
high access speed and pinpoint cueing.
The result is occasional mis -tracking. And that causes
less than ideal performance.
Which is why Sony developed the new third -generation Linear Motor Tracking system. The motor's torque.is
transferred directly to the pickup. So the worm gear and
Conventional Laser
Optic Assembly

Sony

Miniaturized Laser
Optic Assembly

Best of all, Sony's third generation laser assembly
and Linear Motor Tracking systern is fast-the fastest in
the industry. It can access any location on the disc in less
than one second! Try locating a selection with any other
CD player. Some take as much as 15 times longer to find
a given track.

In the high-performance world of digital audio, small
imperfections are much more noticeable. Any weak link in
the system reduces the accuracy and quality of the overall sound. So for our ES Series CD players, Sony incorporated our very finest analog parts and components.
A new audio operation amp, for example, has been
designed with separate signal paths for the left and right
channels. This results in better heat dissipation and
lower crosstalk.
Special ceramic-powder electrolytic capacitors transmit their charge more effectively than typical capacitors.
So rise -time and pulse response characteristics are
outstanding.
In addition the CDP-650 ESD has dual monaural
circuitry mounted on a low resonance copper chasis.
Specially designed insulator "feet" are also included to
improve isolation From mechanical vibration.
This attention to detail may seem a bit obsessive to
those interested only in specifications. But digital technology demands great imagination and dedication. That's
why, for the 650 ESC, 620 ES and 520 ES, every key
circuit has been redesigned. Every mechanism rethought. Every feature re-examined.
The result is the finest, most refined, best sounding
CD players you can buy. Each backed by an unprecedented three year limited parts and labor warranty.

CDP-520ESThe Most Affordable ES Series Compact Disc Player

The CDP-520ES offers impressive technology
and sophisticated construction ... plus, a
wide range of playback options such as
16 -selection programmability and a full -featured infrared Remote Control Commander
Unit. Yet, the 520ES is as easy to use for the
novice as it is for the experienced high fidelity
enthusiast. The CDP-520ES ... the player of
choice for the serious music listener looking
for value at an affordable price.
Tm

"The new Sony CDP-520ES is an excellent
example of the state of the art in CD players...
unquestionably a top contender in a crowded
field, besides being a very good value for the
money." -Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, July, 1985 (U.S.A.)
"A technical and sonic achievement."
-High

Performance Review, Volume 3 Issue 3 (USA)

"This is in my opinion quite simply the
best -sounding CD player I know of."
-J. Gordon Holt, Stereophile, May 1985 (USA)
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COMPACT DISC PLAYER

A supplied Remote Control

Commander'" allows for convenient usage of the 11 primary operation modes found
on the CDP-520ES. The commander also allows you to
directly access any selection
in less than one second!

Logically positioned in a size/
priority configuration, the
CDP-520ES offers a host of
playback features from a minimum of controls. Such features as 99 track Automatic
Music Sensing (AMS); 16
selection programmability
(RMS); 99 subcode indexing;

cop -520E5
speed music search; as well
as play, pause and reset op2

tions are included. The 520ES
can also be set to repeat a
single track, the complete
disc, or any portion of music
between two (user -selectable)
points.

CDP-620ESA Unique Blend of Performance and Player Design
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The CDP-620ES points to a new direction in
Compact Disc Player design. A special Music
Calender/concentrated display is provided to
enhance the 20 -key one-touch Direct Music
Select front panel controls. Add to this features like Remote Control Commander"' unit
programming and line-out/volume control,
and the CDP-620ES sets the precedent for
great sound and convenience.
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The sound quality is remarkably clear

... (reproduces with) extremely wide dynamic
range and exceptional high frequency imaging"
-Sound Record Club,

"... the sound seems to be multi -dimensional ... highly transparent with superior
imaging ..."
-FM Fan-Issue #939 (Japan)
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The 20 -selection Music Calendar display provides all relevant music information at a
glance ... the number of
tracks on the disc ... the player's programmed selections

AUTO DELAY

SHUFFLE PLAY

... or any single selection
being played. These operations can be combined with
Auto Delay, Shuffle Play, or
Repeat modes for the utmost
in playback flexibility.

January, 1985 (Japan)
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An original Sony feature, the
variable volume/line-out control allows you to independently adjust volume level
from either the player or from
the supplied Remote Control

Commander.'"

CDP-650ESD-

The Compact Disc Player of the Future
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The CDP-650ESD employs
an anondized copper chasis
that holds magnetic radiation
distortion to a minimum. In addition, low impedance, solid
copper busbars are used to
offset electrical noise. Unlike
conventional designs, the
650's entire analog and digital
circuitry are internally isolated
into separate shielded compartments to keep mutual
interference to a minimum.
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addition to its remarkable construction and
unprecedented capabilities, Sony's CDP650ESD is the world's first player to offer a
digital data output port. With it, direct interface can be made of music `data' into an outboard digital convertor or digital amplifier for
superior sound reproduction. Or you can listen to the CDP-650ESD by itself via its built-in
D/A LSI circuit. Either way, you'll experience
the ultimate performance possible from the
CD format!
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"Sound quality of the CDP-650ESD is absolutely magnificent.... Until I can be shown
that a better sounding CD player exists, I'm
going to consider this model my new standard of reference."
-Leonard Feldman, Audio,

reduce dynamic intermodulation distortion, a number of
steps have been taken. The
CDP-650ESD comes complete with special insulators
that help isolate the player's
transport from vibration. Furthermore, the player's internal
transport is insulated by compliant rubber bushings that
To

July, 1985 (U.S.A.)

help reduce shock transmitted
from the chasis. As a final
step, resonance -absorbing
material is applied to both the
complete casing and chasis of
the player.

DAS-702ES-

The World's First Outboard D/A Convertor
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The DAS-702ES has dual monural, discrete
component circuitry that provides sonic performance second to none. Because all digital
products operate at different sampling rates,
you can use the 702ES to decode a diversity
of components like the CDP-650ESD and the
PCM-3324 Multi Track Recorder. Plus with the
coming of Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS)
transmissions and Digital Audio Tape (DAT)
recorders, the future for this outboard decoding converter is unlimited. And unlike built-in
LSI converters, the DAS-702ES performs its
task without the usual restrictions imposed
by chasis size, single path integration and
heat generation.

The unique DAS-702ES con-

vertor circuitry employs three
different sampling clock -rates
for a multiplicity of applications. Sound quality is enhanced by the employment of
dual -monaural construction
throughout: separate highspeed ladder -type D converters. integrators, line and
buffer amplifiers and low-pass
filters. Electrical interference
is reduced with multiple power

supplies that incorporate large
capacity ceramic -based electrolytic capacitors. Linear
crystal, oxygen -free copper
wire (LC-OFC) is used for all
analog signal paths: while all
passive components are selected on a sonic basis. As
a final step, all digital stages
are fully isolated and mounted
on thick, non-resonanting
alloy material and reinforced
throughout.

,

"The CDP-650ESD/DAS 702ES combination represents the state-of-the-art so far as
CD replay technology and digital decoding
are concerned, the technical story being as
fascinating as the lab results are interesting
... So far as many important subjective characteristics are concerned, the '702 used to
decode the ('650) digital output sounded better than any other commercial player I have
auditioned."
-Martin Colloms. Hi-Fi New & Record Review, June,

1985 (U.K.)

The digital output interface
transmits both the L and R
channel data using a single
digital cable. When in use,
both audio and graphic data
can be processed simultaneously, or the audio data can
be processed only. In the off
position. the CDP-650ESD's
built-in D A converter allows
you to process the signal conventionally. through the
analog amplifier stage.

4011111.1
DAS-7412ES

CD System

CDP-650ES3

CDP-620ES

CDP-520ES

Format

Compact Disc Digital Audio

Compact Disc Digital Audio

Compact Disc Digital Audio

Signal Readout

Non contact semi -conductor

Non contact semi-conductor
laser (780 nm wavelength)

Non contact semi -conductor

laser (780 nm wavelength)

Playing Speed

1.2-1.4m/sec (CLV)

1.2-1.4m/sec (CLV)

1.2-1.4m/sec (CLV)

Playing Rotation

500-200 rpm, counterclockwise

500-200 rpm, counterclockwise

500-200 rpm, counterclockwise

Digital System

Pulse Code Mocula on (PCM)
with Eight -to-Fourteen
Modulation (EFM) coding

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)
with Eight -to -Fourteen

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM)

Modulation (EF)A) coding

with Eight-to -Fourteen
Modulation (EFM) coding

Sampling Frequency

44.1 kHz

44.1 kHz

44.1 kHz

Quantization
Error Correction
Disc Diameter
Disc Thickness
Disc Track Pitch
Disc Playing Time
System
Filter
Drive Mechanism

16 -bit

16 -bit

16 -bit

Random Music Sensor
(RMS)

linear

Sony Super Srrategy!CIRC
inches)

12 cm (43/4

linear

Sony Super Strategy/CIRC
12

1.2 mm (1/20 inch)

laser (780 nm wavelength)

12

an

Digital -to -Analog (0/A) Converter

Format
Sampling Rates: 32 kHz, 44.056 kHz,
44.1 kHz, 48 kHz

Channels:
Two Channels

Demodulation16 Bit Linear

Frequencyflespcnse:
5/20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB (44.1 kHz
sampling rate)

linear

Sony Super Strategy/CIRC

cm (43/4 inches)

Sisecifications

System:

(43/4

1.2 mm (1/20 inch)

1.2 fnm (1/20 inch)

Harmonic Distortion:
Less than 0.004%

inches)

(1

kHz; 44.1 kHz

sampling rate)

Dynamic Range:

1.6 um (1/16,000 inch)

1.6 um (1/16,000 inch)

Up to 74 minutes on one side

Up to 74 minutes on one side

Up to 74 minutes on one side

Unilinear Converter

Unilinear Converter

Unilinear Converter

Digital, Oversampling

Digital, Oversampling

Digital, Oversampling

Line Output:

Linear Motor

Linear Motor

Linear Motor

20 Selection Programmability

20 Selection Programmability

16

0-5 V rms; load ompedance 10
Output impedance 100 ohms
(fixed or var:ablle)

Automatic Music Sensor
(AMS)'"

99 Tracks

99 Tracks

99 Tracks

Index Search

99 Subcodes

99 Subcodes

99 Subcodes

Shuffle Play

Yes

Yes

Repeat Modes

1,

Auto Delay

Yes

Full Function
Remote Control

Yes

Line-Out/Volume
Headphone Output
(W/Level Control)
Subcode Output
Digital Output
Timer Switch
Concentrated Display
Music Calendar

Yes (Also Via Remote)

1.6 um

(1/16,000 inch)

A -B, All, Program, Shuffle

1,

A -B, All, Program, Shuffle

1,

Yes

Selection Programmability

ohms;

A B, All,

0.5 V p -p, ± 20%; impedance 75 ohms

Digital Output:

Program

0.5 V p -p, ± 20% impedance 75 ohms

Power Requirements:
(W/Direct Access)

Yes

(W/Direct Access)

120 V, 60 Hz

Power Consumption:

Yes

25 W

Yes (Also Via Remote)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dimensions:
430 mm (W) n 105 mm (H)
17 x 41/2 x 16143 inches

s 410

mm (D)

Weight:

Yes

11.5 kg 125 tbs.

Time/Track/Program Mode

20 Selections

20 Selections

Channels

Two channels

Two channels

Two channels

Frequency Response
Harmonic Distortion
Dynamic Range

2-20,000 Hz, ±0.3 dB

2-20,000 Hz, ± 0.3 dB

2-20,000 Hz, ±0.3 dB

Less than 0.0025% (1 kHz)

Less than 0.0025% (1 kHz)

Less than 0.003%

More than 96 dB

More than 96 dB

More than 96 dB

Stereo Separation
Spurious Noise Attenuation
Interchannel Phase Shift

More than 95 dB

Wow And Flutter
Access Time

Less than

Line Output

0.05 V-2 V rms: lead
impedance 10k ohms

(1

kHz)

More than 95 dB

(1

Time/Track/Program Mode

More than 95 dB

kHz)

(1

(1

Greater than 80 dB (24 kHz)

None w/DAS-702ES (20 kHz)

Less than 45 degrees (20 kHz)

Less than 45 degrees (20 kHz)

Below measurement

Below measurement

Below measurement

second

Less than

1

Less than

second

1

28 mW at 32 ohms

28 mW at 32 ohms

120 V, 60 Hz; RM -D502 Remote

120 V, 60 Hz; RM -D502 Remote

120 V, 60 Hz; RM -D302 Remote

Commander two "AA" batteries

Commander two "AA" batteries

Commander two "AA" batteries

16 W

16 W

15 W

430 mm (W) x .n mm (H) x
365 mm (D);
17 x 33/4 x 143/4 inches

430mm(W)x80mm(H)n

430 -mm (W) x 80 mm (H) x
365mm (D);
17 x 31/4 x 143/4 inches

17 x 31/4 x 131/4

inches

8.8 kg (19 lb. 7 oz.)

9 kg (19 lb. 14 oz.)

RM -D502 Remote Commander;
"AA" batteries. l sc Cloth;
Feet (4); Connecting Cables (pr)

RM -D502 Remote Commander;

RM -D302 Remote Commander;

Connecting Cables (pr)

"AA" batteries. Disc Cloth;
Connecting Cord (pr)

"Limited"

"Limited"

"Limited"

9 kg (19 lb. 14

oz.)

2

3 years,

parts/labor

2

"AA" batteries. Disc Cloth;
3 years,

parts/labor

2

3 years,

SONY

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.
Sony Consumer Products Company, Sony Drive, F'ark Ridge, New Jersey 07656

Warranty:
"Limited" 3 years, tarts/labor

second

2 V

365 mm (D);

Audio connecting cables (2)
Digital connecting cable (1)

rms: load impedance
k ohms

0.05 V-2 V rms; load
impedance 10 k ohms

10

oz.)

kHz)

Greater than 80 dB (24 kHz)

1

'a

Supplied Accessories:

kHz)

Greater than 80 dB (24 kHz)

Headphone Output

Warranty

k

Digital Input:

Time/Track/Program Mode

Weight
Supplied Accessories

kHz)

0-14 mW at 32 ohms

Yes

Power Consumpticn
Dimensions

(1

Headphone Output:

Yes

Power Requirements

Stereo Separation:
More than 90 dB

Yes

(W/Direct Access)

More than 95 dB (44.1 kHz sampling rate)

H-5223
Printed in USA 7/85.

parts/labor

© 1985 Sony Corporation of America
All specification, suoiect to change without
notice. Sony is a registered trademark and
Remote Commander is a trademark of Sony
Corporation The Leader in Digital Audio,
Direct Access and Automatic Music Sensor
(AMS) are trademarks of Sony Corporation
of America.

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Continuous-Loop
Cassette, Anyone?
Q. I am interested in locating a continuous -loop cassette at least 30 minutes in length. Is there such an animal?
If there is, where can I locate it?-Rich
Jessen, Billings, Mont.
A. What you're looking for is actually
called an "endless" cassette. Since
this is used in answering machines
and automatic display devices, you'd
probably have better luck at office products or audio-visual dealers, rather than at audio or other consumer
stores. The tapes are usually Type I.
They may not last as long as regular
cassettes and may not allow rewinding, but they do exist. On the other
hand, perhaps your needs could be
met by a deck with automatic reverse.

Cold Effects
What are the effects of extreme

Q.

cold-freezing or below -freezing temperature-upon tape? Would this adversely affect fidelity?-Aqan Lorin L.
Gade, Virginia Beach, Va.
A. To my knowledge, cold temperatures within the range ordinarily encountered by humans will have no bad
effects. However, tape exposed to extreme cold should be allowed to come
up to room temperature before being
used. May suggest an experiment?
Take a tape that you don't value, put it
in a freezer for one day, bring it out,
allow it to come up to room temperature, operate it, and note yourself what
adverse effects there are, if any.
I

Dolby Mistracking
Q. My cassette deck has switches
for tape type and for Dolby B and C
NR. I have been using Dolby C NR and
a well-known brand of normal -bias
(Type I) cassette. I recently began using Cr02 tapes, again with Dolby C,
and noticed a slight loss of treble. I
shut off the Dolby system and tape
hiss returned, but so did the high -frequency response. Cymbal crashes,
fade-outs, and quiet passages were
clearer and steadier, and the music in
general was more transparent. Is this
to be expected, or is there something I
can do about it?-William Eichlin, New
Milford, Conn.
A.
think you have a problem of
Dolby mistracking with the particular
type and brand of tape that you
I
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switched to. Dolby employs variable
treble boost in recording, then uses a
complementary, variable treble cut in
playback to restore flat response while
reducing noise. The amount of treble
equalization varies with the treble signal level. Accordingly, the record and
playback levels going through the
Dolby encoding and decoding circuits
have to be matched so that the playback treble cut matches ("tracks") the
record treble boost.
A qualified technician should be
able to check your deck and adjust it, if
necessary, for correct Dolby tracking
with the particular type and brand of
tape you plan to use. If you don't wish
to go to this trouble and expense, you
might experiment with other tapes. The
degree of Dolby mistracking will vary
among types and brands of tape because of varying tape sensitivity
(amount of tape output for a given
amount of signal input to the tape).
This is one of the reasons why some
deck manufacturers recommend specific tapes for their decks.

Excess Speed
Q. My open -reel deck has performed admirably for over 5 years, but
now I have a bit of a problem. The
deck is running at about 10 ips regardless of the position of the speed control
or the pitch control. I wonder if you
have any idea of what could cause
this. I usually do my own repair work on
all my equipment.-Raymond E. Disbrow, Belleville, N.J.
A. If you have been through this
kind of repair work before, perhaps an
eyeball exam of the transport will reveal the reason for faulty operation,
such as a slipping belt, inoperative lever or cam, etc. First, though, purchase a service manual from the manufacturer to serve as a guide in locating and remedying the trouble. Also,
you might consult the manufacturer by
mail or telephone.

nal source are unequal, and if in your
judgment this is undesirable, the record gain controls should be adjusted
to achieve the desired balance, rather
than turned up equally.

From B to C
Q. I have just purchased a cassette
deck with Dolby C NR. I have another
deck with Dolby B. Can I dub a cassette with Dolby B noise reduction onto
a cassette with Dolby C, and vice
versa?-Thomas J. McDermott, Rowland Heights, Cal.
A. Play the Dolby B NR cassette
with the old deck in the Dolby B mode.
Feed the signal from this deck into the
new deck and record with Dolby C NR
on. This will produce a Dolby C cassette. Reverse the procedure to make
a Dolby B dub of a Dolby C tape.

Tape Wear
Q. Do metal tapes wear cassette
deck heads more than other types of
tape? Does rerecording (after erasing)
cause the sound quality of cassette
tapes to deteriorate?-David Zaccagnino, Brea, Cal.
A. So far as
have been able to
ascertain, metal tape causes no more
wear of tape heads (and guides, etc.)
than do the other tape formulations.
Although tape does not last forever,
a tape of good quality can normally
undergo hundreds of passes (recordings and playbacks) before noticeable
deterioration occurs. To an extent,
physical tape wear depends on the
deck, that is, on the manner in which
the tape is handled with respect to
tension, head contact, etc. Magnetic
characteristics are essentially unaffected by use unless substantial amounts
of oxide have been worn away.
I

Correction
To convert white noise (equal energy
per frequency) to pink noise (equal en-

ergy per octave), the white noise
should be rolled off by 3.01 dB per

Equating Channel Levels
octave as frequency rises, not 6.02 dB
Q. When recording, should I always per octave as stated in the July "Tape
strive to set the two recording levels at Guide."
A
"equilibrium" even though the level of
the original source is significantly high- If you have a problem or question on tape
er in one channel than it is in the other recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUchannel?-Gabriel Vazquez Padua, DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
Bayamon, P.R.
A. If the channel levels of the origi-

letters are answered. Please enclose

a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Motor Noise in Portable Recorders
Q. I recently purchased a portable
AM/FM radio and cassette recorder/
player combination. My problem with
this unit is that the motor produces
output from the loudspeakers. I have
operated the equipment on batteries to
see if what I was hearing was really 60Hz interference. It was not, so I must
conclude that it is coming from the

generator can he considered an audio -frequency generator much like
those used in many Hammond organs,
so if these leads run too close to the
playback circuitry or head leads, the
servo signal may be reproduced in the
loudspeakers. It is also possible that
the servo control board itself is located
so close to the playback components
that the signal tone is induced. You

motor. How can I filter or otherwise
remove this unwanted sound?-Leonand George Paoletto, Florence, Ariz.
A. Motor noise is a problem with
many small machines like yours because of the common power supply for
the motor and the electronics. In some
instances, one needs to filter the motor
to a greater degree than what may
have been provided by the maker.
We often find the motor connected
across the power supply, with a filter
capacitor connected across the windings of the motor. Thus, there are no
time constants in the form of either
series resistance or inductance, which,
if present, could have isolated the motor from the rest of the package.
(These motors have brushes and commutators that produce interruptions in
current flow, which may then create
instantaneous voltage changes that
cause the noise you hear in the loudspeakers.)
suggest that you disconnect the
"high" motor lead, the one not connected to ground, even where this high
lead is negative with respect to
ground. Connect a resistor between
the motor lead and the original point of
connection to the rest of the system.
You may also want to connect a capacitor between the junction of the motor winding and the added resistor and
ground, observing proper polarity. The
value of the capacitor should be the
same as that of the main bypass
across the supply. As for the value of
the resistor, keep it as low as possible,
perhaps 5 ohms. A significant voltage
drop across this resistor may adversely affect motor speed.
Filtering is not always the problem.
Some sophisticated motors use servos
to control their operating speed. If the
motor contains a strange pair of wires
other than those needed to actually
turn the motor, these are the servo
leads; there may well be a voltage
present on them. An a.c. servo's signal

may have to install a metal shield between the servo board and the rest of
the circuitry. This shield must be
grounded, and it must not be permitted
to short out other circuit elements.

I

14

Blowing Fuses
Q. I have a mono power amplifier. I
made the mistake of connecting a light
organ to its output terminals, which
caused the fuse in the power transreformer's primary circuit to blow.
placed the fuse, but it blows with each
replacement and subsequent trial. I
checked the power transistors; they
were fine. I connected an ohmmeter to
the power cord and measured 0.03
ohm d.c. resistance, which seems too
low to me. The rest of the power supply
was checked, and it appeared all right.
It there something I have over1

looked?-Mike Lapenna, Montreal,
Que., Canada

of the electrical connections. Remember to unplug the light organ before
making your checks, and don't forget
any convenience outlets. It just could
be that your trouble is a short in the

light organ, which, under normal circumstances, should be capable of op erating just as you had intended.

Output Transformers and
Speaker Voice -Coil Protection
Q. Some amplifiers use output
transformers. Does their use have a
bearing on voice -coil protection in the
event of a shorted output transistor?
Also along these lines, fuses help to
protect a loudspeaker from damage,
but what about loss of damping because of their series resistance? Is this

significant?-Eugene

L.

Bershad,

Freehold, N.J.
A. Output transformers used in
some solid-state amplifiers will, in the
event of output -transistor failure, bear
the brunt of the short-circuit current
resulting from a defective output tran sistor, thus sparing the loudspeakers.

Fuses will reduce the effective
damping. (In my opinion, this loss of
damping will not produce noticeable
audio -quality degradation.) This small
sacrifice is more than offset by the pre vention of possible voice -coil damage in

A. Because of the high power output of today's amplifiers, their power

the event of a shorted output transistor.

transformers must deliver sizable

Rms Power

amounts of peak current. This means
that the d.c. resistance of their primary
windings is often very low. Even so,
0.03 ohm is low enough to be easily
accounted for by just the resistance of
the line cord plus that of the test leads
which connect it to the ohmmeter. In
any event, you cannot equate the d.c.
resistance in the primary of a power
transformer with that primary's impedance at 60 Hz. The latter governs the
current to be drawn when a.c. voltage
is applied to the transformer.
You cannot rule out the possibility of
a short circuit in the primary of the
transformer. To determine whether one
exists, disconnect the secondary windings. Once again plug the amplifier
into the wall socket and turn it on. If the
fuse blows, this may be an indication
that the primary is shorted or that there
is a short in the secondary.
Before giving up and replacing the
power transformer, physically check all

Q. What is meant by the rms power
output of an amplifier and the rms pow er -handling capacity of a loudspeaker
system? Also, if a particular driver is
rated at 30 watts music power, is this
the same as 30 watts peak?-Loren
Gade, Virginia Beach, Va.
A. An "rms" power or power -han dling rating refers to average, continu ous power. (Technically, the letters
stand for "root mean square," one way
of calculating such averages.) An am plifier may be capable of producing a
higher output for short times (peak, or
music power); a loudspeaker may be
able to withstand higher -than -average
power for an instant (which is peak
A
power, again).
If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Many Reasons Why

Polk Speakers Soimd Better."

Polk's exclusive new Silver Coil Dome Tweeters
achieve widely dispersed slky smooth, crystal clear
high frequency reproduction.

Polk's exclusive Trilaminste Polymer Cone Drivers

reproduce clean, clear beter defined bass and
midrange.

Monitor 109
S324.95 ea.

MMIV

S220.00 pair

Polk's total dedication to

a

MMII
$159.90 pair

5199.95 ea.

philosphy of quality results in dramatically better sounding spealers for your home and car ($39.95-$350.)

Polk's incredibly complex Isophase Crossover

Systems achieve seamlessly smooth, coherently
musical sound.

"Vastly superior to the competition."
Musician Magazine

The experts agree: Polk speakers are designed
better, built better, and sound better! That's

why Polk was voted #1 for the last two years
in the Audio Video Hi Fi Grand Prix. This
should come as no surprise because speakers
are our business, our only business. Everyone
knows that in order to be the best, you have
to specialize. Polk builds the world's best
sounding loudspeakers. We truly are THE
SPEAKER SPECIALISTS®.

"Our advice is lot to buy speakers until
you've heard the Polks."
Musician Magazine
Hear Polk's revclutionary TRUE STEREO
SDAs, and all ti -e other critically acclaimed
Polk speakers for home and car today (from
$39.95 $850 ea.) High Fidelity said, "YOL
owe it to yourself'.

-

Canadian Distribuhr: Evolution Audio

Polk Audio
1915 Annapolis Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21230

polk audio
The Speaker Specialists

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

See dealer listing

jn page

128

®

Polk's extraordinarily thorough quality control program is your assurance o- sonic excellence and total
satisfaction.

NEW ULTRA -HIGH -CURRENT MOSFET AMPLIFIER,
205 watts p/c @ 8 ohms 20Hz-20kHz, < 0.05% THD...
300 watts p/c @ 4 ohms, and 450 watts pic @ 2 ohms!
that all Loudspeakers have, in addition to a "Static" Impedance, a
far more important "Dynamic" Impedance that can extend as low as 2 ohms, and
averages less than 4 ohms in many cases. Therefore, it is extremely important to
consider the performance of an amplifier into loads as low as 2 ohms. The inablility of an amplifier to fully drive such low-impedance loads is audible as a compression of the music signal, and as a distortion or roughness during high level
passages.
It is well known

Soundcraftsmen's new amplifier is specially designed to excel in the low impedance ranges, because this area is so vital to reproduction of this breathtakingly
powerful low and midrange portion of the audio frequency spectrum. Ultra -High Current capability of over 72 amps enables a solid output force of up to 675 watts
RMS per channel. This High Current capability also enables continuous power
output of 300 watts per channel into 4 ohms, and 450 -watts per channel into
2 -ohm speaker loads.
For musically full and accurate reproduction of the most demanding passages,
your stereo system's loudspeakers need the continuous low impedance power that
can only be supplied by an Ultra-High -Current amplifier. Ask for a High Current
demonstration with your favorite recording, and you'll hear music you've never

heard before!

PM860-$499.
other Soundcraftsmen
amplifiers as low as

,..

$44.900
../

4DE IN

U.S.A

All Soundcraftsmen amplifiers
are Made in the U.S.A., and are High Current design!
P.S.

AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE-VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...

5299.*

DIGITAL QUARTZ STEREO TUNER

AM -FM -FM Stereo Tuner with 8 AM, 8 FM Station Presets, Automatic or Manual
Scanning, Digital Quartz P.L.L. Synthesizer with Quadrature Front End...

WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE REAL-TIME
*
5189 to 5699.
ANALYZERS AND EQUALIZERS
REVOLUTIONARY Differential/Comparator® circuitry makes possible Accuracy to
0.1dB! Automatic or Manual Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and

Precision Passive Coil Filters for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion, ScanAlyzer Models. With and Without Built-in Equalizers. No Calibrated Microphone
necessary. Computone Charts, Freq. Analysis Test Record with EQ's...
Equalizing.

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE
PREAMPLIFIERS

5399 to 5699.*

Unique Equalizer/Preamplifers and Straight -Line Preamplifers featuring -97dB
Phono S/N, Adjustable Phono Capacitance and Impedance, Moving Coil Inputs,
Phono Input Level Controls, Exclusive AutoBridge® circuit for Mono Operation of
Stereo Amplifiers @ TRIPLE POWER OUTPUT, versatile Push -Button Patch bay
with External Processor Loops, Digital and Video/Audio Inputs, Precision Passive
Coil EQ Circuitry and 0.1 dB Readout Differential/Comparator® Unity Gain Controls
for Highest Gain, Lowest Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. Computone Charts, Freq. Analysis Test Record with Preamp-EQ's...

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND MOSFET
5449 to 51,199.*
HIGH CURRENT AMPLIFIERS
The most advanced Stereo and Professional Amplifiers featuring Class H Dual
Signal -Tracking Power Supply, Auto-Buffer® for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation, No
Current -Limiting, Auto Crowbar Output Protection, Power MOSFET circuitry for

Highest Reliability, Calibrated LED meters, A-B Speaker Switching.
*

'*

Includes 19" Rackmount Front Panel
Genuine Oak or Walnut Side Panels are Optional Extra.

1-"

Test
Anal
Frequency SpectrumAnalysis
-PAGE FULL -COLOR BROCHURE, $11-9.95 EO-EVALUATION KIT, includes
Charts,Connector Cable `or comparison test, 1 -instruction faller for use with your present
Record, 2 sets of Computone
stereo system, JUST WRITE TO US OR CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD #3o for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.

FREE'16

Soundcraftsmen Inc., 2200

SO. Ritchey, Santa Ana CA

92705 PH: 714-556-6191 TELEX/TWX 910-595-2524 CANADA: E.S. Gould, Montreal, Quebec, H4T1E5

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

ú:s.Ä
AMERICA'S PERFORMANCE-VALUE LEADER
IN STEREO COMPONENT SEPARATES...

SIMPLE AND SWEET, OUR STRAIGHT-WIRE PREAMP SPEAKS FOR ITSELF...
(P.S. IF You need Tone Controls, we make Equalizers to Match)

CJ
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PREAMPLIFIER MODEL DX4000
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FEATURES
Sub -Sonic Filter: -3dB @ 15Hz, 12dB/octave rolloff
Auto/
Bridge © to bridge 2 stereo amps
Phono Preamp utilizes all Discrete

Components-No Integrated Circuits

CD Digital Audio Inputs
Noble
volume control
Inputs for audio portion of video source
Three way tape dubbing
Low -Impedance headphone output jack w/amplifier
31 -position
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CA. 92705
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ELECTRICAL

Front -Panel Tape/Loop inputs & outputs
Three signal -processor loops
19"
rack -mount front panel
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
Hi -level ±1/4 dB, 5Hz to 100 KHz Phono ±1/2 dB, 20Hz to 20 KHz
TOTAL
HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .01% at 1 volt
IM DISTORTION: Less
than .01% at 1 Volt
PHONO SIGNAL-TO-NOISE: 97 dB.

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEAREST DEALER LISTED BELOW
However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located throughout the U.S. with many models on display. If no
dealer is shown near you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us at 714-556-6191, ask for our "Dealer Locator Operator:'
ALABAMA
lunISvitle
SOUND DISTRIBUTORS

KANSAS

MISSISSIPPI

NORTH CAROLINA

PENNSYLVANIA

UTAH

Gulfport
TIPPET'S MUSIC

Greensboro.

Cnamoersburp

San Luke Cny

SUNRISE ELECTRONICS

INKIEYi

Jackson

Winston-Salem

Hermitage

St George

HOOPER SOUND

AUDIO -VIDEO CONCEPTS

CUSTOM SOUND CO.

ARROW AUDIO

Miami

Overland Park

AUDIO PLUS

AUDIO ELECTRONICS

LAS FABRICAS

Salira
DELI TV
Wichita

HOOPER SOUND

ARIZONA

Orlando

Phoenix

AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS

ABSOLUTE SOUND

Tampa
SENSUOUS SOUND

AUDIO PLUS

KENTUCKY

GEORGIA

MISSOURI

CeunglonTE

ChestertleM/St. Lows

Tucson
BSA ELECTRONICS
Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CALIFORNIA

EREO

Atlanta

THE

AUDIO UNUMITED
STEREO DESIGNS

LoulsWle

usta

Mensen

SNOPPE

HI -FIDELITY, INC

Berkeley
HONKERS SOUND CO.

TN

Concord

Columbus

Baton Rouge

SOUND DISTINCTION

WORLD-WIDE ELECTRONICS

NEW GENERATION

Goleta

()anon
BROCKE ENTERTAINMENT

HOUSE OF AUDIO

STE REO SHOP

Palo Allo
WESTERN

AUDIO

Sacramento

Hb

NEALS SPEAKERS
San Francisco
USTENINO POST

YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE
Honolulu
HARRY'S AUDIO

Santa Barbara

VIDEO LIFE

HOUSE OF AUDIO

SO, CALIFORNIA
Phone 7145566191, ask for
"Dealer dee« Operator"
pnsunkient space to lisi
all Dealers In Mu areal

GOLD SOUND

Gunnrson
WILDWODO MUSIC

CONNECTICUT
Drryy
CANSanbuTDI

STUDIOS

Stamford
COUNTY AUDIO

NapayeEWGEeeNERATION

FLORIDA
Fort Wagon Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
H

Ed AKER WAREHOUSE
Merritt Inland

NEVADA
Las
as
UNNE SITY PRO AUDIO

New London
NORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

Lihue. Kaum
JACK WADA ELECTRONICS

AUDIO BUYS

NEW JERSEY. SO.

Wailuku. Maul
ADRIAN'S ELECTRONICS

MASSACHUSETTS

McKeeHI

UONUNS TV

Idaho Fads
PHASE 4 STEREO

MARTROY ELECTRONICS

Wildvnod
SEASHORE STEREO

Boston
Brockton
SCORPIO SOUND
Sunderland

Brattleboro
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

NORTH DAKOTA

SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

Pinsburpn

VIRGIN ISLANDS

AUDIO JUNCTION

St. Thomas. U.S. and

Reading.

British Wren Islands

SMNinngqron

ELECTRONICS UNUMITED

PHOENIK HI PI
Willow Grove
SOUNDES

VIRGINIA

Fazgqoo

WATTS.MORF

OHIO
Akron
OHIO SOUND

PUERTO RICO

Cleveland
BAB APPLIANCE

Puerto Nuevo

HARTT AUDIO

Middleburg HtS
BAB APPLIANCE
Warren
CUSTOM SOUND CO.
VounOStown
CUSTOM SOUND CO.

SCIENTIFIC STEREO

NORTHERN N.J.

OREGON

MICHIGAN

Rene

Marquette

Gurnee

LI

N

201-947-9300. ask for
Dealer Locator Operator"

OnSulflNnl Space to list
all Dealers in this area)

IENING ROOM

MINNESOTA
Bbomington
MINNESOTA SOUND VALUE

INDIANA

amas

Anderson

TEAM ELECTRONICS

Indianapolis
STEREO IMAGE
New Haven
IUS SOUND
West Laayetie

LNch1NM
DUALITY STEREO

SOUTH CAROLINA
Colombo

Eugene
BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY

WASHINGTON
Brenlerlbrl
EVERGREEN AUDIO

NORTON STEREO

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO
Ne
THwE

ELECTRONIC

SHOP

SDutaJ
DON ONEnbmy
S CUSTOM STEREO

TENNESSEE
Clanwoga
COLLEGE HI Ft

Coos aayy
PENNINGBBTONS AUDIO

RlcMlond
CARTS

LASER SOUND

OHIO SOUND

OKLAHOMA

law

ELECTRONICS

Fags Church
AUDIO BUYS

OHIO SOUND

NEW YORK CITY,

AMERICAN

BAUI51TSIOO
HI FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

VERMONT

Philadelphia

Oklaloma
JOHNSONC
TVity A SOUND

DekaU
AU010 PLUS
OPUS EQUIPMENT
Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

port

FI C

RANIon
CREATIVE ACOUSTICS

ENCORE AU010

IDAHO

ANDERSON

C

Canton

L

ILIcLcaIpNoOIS
A0A0101.3

Lincoln
UGHT A SOUNDS FANTASTIC

NEW HAMPSHIRE

THE SOUND SHOP

Enokwood

NEBRASKA

Baltimore
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DIGITAL DOMAIN
KEN POHLMANN

BEAUTIFUL OR BEASTLY?
past year or so we've examined many of the elementary
aspects of digital audio technology. Discussions of topics such as
sampling and quantizing, CD -player
design, Compact Disc format and lowhope, illustrated
pass filters have,
their workings and taken away some of
the mystique often associated with
them. Digital audio is, after all, merely
a kind of technology used to store the
information comprising music, just as
analog audio is.
Of course, an analytical look at music technology goes only so far because, when it comes to the music
business, a host of other factors ultimately becomes the overriding concern. Sales of LPs peaked (along with
the 8 -track tape) in 1978 at $2.473
billion, declining to $1.69 billion in
1983. Meanwhile, prerecorded cassette sales rose from $250 million in
1978 to $1.812 billion in 1983, thus
\\
displacing the LP as the leading audio
medium.
What is the key to a medium's success? When it comes to market share,
justify its success? Or is it merely the
is fidelity the primary concern? Obviously there are other factors. For exam- fast food of the audio world?
The question is difficult to answer
ple, the cassette's quick rise to preemiof the dissimilarity of analog
because
to
the
traced
be
nence could probably
consumer's desire for covenience and and digital media. Most performance
specifications are throwbacks to the
portability.
Now, the cassette's rapid success is days of analog, and thus they measure
being humbled by that of the CD. In parameters relevant to the quality of
less than two years the CD achieved analog circuitry, but not necessarily to
the same U.S. market penetration fidelity itself. Audiophiles have always
which took the cassette six years to questioned the omniscience of specs;
reach. In the American market, CD with digital, that suspicion is even more
sales rose from 800,000 units in 1983 suitable. For example, in terms of flat
to 4.9 million in 1984, an increase of frequency response, signal-to-noise
more than 500%. Worldwide, 350,000 ratio, THD, etc., the CD is quite good.
CD players and 5.5 million discs were In my experience with many players,
sold in 1983, and in 1984 900,000 have come to expect a frequency replayers and 17 million discs were sold. sponse from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±0.5
Clearly, the CD is a big hit; it is, in fact, dB; S/N greater than 95 dB, and THD
the most successful new electronic of less than 0.003% at 0 dB and 1
kHz-or numbers in those ballparks. In
product ever introduced.
Why is that? Let's avoid a lot of end- fact, the specs for CDs are so good
less debate such as, "It's because the that routinely employ CDs as a refereconomy is good," or, "It's in spite of ence standard on the test bench for all
the bad economy." And let's even kinds of measurements. Need a 1 -kHz
avoid the obvious non -sonic elements sine wave? How about a sweep tone,
of the format's popularity: Conve- or tone bursts, or SMPTE IM? No probnience, longevity, portability, etc. In- lem-a CD test disc provides a highly
stead, let's go to the mat with one crite- accurate reference for all kinds of aurion: The aesthetics of the medium. dio testing. But already we have diSpecifically, the question we can ask verged from our stated task of comparing aesthetics. Strictly according to
is, does the Compact Disc's fidelity
For the

I

I

I
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specifications (at least those designed
to evaluate analog equipment), the
digital medium is clearly superior. But
what do specifications mean in relation
to what we hear?
Beyond specifications remains the
question of sound. It is apparent that a
CD sounds different from an LP; this is
evident even over broadcast FM. And
the difference could stem from factors
beyond those measured by our specifications. Exactly what constitutes it?
Apparently there is something missing
from, or added to, the sound of a CD
(or both). But why is this "± Factor"
judged good by some and bad by others? Is it music information, or distortion, that is missing? Has new music
information been added, or a new kind
of distortion? Or a mixture of both?
With those kinds of questions, the
battle lines are clearly drawn. A digital
advocate would state that additional
music information has been added
and distortion taken away, and would
point to the excellent specifications
and sound quality to prove it. An analog advocate would state that music
information has been lost and distortion added, and would similarly point to
the sound quality to prove it. Leaving
aside the question of specifications,
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

When ynu hear the fidelity cf the
K 240 Monitor headphone, you'll
understand why so imany recording
engineers and professional musicians
prize its studio accuracy. AKG also has
vro-way electrostatic/dynan is models
that set standard for headphone design.
AKC- has developed a line of stereo

AKG

we are left with differing opinions of the
sound quality. It appears that in lieu of
more meaningful specifications only a
subjective evaluation can begin to settle the issue.
So, what is different about the sound
quality when comparing digital to analog? A CD has several obvious advantages, such as lack of clicks and pops,
groove noise, and wow and flutter.
Other, perhaps more debatable, advantages are solid low-end response
and accurate localization. This brings
us to the essence of the debate. Many
analog advocates might grudgingly
concede the above, but would single
out high -end response and ambience
as deficiencies in the CD.
Although the Nyquist Theorem was
proved in 1926, it is still not accepted
by some. Despite healthy skepticism,

the facts of the theorem haven't
changed in the last 59 years. Simply
stated, all of the information below half
the sampling frequency can be encoded, and any information above that
frequency must be excluded. The frequency response of a CD is thus flat
from 0 to 20 kHz, less any deficiencies
of the analog output circuitry interfacing the player with an analog amplifier.
If you like the frequencies between 100
and 400 Hz, then you have to like the
frequencies between 10 and 20 kHz;
they are absolutely identical during the
digitization process. Of course, the Nyquist Theorem is as much of a limitation as it is an opportunity. Only frequencies below the half -sampling frequency are encoded. If you want a
higher frequency, then you must increase the sampling frequency.
So what does all this mean? Let's
consider the case of the highest note
of the highest pitched instrument in an
orchestra (no, it's not the cymbals), a
piano. The C note four octaves above
middle C is 4,186.01 Hz. Let's round it
to 4 kHz for simplicity. Since it is a
complex waveform, it will have an overtone series at multiples of the fundamental: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36
kHz, etc. Although each higher partial
generally decreases in amplitude, in
theory the overtone series would extend infinitely. Our digitization system
would encode everything below the
half -sampling frequency; in the case of
the CD, up to about 20 kHz. Thus the
fundamental and four partials would be

phonocartridges with the AKG
Transversal Suspension System.
Selectee models feature the van den
Hul 11 diarond stylus cut for
unparalleled tracking accuracy.

fregl "start to

77 Se led<Street \
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WATTS
THE DIFFERENCE.
Clear, clean sound begins with dew equipment. Europeans have knoveithat for
over 30 years. Aid the., ve made .he products of Cecil E Wits their c -Dice.
Imported from Englard, the
Manual Parastat II i; new improving
Amer can sound systems with
impress ve results. The Parastat
fl actieally 'washes" dust,
impurities and polluton from
records without iar-nfef fluid
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Distributed in;re L. S. by A LG Acoustic:':
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S -X1130 Audio/Video/Stereo

Receiver

Introducing
one brilliant idea
on top ofanotheia
Unmatched FM Stereo/AM Stereo reception and video control makes them fantastic. X -Balanced circuitry
makes them phenomenal. Sansui's 130 watt S -X1130 and 100 watt S -X1100 Quartz PLL Audio/Video receivers
are so far advanced, they even have a special decoder that lets you receive broadcasts of all AM stereo systems.
What's more, their unique X-Balanced circuitry cancels out external distortion and decisively eliminates IHM,
for the purest all-around listening pleasure.
But the advantages don't stop there. Both receivers are complete Audio/Video control centers that are
radically different-and significantly more versatile-than any others on the market. The S -X1130 delivers all
the highly advanced audio and video performance of the S -X1100, with the added bonus of sharpness
for expanded stereo or simulated stereo, plus sound mixing capabilities.
For more brilliant, innovative ideas, check nut our full line of superior receivers.
You'll know why we're first, the second you hear us.
There's more worth hearing and seeing from Sansui. Write: Consumer Servie
Dept., Sansui Electronics Corp., Lyndhurst, NJ 07071; Carson, CA 90746; Sans '
Electric Co., Ltd., Ibkyo, Japan.

Amami.

.

Animisi,

SaanSMill
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If your hearing extends
beyond 20 kHz, then the
CD has indeed robbed you
of musical information that
lies above that point.

.

encoded, and all musical information
above that point (24 kHz and up)
would be excluded.
The question thus ultimately boils
down to hearing. If your hearing response extends beyond 20 kHz (and is
acute enough to perceive the low-amplitude partials present there), then the
CD has indeed robbed you of information-specifically, all information above
20 kHz. The 20-kHz high end was felt
to be sufficient for most listeners; that,
of course, explains why 44.1 kHz was
selected as the sampling frequency.

Bryston announces...
substantial advancement to the technology of
audio power amplification.
Bryston has been researching the science and the art of amplification
for over ten years. Recently, a breakthrough of sorts at Bryston in the
application of complementary Bipolar power-delivery systems has almost
perfectly optimised the output transfer-function, resulting in an amplifier
more linear, less sensitive to loading, with smaller amounts of upper order harmonic content than previously possible without class-A biasing,
or other special compensation techniques.
We feel that another veil has been lifted from the amplifier's contribution
to the overall audio picture. We believe you will think so too. Write to
Bryston at the appropriate address (below) for a technical paper on
Bryston's newest advancement on the state of the art, and a list of dealers
where you can listen to the optimal amplifier(and, of course, our matching
preamplifier).
a

How high is 20 kHz? Well, most televisions emit a loud oscillation of about
15 kHz which drives some people nutty. That's three-quarters of the way to
20 kHz.
What about ambient information?
Analog advocates might say that a CD
recording "has no air," in other words,
that some reverberant or spatial information is missing or has been affected.
With 16 -bit quantization the noise floor
of a CD is about 98 dB down; thus the
reverberation is not being lost in quantization noise. And it is not the length of
the reverberation time, either; timings
between analog and digital recordings
show an equal period of decay. And
why should ambient information be at
all different from any other kind of
acoustical information? The pressure

IN THE UNITED STATES

and analog sound.
Nevertheless, if a digital recording is
compared to an analog recording,
some listeners might describe the digital recording as being "cold" while others might describe it as being

"clean"-two subjective expressions
of striking descriptive similarity, yet

one is a negative judgment, the other
positive. Has the digital recording
failed to capture some aspect of live
sound, or merely eliminated some distortion which we have grown accustomed to in analog recordings? The
weight of evidence favors the latter,
though it must be conceded that perception of beauty lies between the ears
Q
of the beholder.
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985
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Try Audio's Classifieds
The marketplace for Hi-Fi gear!

function identifying the acoustical
characteristics of a Steinway, and that
identifying the acoustical characteristics of Orchestra Hall in Chicago, follow the same laws of physics. Once
again, there is no analytical means yet
available to demonstrate the subjectively felt differences between digital

,,úO@VERMONT

.,L
RFDa4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602
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SONEX looks

as good as it
sounds.

SONEX traps sound :our times better than rich, thick carpeting, so just
a few squares can tune your room
like recording engineers tune their
studios. It's easy to hang, and it
looks good. Write for our color
brochure, or try a box today. Four
24" squares per box.
Send $48 to: 3800 Washington Ave.

No., Minneapolis, MN 55412.
For eas', factory-direct orders,
call toll-free 1-800-662-0032. (In

MN

ca

wsa

1

(612) 521-3555)
...stereo.
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SIGNALS & NOISE

A Real Team
Dear Editor:
It seems to me that in recent years
your annual Lirpa issue had become a
little strained, but this year's issue was
right on track.
especially liked the
I

design philosophy espoused by
George V. Dajan and the down-toearth advice of Namreh Nietsrub.
shall
Until next year, meanwhile,
continue to derive similar pleasure
from the humorous reviews of Laurence L. Greenhill and David L. Clark.
By the way, how long can the boys
continue the pretense that their first
names aren't Bob and Ray?
Lawrence Wallcave
Santa Rosa, Cal.

was very interesting, but obviously
written by the product's designer.
Longtime Audio readers were certainly
was to see the
as disappointed as
NAD 5120 turntable given such a cursory review in the same issue. The effect was to buttress a PR push, and
this is not what have come to expect
from Audio. A new and unusual design
like NAD's demands more rigorous examination.
Similarly, would have liked to have
seen more data on Sony's new D-5
portable CD player. As a D-5 owner,
have been very curious about its technical performance-I get a rising (!?)
response in the top two octaves, for
example-and the "Auricle" in the
March issue told me very little that
couldn't have gleaned from the promotional literature.
Audio is the only magazine in the
"High Futility" industry whose reviews
respect. The "Auricle" profiles combine the superficial aspects of the
more consumer -oriented press with
the golden -ear silliness of the little
magazines.
don't think that Audio
needs to make a niche for more of that
particular kind of writing.
John Etnier
Portland, Maine
I

I

I

I

I

I

Send Flowers
Dear Editor:
was very intrigued by Prof. Lirpa's
method for perfecting a stereo system
by straightening the power amplifier
cord (see "Tape Guise," April 1985).
The "straight wire with gain" concept
yielded astounding results, as shall
relate. You see, in my haste to carry
out the Professor's method, misinterpreted some of his directions.
As understood it, the idea was to
relocate the amplifier where one could
detect a clockwise rotation-namely
the bathtub. As it happened, the power
cord was at its straightest when held
it in that location!
Even with all the leads disconnected, the sonic (and other) effects that
experienced while turning the amplifier
over in a bathtub full of water gave me
new respect for the concept of a
straight wire with gain. When get out
of the hospital, I'm going to try improving my TV picture the same way.
John Bruno
Brooklyn, N.Y.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

No Niche Needed
Dear Editor:
would like to lend my support to
Roy Allison's comments about the recent turn that your magazine's editorial
content has taken (see "Signals &
Noise," April 1985). can think of two
specific instances, an "Auricle" and an
I

I

"Equipment Profile," where brevity
and/or lack of objective data have deprived readers of needed information.
The feature article "NAD's Floppy
Tonearm" in the February 1984 issue
22

I

I

cape through the hole. When it has all
leaked out the tube should be filled
with mercury, poured in through the
same hole. That's all there is to it!
A problem sometimes experienced
with tube amplifiers is microphonics,
caused by mechanical vibration of the
tube electrodes. With this modification,
there will be no such problem because
of the excellent damping provided by
the mercury.
Some people expect this tube to
emit blue light in operation. This is because they confuse a mercury -filled
tube with a mercury vapor -filled tube,
such as the 83, which does emit blue
light. This tube is triply protected
against emission of blue light, since
the metal envelope is opaque to blue
light, the mercury also is opaque, and
there is nothing in the tube to generate
blue light in the first place.
Cecil Grace
New York, N.Y.

Blowing Their Horn
Dear Editor:

would like to add a kudo that
should at least equal those published
in your April "Signals & Noise." Klipsch
and Associates has to be the most
I

conscientious audio manufacturer

I

have dealt with in over 30 years of hi-fi

Tubes into Transistors
Dear Editor:
As one who believes that tube amplifiers should not contain transistors,
was disturbed that the Lirpa 1 amplifier
(described in "The Perfect Amp: Zero
Distortion" in the April issue) uses a
transistor at 01, and determined to
disprove the article's statement that
this transistor "is irreplaceable by any
vacuum tube."
shows how to
Since Appendix
modify a transistor for this application,
perhaps there is also a way to modify a
tube. And there is.
Start with one of the metal tubes introduced just before World War II.
Choose one without a grid cap-a 6C5
or 6H6 would be suitable. One that
does not test "good" is okay-in fact,
please do not use a good one, as they
are no longer made, and surviving
stock is required by antique radio collectors for restorations.
Drill a hole through the metal top in
the center. The vacuum, which is not
used in this application, will then esI

I

I

experience.
When bought a pair of used, 21 year-old Klipschorns recently, found
that replacing the original drivers with
updated Klipsch units exacerbated a
mysterious problem in the middle and
upper range of the system, and no one
could figure out what it was. Finally,
sent the top sections of both horns
down to Klipsch and they replaced
horn, driver and crossover components, and the mounting flanges-free
of charge! They even sent them back
prepaid! The speakers sounded great
(even more so with the addition of
Klipsch's newest crossover).
think that this kind of treatment, of
the owner of a used product that was
old enough to vote, must be some kind
of record for commitment and a sense
of long-term responsibility for one's
products that goes well beyond any
ordinary warranty. It surely is one reason for the continuing respect held for
Klipsch products.
Larry Clare
Bethesda, Md.
I

I

I

I
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Unless you're listening to Panasonic
TrIphasMcar stereo speakers,
you may not be hearing all of your music.
from Panasonic They're
really three speakers in one. So they deliver rich,
accurate sound. Not just from the high and low
frequencies. But also from the critical midrange.
Tri -phase speakers

The ultimate -est of a car stereo speaker is. hpw
effectively it creates a stereo "image": an accurate
rep oduction cif the original live perfor' arce. Its
. And instrumentation.
Dime
phase car stereo speakers have been
in mind. They conta -n nct trvo
:ee. This

*1 Watt

íá

1

meter

-

three -vim speaKer

design helps create a stereo image that is breathtakirg
in its definition and musical clarity.
Panasonic Tri -phase speakers have a pov.e-ful,
high-energy magnet. This, coupled with the use cf -uyged materials and advanced technology, means these
speakers are efficient: And can handle the ki id of
power that today's music demands.
And you can have this high-energy music in Elves:
any car. Because Panasonic car speakers fit man,/ cars

with simple "bolt -in" installation.
So if you would like to hear all your music, just linen
to Panasonic Tri -phase car stereo speakers. They're at a
dealer near you.

93 5dB

Panasonic®

just slightly ahead of our:ime.
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What you see on a cassette's packaging can be just as
important as what you hear on the tape inside.
When you see the familiar Dolby double -D
symbol OD ,* you can anticipate hearing those brilliant
highs and resonant lows your carefully-chosen components were designed to give. For best performance,
be sure to activate the appropriate Dolby noise
reduction switch on your tape deck.
The Dolby trademark appears in four different
forms on pre-recorded cassettes. Here's a quick guide
to what they mean:

DO

DOLBY SYSTEM

B -type noise

/ if---'-"ti ti¿}
OIDOLBY SYSTEM

I

DOLBY C NR

I

1

C -type noise reduction: The top of the line.

DOLBY C NR

DOLBY SYSTEM

!DOLBY HX PRO

reduction: The world standard.

Dolby B-type noise reduction helped transform the
compact cassette, a medium originally designed for
dictating machines, into a subtle, responsive instrument. The compact cassette with B -type noise
reduction combines convenience and portability with
top-quality recorded sound, making it the consumer
favorite. Because Dolby B -type noise reduction is a
world standard, you can buy a tape manufactured in
Prague and play it in Peoria.

I

Dolby C -type encoding offers an increased range of
noise reduction in new high-performance cassette
deck models, and adds such benefits as spectral
skewing and anti -saturation. The superior quality of
C -type tapes can equal that of any other form of
reproduction.

00

DOLBY SYSTEM
DOLBY HX PRO

TM

00

DOLBY

C

NR

TM

DOLBY HX PRO

HX Pro: A mark of recording excellence.

'

For more information about the Dolby process, write Dolby Laboratories,
Licensing Corporation, 731 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94111.
*Dolby, the double -D symbol, and HX PRO are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation. S85/6361/6470

Dolby HX Pro is not a noise reduction system, but a
recording technique which is used during tape duplication to improve the quality of recorded cassettes.
Dolby HX Pro eliminates self-biasing and tape saturation that cause dulling of high frequencies. You
don't need a special decoding button to play HX Pro
tapes. Most HX Pro tapes are, however, made with
B -type or C -type noise reduction, and for best results
should be played with the appropriate noise reduction
system switched on.

C Dolby Labs Inc.1985
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Dolby: the mark of quality in audio.
Look for it.

AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

TIMELY LESSONS
There's nothing like on -the -spot
experience (with a bit of informed guidance) to push you
through the learning process in any
field, as you will understand if you read
my installment on radio last month.
Educators set up workshops to supplement texts and lecturing, audio specialists help you with hands-on sessions to get your sticky fingers where
you want them. All this is just the old
apprentice system, whereby various
trades and skills-also the very highest
arts-are carried forward from one
generation to the next. But how about
an accidental apprenticeship, unin-

tended?
So it was for me in radio and plenty
else, as noted before. A series of happenstances, or call it luck. As though
I'd bumbled somehow into Titian's or
Michelangelo's studio (bottega is the
word) and found myself trying to paint
feet on a half -finished Madonna. An
apprentice by mistake, but even so, it
might be interesting.
Routine work in a radio station of the
1940s was not that different from the
same today, granted no automation
and differences in equipment and programming. Most present-day operators could walk right in and get down to
business. But for an outsider, then as
now, the basics were a considerable
surprise. quickly learned about time,
for instance, when got past that first
show of mine. It is measured in seconds, not minutes, and a half-hour program runs 28:30 or else. No dillydallying. As a result, to this day am the
most punctual oldster know. People
find it disconcerting when you are so
literal-but not in broadcasting.
learned, too, about the dread of
time lost-the phenomenon of dead
air. No signal. Five seconds of that is
endurable; 10 is disturbing-the heart
begins to pound. Thirty seconds of silence is total disaster, Sweat pours,
I

I

I

I

I

hysteria mounts.
Some stations have deliberately
tried, over the years, to relax this tyranny of the seconds, but it isn't really
possible. It's inherent in the medium
itself, AM or FM. Yes, we can be relaxed but only in proportion. A 10 -second pause seems forever.
You'll note (and
learned) that recording has the same sort of time factor. Spacing between LP bands, for
I
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example, now runs naturally in the 5 to
10 -second range. But in live concerts
that spacing can be 10 times as long
and audiences don't mind a bit. A "live
on tape" recording today, even with
music unedited, must somehow be
shortened in those painfully long (and
noisy) intervals-as we hear the reproduced sound. You fit the message to
the medium.
Curiously, television, combining audio and visuals, has an inherently
much slower tempo, probably because it can command more attention
through two senses, however soporific
on occasion. TV shows are longer by
far than the old radio equivalents, and
correctly so. Blanks and silences do
not seem to matter as much. Again, it's
the nature of the medium.
learned very quickly to use one vital
time trick: back -timing. Brilliant idea!
So simple. You start at the end and go
backwards. If your plane leaves JFK
Airport at noon, you back -time from
that point, step by step, to find out
when you can safely leave home. Elementary, but few people bother. still
back -time practically everything, but
now I'm canny. When dealing with people who don't, insert an extra NLQ, a
Normal Lateness Quotient. Some peoI

I

I

ple are always 5 minutes late, or maybe 10, others much, much more. One
guy, the other day, said on the phone,
"I'll be there in 20 minutes."
knew
him. He was punctual, right on the dot
(including his NLQ), an hour and a half
later. Fit perfectly into my back -timing.
On radio, if your show (always live, in
the '40s, except for a very few muddy
transcriptions on disc) ran too long it
was usually dumped off the air at precisely the preset time. You weren't supposed to run overtime; whole networks
were waiting on your final word. So you
didn't. learned to live with this imperious rule after several hideous mishaps.
One of my later taped programs was a
"mystery composer" show, a sort of
musical guessing game. did a long,
tricky build-up, giving hints, with lots of
music, and
had the bright idea of
saving the composer's actual name
until the very end to heighten suspense. At that point said, portentously, "And now, the name of our mystery
composer! Believe it or not, he is ..."
Clunk. was cut off the air! Right on the
last word.
That name would have gone 1 second overtime, due to a late start with
the tape, the station's fault. No matter.
The axe fell exactly on schedule. "You
I

I

I

I

I

I
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The big vocal punch goes
over in board meetings and
on the basketball court, but
it kills microphones.

have heard Edward Tatnall Canby ..."
said the announcer, not even noticing.
And then the phones started to ring.
made an unconvincing explanation
the next week and thereafter resolved
to run my tapes a bit short-and never
to end with vital information.
Now, so many years later, even if
try to dèlay always get to the doctor's
office exactly on time, as scheduledand then must wait an hour, or often
two. Curious ideas some of us have as
to the allowable plus or minus! I'd hate
to be an M.D. with a program on the
air. Of course, it's not only radio and all
broadcasting that adheres to the tyranny of the second. Every music group,
in studio or concert hall, must learn
exact timing wherever there is audio
involved. So must the home hi-fi user
when it comes to video or audio cassette recordings. Time waits for no
man! It never has.
For our timing we had, in the 1940s,
I

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

I

I

I

I

noncomputerized card catalog

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

which at first had me somewhat scandalized. Every bit of music we owned
on records was filed by timing, second
by second. If you had 4:58 minutes to
fill up after a featured work, you looked
under 4:58 and took your choice of
maybe four or five items. When later
came to making up dozens of recorded programs, all to a typically exact
length, found this system quite delightful. (So you thought we chose the
music for its artistic worth, did you?)
suppose, you do exactly the
Now,
same thing on the house computer
monitor. Might save 2 or 3 seconds
over the old system on cards.
An even more personal bit of learning came for me when splurged and
had my very first broadcast on FM taken down on ET (electrical transcription). An air check. Very simply, wanted to hear myself. Delusions of grandeur? Maybe, but more practically,
wanted to know what my show was like
to the outside listener.
No tape, no personal recorders then.
You went to a local recording studio
and had them take you down off the
air. Mine came on two big, 16 -inch, 33 rpm lacquer discs, professional type,
which could play in the studio. They
ran about 15 minutes a side. The alternative 78 lacquers for home playing
ran around 5 minutes (narrower
grooves than commercial discs). All
I

these were cut on two tables, overlapping the material at each ending. For a
half-hour show on 78 this was painful.
But at least you got all the content.
Yes, indulged in a bit of megalomania. remember going out into Central
Park and gazing at the top of the Hotel
Pierre, where our antenna was clearly
visible-little me, emanating from way
up there! But when heard the ETs of
the show, was dismayed. It sounded
awful. / sounded awful, mean. Why?
had tried to do my best. Why did it
sound so monotonous and dull? was
deflated, embarrassed.
Well, of course, in those days you
did not ever hear the sound of your
own voice as others heard it. In the
broadcast, before the mike, thought
was being witty and cheerful and very
sophisticated. What a delusion! On the
air, as recorded, sounded like an idiot, and it wasn't the fi either, which on
ETs could be quite good.
Well, live and learn, or retire from the
field. took those two big lacquer discs
into our studio during off hours and
spent many days working on them.
got out my script and read it out loud
along with the recording, to see how it
sounded from the inside of me. That
study was another turning point.
found out several things that largely
accounted for the trouble.
First was timing. When you speak via
any electronic medium you must punctuate by deliberate pauses. Most people don't. had blithely run my clauses,
my sentences, even my paragraphs
into one long, unbroken flow. You
could understand if you tried, but
wasn't helping. once heard a recording of a famous American novelist who
read his own works exactly the same
way. Excruciatingly dull. If you don't do
it naturally, then you learn. You practice and practice, until it becomes second nature. All actors, all radio and TV
people (including the President!) either
know their timing instinctively or have
studied it very, very well. As a matter of
fact, when you read anything aloud,
anywhere, the timing principle applies.
Even to impromptu speeches. Pause
for effect, also for grammar. So tried
filled up my script with
and tried.
pauses and thus made it too long. But
the next one went better.
Second was pitch-emphasizing
speech by ups and downs of the
I

I

I

I

I
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I
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voice-and third was the big punch,
the forceful explosion that carries. Teddy Roosevelt-ever hear him? (He left
a few recordings.) That punching is a
big temptation. It goes over in board
meetings and on the basketball court.
It quells any opposition if you do it
right. But it kills mikes.
It seems was a puncher and didn't
use the pitch of my voice nearly
enough. (Do you?) To make my impression, notably as a teacher before a
learned to
lot of apathetic students,
punch like crazy without half noticing.
had punched my way (without enough
pitch variation) straight through that
first radio script and all got for my
trouble was a batch of momentary
overloads and no punch at all.
So practiced, as went on to more
broadcasts, making all my points at a
dead level of volume, using only the
pause and the rise of pitch to get impact. It began to work (more ETs).
sounded more interesting and the VU
meter stopped banging its pins. proliferated the pauses, short, medium,
and long; the voice soared up and
down (however silly it seemed at first),
and my programs began to be almost
professional. That direct comparison
between my inside voice and its outside equivalent paid off.
Today it is simple to do all this with
any tape recorder almost anywhere.
Today our equipment, from mikes to
speakers, can generally take a wider
dynamic range, though the ubiquitous
limiter will cut you back if you get too
loud. But the rules still basically apply,
as they did 40 years back.
went further in those first years.
began to take on some announcers'
tricks heard (as you do now) every
single day. You start a sentence like
"And now ... let's hear ..." with an
"and" in your very deepest bass, then
a "now" at a higher pitch-and you
curl that "now" around the diphthong,
naw-oo, like the knell of doomsday.
I
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Announcers can make the silliest
things sound important: "And naw-oo,
a message from Chompy Cheese
Bits"-phew! Grabs you. Why
shouldn't do the same, even on classical radio? So did.
"And naw-oo, just listen to this exI

I

traordinary

interpretation

of

(pause)

Johann Sebastian Bach...." It's a
A
strange world, this audio of ours.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

SECOND -CITY FIRSTS
etting attendance records at
Consumer Electronics Shows
has become commonplace, and
the 19th Summer CES was no exception. By June 5, when the SCES concluded its four -day run in Chicago,
102,731 people had attended this vast
showcase for the consumer electronics industry.
Record crowds notwithstanding, this
SCES was a reflection of the current
economic climate. Business has been
on the flat side, and, to use that wellworn cliché, buyers exhibited a mood
of "cautious optimism." More than a
few complained that they were becoming rather overwhelmed by the vast
diversity of products, and that making
buying decisions was a frustrating and
confusing exercise, fraught with peril.
All this is exacerbated by the introduction of new technology hard on the
heels of recent breakthroughs whose
products are not yet fully developed.
Every CES has a "hot" product cate
gory, and this time it was 8 -mm video
recorders. The 8 -mm format has been
a sort of stepchild for a couple of years
now, and many retailers frankly hoped
it would just fade away. In fact, with
blank -tape manufacturers generally reluctant to heavily commit their facilities
to the production of 8 -mm tape, the
format had indeed been on the back
burner.
All this changed at the SCES when,
with much fanfare, TDK, Memorex,
Maxell and Sony announced 8 -mm video tapes, while Sanyo, Kodak, Pioneer,
Canon and Sony introduced production models of 8 -mm video recorders.
Kodak and Canon, at least, had announced 8 -mm camcorders (camera/
recorder combinations) last year, but
these new entries are all straight portable or tabletop recorders, capable of
recording off the air or from separate
cameras.
Compared to the average half -inch
VCR, the 8 -mm video recorder is in a
much smaller package. The Pioneer
unit measures 161 inches wide by 4
inches high by 133/4 inches deep. The
8 -mm video cassette is just slightly
larger than a standard audio cassette.
The audio facilities are interesting:
For monophonic sound, all 8 -mm VCRs
have Audio Frequency Modulated analog tracks. The big surprise is that
many of the new 8 -mm recorders (the
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

Kodak, Pioneer and Sony, anyway) will
also feature stereo PCM digital sound recording capability. This is only an 8 bit system, with a sampling rate of 31.5
kHz. The sampling rate limits its high
end to 15 kHz (the lower end is given
as 5 Hz by Pioneer and 20 Hz by
Kodak and Sony, with no indication of
dB variations given). Signal-to-noise
ratio, which would normally be about
64 dB for an 8 -bit system, is actually
higher, due to companding. Here, too,
the makers disagree on specs, with
Pioneer saying 90 dB, Sony saying 88
dB and Kodak saying at least 80. Sony
also claims wow and flutter of less than
0.005% rms.
The monophonic AFM analog track's
specifications also vary according to
the manufacturer. Canon's printed
spec sheet cites a 70 -dB S/N and frequency response of 30 Hz to 14 kHz,
±3 dB, while Pioneer claims 80 dB
and response from 50 Hz to 15 kHz.
The models with PCM stereo sound
can also record PCM digital stereo in
place of the video tracks, so these
VCRs can be used as audio -only digital recorders. Six pairs of stereo tracks
are provided, so a 120 -minute 8 -mm
video cassette affords an astonishing
total of 12 hours of stereo digital recording! It is not hard to envision some
future version of the 8 -mm recorder
adapted for automotive or broadcast

use. Car -stereo aficionados could re-

cord 12 hours of their own programming using Compact Discs as super
source material.
In spite of these technically interesting features and the general hoopla,
the 8 -mm video recorder was not
greeted with universal enthusiasm at
the SCES. Many grumbled that the introduction of these 8 -mm units would
muddy the waters in the present VCR
market, generating much confusion
among consumers. Many people also
felt that the picture quality of the 8 -mm
system was a bit fuzzy and lacked the
resolution to compete with standard
half -inch VCRs. Undaunted, backers of
the 8 -mm format are busy (and having
some success) in lining up prerecorded software from the Hollywood movie
people. Quite obviously, there must be
a good supply of movie software, or
the format would be foredoomed to
failure.
As with any new format, initial pricing
is always high-in the case of these 8 mm recorders, the range is from
$1,500 to $1,800. What are the
chances of the 8 -mm format succeeding in the marketplace? In spite of the
backers' enthusiasm and some of the
system's unique advantages, most
dealers were not sanguine about its
chances of replacing the standard
half -inch VCR. "It would take years"
27

Many CD players are really
"me too" models, supplied
OEM by a few makers and, for
the most part, sisters under
the skin.

and "Picture quality must be improved" were typical comments. Time
will tell, but technology has a way of
accelerating things.
One possible source of improvement is the tape. Existing 8 -mm tapes
are already metal -powder formulations, but there is talk of metal -evaporated tape, and other exotic formulations that could make 8 -mm a formidable contender in the VCR sweepstakes. The only metal -evaporated
tape I've seen so far, though, is Matsushita's Angróm-which is an audio
microcassette.
While the 8 -mm introductions
caused quite a stir at the SCES, the
other hot categories-other types of
video, and CD in all its manifestations-kept apace.
The audio/video marriage has borne
many progeny, a plethora of products
to please eye and ear. This year these
take the form of complete audio/video
systems centered on monitor -type TV
sets-usually 25-inch models-along
with a VCR, cassette deck, turntable,
AM/FM tuner, preamp and amplifier,
equalizer, and pair of loudspeakers. In
some of the more elaborate systems,
there is also a CD player, and most
audio and video functions are operated by a wireless remote control. Some
of the more upscale A/V systems with
higher powered amplifiers, larger stereo speakers and generally better
components can cost as much as
$5,000 and more. There is hardly a
major supplier that doesn't have one or
more A/V systems. Such names as
Technics, Kyocera, Sansui, Sanyo,
Kenwood, Pioneer and Yamaha come
to mind.
One of the more touted features on
many of these A/V systems is their ability to receive stereo TV broadcasts.
That certainly is nice, but it is a sad fact
that although stereo TV broadcasts are
now an FCC -approved service, a relatively small part of the U.S. is served by
such broadcasts. The hang-up, of
course, is money. (The situation reminds me a great deal of the early
days of FM stereo multiplex.) It appears that in many cases, a fairly sizable investment will have to be made
by a TV broadcasting station to modify
its present transmitter and associated
equipment in order to transmit stereo
TV. Nor does there appear to be a
28

Prototype, Pioneer 8 -mm video

recorder

Kodak MVS-5380 8 -mm video
recorder

Toshiba XRV22 Compact Disc player

dbx DX3 Compact Disc player
quick resolution to the problem on the
horizon. Of the networks, only NBC is
showing much activity in converting
their affiliate stations to broadcast stereo TV. This is said to be happening
because NBC is part of RCA, which, of
course, sells television receivers. With
no similar spur, ABC and CBS apparently are taking a very low-key approach to stereo TV broadcasting.
As you would expect, CD technology was of major concern to dealers at
the SCES. The number of CD players
available has reached astonishing proportions, now approaching nearly 50
models. As have noted before, many
of these CD players are "me too" models, really supplied OEM by a few manufacturers and, for the most part, sisters under different cosmetic skins.
This fact is not lost on the marketing
departments in some companies. They
I

want to offer CD players which appear
to have some alternative styling or features that make them different and set
them apart from the pack.
Toshiba has come up with a novel
way of differentiating their XRV22 CD
player. This $500 unit has a dual -disc
setup: There are two CD turntables,
and each can be randomly programmed for 15 selections. Thus with
certain Compact Discs this would provide more than 140 minutes of musicprobably enough to cover the requirements for background music or dancing at a party.
The dbx DX3 CD player has gone all
out to be different. In addition to all the
standard CD -player features, plus digital filtering, the DX3 has a built-in compressor, partially modelled after the
"Over Easy" compressor used in dbx
professional equipment. While at first
glance this appears to be sheer heresy, a subversion of the much -vaunted
wide dynamic range of CD recordings,
it would seem to have a useful purpose. It can be used to maintain equal
loudness levels for background music
listening. More to the point, CDs can
be copied onto audio cassettes for use
in a car, where the wide dynamic
range of CD is compromised by the
noisy mobile environment.
There is another special circuit,
DAIR (Digital Audio Impact Recovery),
which is a bit more controversial. One
would hardly think it necessary to expand the dynamic capabilities of a CD
recording, but this DAIR is supposed
to add more impact to transient attacks
in music-to quote dbx, "to get a real
sock from brass and percussion."
doubt if this would find much use in
properly recorded classical CDs, but
perhaps it would help in pop music,
too much of which has a dynamic
range of only 25 dB or less.
The DX3's third special circuit is the
Ambience Control, derived from that of
the dbx Soundfield One loudspeaker.
This circuit is said to provide the outof -phase, L-minus -R information to
give the illusion of a more airy, spacious quality to the sound. Use of this
circuit would depend on the recording
venue and individual tastes. The DX3
CD player is $599.
Next month, a cornucopia of other
CD players and assorted audio bonA
bons from the SCES.
I
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THE MR 20 STEREO MONITOR/RECEIVER
FROM NAD

video disc and video tape and it is
completely equipped for stereo
sound (with built-in decoding for
stereo and bilingual TV broadcasts).
It costs more than an ordinary TV
set; but like a stereo hi-fi system, the
MR 20 is a rewarding long-term investment in viewing and listening pleasure.

The
New Technology
of Television:

High-fidelity video
with stereo sound.

Television as it was
meant to be.

Television is
no longer just TV.

The MR 20 monitor/receiver from
NAD sets new standards for the
emerging "high fidelity" era in television. It combines brilliantly clear video
with wide -range stereophonic sound
to provide a television experience with
more satisfying realism, and more dramatic impact, than anything previously
available for home use.

Engineers in TV studios employ costly
high-performance video monitors to
check the quality of TV pictures before
broadcast. But TV receivers sold for
home use have always been compromised in quality, in order to simplify
their circuitry and reduce manufacturing cost. As a result, most people
have never seen a high-fidelity video
image and do not realize how remarkhow sharp, clear, detailed,
ably good
and realistically textured -a television
picture can be.
If you love good music, you already
know that a "high fidelity" stereo system provides more listening pleasure
than a table radio. With its clear and
undistorted highs, rich bass, and
accurate timbre, a fine hi-fi system
authentically reproduces the natural sound of music,
and that makes
it a deeply rewarding investment.

Until recently, television was a restricted
medium with limited viewing choices,
fuzzy and ghost -ridden pictures, and low fidelity mono sound (so low -fi that it actually was relayed from networks to local
stations via telephone lines).
Today television has entered a new age.
Broadcasts have improved in technical
quality through better cameras, better
electronics, and satellite relays. Cable
and pay -TV provide dozens of program
choices. Video games and home computers generate colorful video images for
entertainment, education, and practical
tasks. Video tapes and discs give you
more freedom to watch what you want,
whenever you want, and LaserVision
discs rival the best broadcasts in sharpness and clarity. Spacious, wide -range
stereo sound is available from video
discs, "hi-fi" video tapes, and a growing
variety of TV broadcasts, while the preparations for stereo have improved the
quality of all TV sound.

Television

Without
Compromise.

The NAD MR 20 is a no-compromise
monitor/receiver. It is a studio -quality

video monitor that accurately reproduces every tonal shading from
velvety black to glistening white highlights, and shows every detail in the
broadcast picture with unprecedented
clarity. It is cable -ready with sensitive
139 -channel digital tuning and wireless
infra -red remote control; it has inputs
for seven program sources including

,

-

The NAD MR 20

brings the concept of
high fidelity to video,
faithfully reproducing
the entire television
picture exactly as it is
broadcast, with no
compromises or
short-cuts. The advanced design of the
MR 20 begins with the
striking new shape of
its square -cornered
picture tube. Its flat
screen shows the entire TV picture without
losing information at
the edges or corners,
while NAD's highperformance video circuitry delivers brighter
whites, blacker blacks,
finer details, crisper
contours, more
realistic textures, a
truer gray scale
altogether a clearer,
sharper, more detailed
and lifelike picture
than you have ever seen
on a television screen.

-

The NAD MR 20 enables you to take
full advantage of this dramatic evolution.
Its wide video bandwidth and special

sharpness -enhancing circuits resolve
every detail in the best broadcasts and
LaserVision discs, while also producing
an astoundingly vivid display of the
brightly colored graphics in computers
and video games. The MR 20's designation as a monitor/receiver means that
it provides direct audio and video "line"
inputs (instead of antenna -type connections) for video cassette recorders and
video disc players. The direct inputs
provide clearer pictures, much better
sound, more operating versatility,
and are more convenient than having
wires and switches dangling from the
antenna input terminals.
To take advantage of all of today's new
options, you could invest in a system of
separate video components -a cable ready video tuner, a decoder for stereo
and bilingual TV sound, an audio/video
control center with input-output connections and switching for the video and
stereo audio from several program
sources, and a high -resolution video
monitor to display the picture.
You could
but you don't have to, because the MR 20 includes all of these. It
offers all the quality and flexibility of separate video components, in a convenient
all -in -one unit that is as compact and
easy to use as an ordinary TV set.

-

The Audio -Video
Home Theater.

We Make
State -Of -The -Art

Technology

Just as Dolby* Stereo sound in theaters
has dramatically heightened the excitement and pleasure of movie -going,
the addition of wide -range stereo
sound makes television a far more
involving and satisfying experience.
There's no need to add an external

decoder for stereo broadcasts; it's
included. The full -featured amplifier is
equipped with standard preamplifier
controls (bass, treble, balance) to tailor the sound to your taste. The MR 20
gives you five ways to listen:
1. Use the built-in speaker, as with an
ordinary TV.
2. Enjoy stereo sound in private, via
headphones.
3. Connect external speakers for
stereo. A 2.5 watt/channel stereo amplifier is built-in, with connections and
circuitry to handle the stereo audio
from video discs, tapes, and stereo
TV broadcasts.
4. Connect a patch cord to the Auxiliary input of your stereo hi-fi system,
or to a higher -powered external stereo
amplifier and speakers.
5. Use the matching self-powered
NAD 8100 speakers.

Easy To Use.

'Dolby

is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corporation.

Wireless infra -red remote control.
"Signal seek" tuning that scans
up or down, automatically stopping
(perfectly center-tuned) on any
active channel.
-J Separate inputs for regular and
"premium" cable. Use the premium
input (with an external decoder) for
scrambled pay -TV channels, and
use the MR 20's convenient remote control tuning for all other channels.
Convenient rear-panel connections
and front -panel selection for both a
video disc player and a video -cassette
recorder (VCR).
Black-level clamping and automatic
contrast control for blacks that are
-

About NAD:
NAD is the world's leading manufacturer of affordable high -quality
stereo equipment. Since 1978 NAD

stereo components have won
universal praise for their sophisticated engineering, excellent sound,
ease of use, and superior price/performance value. NAD products are
sold by a carefully selected network
of dealers in twenty-nine countries
around the world. If you haven't seen
the name before, it is because NAD
invests most of its money in engineering rather than advertising relying on enthusiastic word-ofmouth publicity and an unbroken
string of rave reviews in magazines
to spread the news of the superiority
of NAD's designs. Now NAD has
brought its expertise in high -value
engineering and innovative design
to video.

Designed to match the MR 20, the
economical NAD 8100 is a two-way
loudspeaker system with built-in
power amplifiers for the woofer and
tweeter (40 watts total per channel).
Each speaker contains dynamic filtering to remove high -frequency noise, a
Dynamic Signal Processor for astonishingly powerful bass output, and
magnetic shielding to make it completely safe for use near TV sets.

NAD's audio and video products combine outstanding performance with
logical, easy-to -use controls. We build
the sophistication into the circuitry, so
you don't need advanced training to
operate it. (For instance, to select
Channel 4 just press 4 on the remote
control. You don't have to enter 04,
as you do with less advanced
tuning systems.)
But behind the MR 20's elegantly understated exterior you will find some
of the most useful features and most
advanced video engineering available
today. For example:

NAD

pure black, not gray.

Tightly regulated high-voltage supply that maintains crisp, sharp focus
even in the brightest white picture
areas. From velvety black to brilliant
white highlights, NAD video offers a
greater range of picture contrast than
any other TV on the market.
Comb filter to reduce color interference and preserve full resolution
of fine picture details.
Fine -pitch in -line black matrix
screen for brilliantly pure colors,
crisply -defined details, and lifelike textures.
Switching -mode power supply, filtered to eliminate hum and interference, and tightly regulated so that the
picture does not flicker and shrink
when an air conditioner clicks on.
Built-in decoding for TV broadcasts
with stereo sound. (You won't need to
add an external decoder later.) Plus
full stereo input/output connections
for other program sources, including
Hi-Fi VCR's and video discs.

Why NAD Videu
Is Better:
The Inside Story.
Your eyes recognize that the MR 20

delivers a better picture than other TV
sets. Here are the reasons why:

Regulated Switching -Mode
Power Supply
An efficient switching -mode power

supply provides the voltages that
the circuits need, safely transformer isolated from the AC power line. Filtering eliminates hum and interference,
and tight regulation keeps the voltages constant regardless of fluctuations in AC voltage. The picture
doesn't flicker when a refrigerator
clicks on, and doesn't shrink on hot
summer days when air conditioners
cause a heavy power drain.

Consistently Sharp Focus
the high -voltage power
supply that focuses the scanning electron beam on the screen is tightly regulated, so that it can produce more
brilliant white highlights than other TV
sets, without either "blooming" (blurring caused by the electron beam
going out of focus at high intensity
levels) or fluctuations in picture size.
In the MR 20

Low Overscan
other TV sets as much as 15 percent of the picture is over -scanned
beyond the borders of the screen,
forever lost to view. This over-scanning is done to ensure that the picture
will continue to fill the screen even
when it shrinks. Since the MR 20's picture can't shrink, it is factory -set for
minimum overscan (no more than 5
percent). Together with the squarecornered screen, this ensures that
you see virtually all of the picture,
all of the time.
In

Comb Filter For
Sharp Horizontal Resolution
The MR 20 uses a high -precision

comb -filter circuit that accurately extracts the color subcarrier from the
video signal, minimizing false color interference while still preserving its full
4.2 MHz bandwidth. Colors remain
pure; black and white stripes remain black and white; textures
are reproduced with lifelike detail
on the screen.

A special pre -shoot circuit sharpens
contours and edges for an especially
crisp look to the picture. And the Detail control on the front panel adjusts
a peaking circuit that you can use to
boost the highest video frequencies
(to sharpen details in the picture,
especially with a VCR) or, alternatively, to soften a picture that is
grainy or snowy.

Tuning system

The color picture is produced by pure
red, green, and blue phosphors that
glow brightly when struck by the scanning electron beam. In the MR 20
nearly 500 tricolor phosphor groups

plus signal -seek Up/
Down scan.
RF

connections

VHF antenna,
F

connector

UHF antenna,

screw terminals
Cable input,
F

connector

Cable output
(to decoder),
F

connector

Premium cable
(from decoder),
F connector
Game/computer

(RCA phono).
All mid -band, super band, and hyper-band
channels (A-1, J-W,
A5-A1, and AA -WW
up to W-28).

Cable tuning

fit across the width of the screen
(spaced only .74 mm apart), resolving
even the finest picture details.

CRT screen

Perfect Interlace for
Sharp Vertical Resolution

Over-scan
Geometric

A standard television picture is not
formed by 525 sequential scanning
lines but rather by fields of 262.5 lines
each, alternating 60 times per second.
If the lines in each field are precisely
interleaved between those of the previous field, a smooth 525-line picture
is obtained, and the individual scanning lines are spaced so evenly and
closely that they are hardly visible.
This is essential for optimum vertical
resolution of fine details, and to produce textures that look realistic on the
screen. The MR 20 achieves this goal.

Digital synthesizer tuning, 139 channels total.
Random-access keypad channel selection
via remote control,

Fine -Pitch
Black Matrix Screen

With ordinary TV, large dark areas in
night scenes tend to become gray instead of black, and bright lights may
produce a gray streak across
the screen. Sixty times per second a special DC -restoration
circuit in the MR 20 measures
a black -reference level in the
signal to lock in consistently
pure, velvety blacks.

Minimum overscan

Specifications
NAD MR 20 Monitor/Receiver

Video
Pre -Shoot and Peaking

Black -Level Clamping with
Automatic Contrast Control

Over -scanned

Having explained our approach to
television design, we now invite you to
visit your local NAD dealer and audition the MR 20 Monitor/Receiver. We
are confident that you will find the MR
20 to be the best television you have
ever seen or heard.

Slot -mask black matrix,
0.74 mm pitch.
Less than 5%
5%, horizontal
and vertical

linearity
Convergence

maximum
error except in extreme corners.
1.7 mm

Video bandwidth

Exceeds the NTSC

broadcast limit of
4.2 MHz.

Resolution

Stereo decoding

Equals or exceeds the
NTSC broadcast limit,
both the horizontal
and vertical.
EIA MTS (BTSC) standard, built-in; no external decoder required.
Includes both stereo
and S.A.P.

NOTE: All specifications are those in effect at the time of printing.
NAD reserves the right to change specifications or designs
at any time without notice.

Industrial Design: REINHOLD WEISS DESIGN/CHICAGO
For more information and

a

list of dealers, send us the coupon below.
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NAD (U.S.A.) INC.
675 Canton Street
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 769-7050
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PRIVATE SHOW
Iexperience the Consumer Electronics Show as two different expositions, one public and the other private. My public CES is the vast, diffuse
show experience when I'm actually
there, with new information reaching
me so fast that it blurs into incoherence. Having only 38 hours of show
time in which to see a sizable portion of
the 1,400 exhibits is like speed-reading our October Equipment Directory.
My private CES takes place in my office, when sort out the boxes of press
releases and spec sheets I've shipped
back, and recreate the show-this time
coherently-from them.
Not much newsworthy car stereo
emerged from the public blur. This
came as no surprise, since most car sound products are introduced in January for the summer installation season. But the private show produced
more than 11 pounds of car -stereo information-hardly a dry well, if not all
worth passing on.
What should have been the most
significant development took place off
the show floor, where the EIA's car audio engineering subcommittee met
to set new interconnection and specification standards. The subcommittee
did set a uniform color -code standard,
so that installers will be able, in a few
years, to confidently assume that a
green wire on a Brand X unit goes to
the same place as that on a Brand Y.
Output levels and input and output imI

I

pedances were also standardized
(500 mV output for a tape level of 250

Blaupunkt's prototype CD player
nWb/m at 315 Hz, 1 kilohm output,
greater than 10 kilohms input).
However, there was no agreement
on plug standards, which means that
installers will have to fabricate or buy
adaptors every time they make up
multi -brand car -stereo systems. According to subcommittee chairman Pat
Hart, of Yamaha, most of the manufacturers on the committee already do
make equipment whose connections
match a European 8 -pin DIN standard,
but only for sale in Europe. Apparently,
they'd rather use a separate system for
the U.S. than take the chance that
some of their customers might mix
brands without having to work extra
hard at it. When heard that, suggested to Pat that all makers agree on one
connector and pin -out system that nobody now uses, so that no manufacturer would gain a competitive advantage
I

I

Yamaha's YCD-1000 loads CDs in cartridges.

r
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from standardization; compliance with
the standard could entail supplying extra -cost adaptors as well as incorporating the standard connector into products. This, Pat replied, had already
been suggested ... and shot down.
On the specification front, EIA power
specs will now be obtained after a 15 minute warmup at 1 watt into 4 ohms.
Frequency response limits will be the
system's ±3 dB points and will be
specified for both 120- and 70-µS tape
equalizations. Wow and flutter will now
be specified as "±% peak DIN," with

weighted-rms disclosures

optional.

S/N ratios will be measured at the standard output levels, and tape speed will
be measured at a supply voltage of
14.4 V d.c. Standard test tapes have
been agreed on for measuring separation and some other things.
The most widely expected development was that droves of CD players for
automobiles would be available for
sale late this year or early next. In al-

phabetical order: Alpine's 5900 should
be available about now, for $600; Blaupunkt's should be here in early '86;
Delco may be putting players in some
1987 GM cars (and Ford may have
them for some '86 models); Fujitsu Ten
has no price or delivery date, yet, for
its SD -110 (jointly developed with
Toyota); Grundig (not at the show)
should have a player soon, for about
$500; and JVC has a prototype under
wraps which may be in the stores before the year's end. Also, Kenwood's
DC -9 should be available, for under
$660, by now; Kraco plans to have a
$300 unit out next year, and Mitsubishi's CD -100 should be available already. Pioneer's two models (one for
33

Kyocera International. Inc..
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Powder Horn Drive. Warren, NJ 07060-02271-800-922-1080

SAY GOODBYE TO YOUR OLD TURNTABLE.
ENTER THE NEW STONE AGE.

Conventional iantabes-aossibly irdud ng the
ore you now own ---mn- completely prctec- jour
must tom air-borre -esonance and drivésyz- em

c

resonance. The disicrion that results can be
severe
astre 'howl" of ac _stic feedback. Oras sub-e as lost
stereo mcging and coor r ner detail,
Tadao: Kyocerc is overtuming the olds-andards of
tumt_ble performance by harnessing a ccnz etely
new geneation o- materials: File Ceramics.
TURNTABLES FROM THE NEW STONE AGE.
recognized for -heir rraidit, thermal s
1y, and
anti=esonant propertbes Fine Ceramics aretue "21st
Cen-uri" materials. T-ct's wny tl ey're fincirg -.pm uses
in everything from hign-efficiency car engines -o
acvancec computers. And now Kyocera e using Fine
Cercmics -o fight hrnt+able resonance-in -he base,
platter, spindle, thrus- Dearing, and sub-d-osse. For
example, every Kÿocerc tum-able suspends
tone_rm and platter on a separate sub-ch_fssz made

-ti

t=

of Ze emic CompoLnd Resin (CCR). This remarkable
material is so inert itceaaens een severevibration. So
yowl nearquiet ba`.grounds, breathtak rr detail,
and saacious stereo irraging
INDIRECT DRIVE.

Drect drive rnçy be a "mus-" feature it tte mass
market but direct drue must pcss motor coga ng and
vibrct en drectly intr te music. Kyocera has selected

belt ctive to solate the motor from the platte-, for the
cleanest posible sound.
11.1E BEST FOUNDATION IN TURNTABLES.
Kvocercis magnificent PL -910 boasts a massive
CCR founda-ion, a floating CCR tonearmiplatter subchasss, and an eight-pound Fine Ceramics platter
twice as hard as steel. If you want freedom to choose
your own thnearm, that's one more reason to choose
the PL -910
THE AUTOMATIC CHOICE.
LJ~derneath the conventional extrricr of the PL -701
floats a tonearm/platter sub -chassis of Kyocera's anti resonant CC:2.Other advantages inc ude a low -mass
carbcn comaound tonearm, belt drive, ±3% pitch
adjustment, record stabilizer weight, anda computercontrc'llec fu ly-automatic mechanism.

A LOT FOR A LITTLE.
Perhaps your lust for high -end audio is held back
by your budget. Consider Kyocera's semi -automatic
PL -601 It has almost all of the PL -701's advantages,
includng -he anti -resonant CCR sub -chassis. And it's
surpris ngl' affordable.
So if yaw current turntable is ready for upgrading or
retirement bd it a fond farewell. Welcome tc The New
Stone Age.
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Built right fram the ground up.
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The coming of car CD has
speaker and amp makers
smiling at the chance to
sell "digital -ready"
equipment, which in this
context just means "good."
Centrate systems, one for regular Pioneer installations) are available now,
for $550 and $600, respectively; Sanyo
will have a player early next year;
Sony's two models ($699 with FM/AM
tuner, $600 without) came out last
year, and Yamaha's YCD-1000 should
be out about now, for $499.
There is more, here, than a laundry
list. Already, manufacturers are seeking ways to differentiate their car CD
players from other companies'. Fujitsu,
for example, seems to be positioning
its CD unit as part of a component
system, with separate tuner, cassette
player, equalizer and power amps
(complete with spectrum -analyzer display on the front -channel amplifier);
since component car systems have
never been too popular here, expect
that strategy to change. Kenwood's
CD player has a 20 -dB mute button-a
feature even more useful in the car
than at home.
Mitsubishi is downplaying its CD unit
to talk player systems, packaging the
player either with a 50 -watt (25 per
channel) amplifier/equalizer for $700,
or with an AM/FM/cassette receiver
and a four -channel, 100 -watt amplifier
for $1,000. saw the latter installed in a
Mitsubishi car with controls in the
steering wheel, like the one mentioned
in last month's column, but no one
asked could tell me whether those controls worked the CD or not.
Pioneer is pushing vibration resistance with a fairly exciting film of their
player running in a four-wheel -drive
Toyota truck bouncing over the desert
(driven by my quasi -namesake Ivan
"Ironman" Stewart). Sony seems to be
the only one, so far, to offer a combination tuner/CD unit. But JVC intends to
follow, probably with its second rather
than its first model, and Kraco's prototype had a tuner, too.
Yamaha is the only maker I've noticed citing digital filtration and over sampling (though at 88.2 kHz, not the
176.4 kHz used in so many home
units). Their car player is also the only
production model, so far, to load CDs
in cartridges-good protection, but a
nuisance if your home player only
loads un -encased CDs. (Yamaha
plans to have a cartridge -loading
home player this winter.) JVC will have
a cartridge -loading car CD player,
too-and possibly even a compatible
I

I

I
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one: Though JVC's cartridge is opaque
and Yamaha's transparent, both have
shutters which open to admit the laser
beam. Both companies will supply a
small number pf cartridges (Yamaha
says five, and JVC doesn't know yet),
with more available through dealers.
There are subsidiary CD developments, too. Surprisingly many people
seem to be using portable CD players
in their cars-a trend bound to accel-

erate now that Technics has announced a portable similar to Sony's
D-5 but slightly smaller. Noting this,
Jensen has announced that it will add
audio inputs and 9-V d.c. outputs to
some of its in -dash units later this year.
So far, no car CD player has appeared with an audio compressor to fit
the CD's wide dynamic range into the

car's narrow permissible -volume
range. (Road noise buries soft sounds,
but raising the volume to overcome it
leads to ear-splitting loud portions.) So
dbx's new home player has compression on tap, in part to allow taping CDs
to fit mobile listening conditions.
The coming of car CD has speaker
and amplifier makers smiling at the
chance to sell "digital -ready" equipment. In this context, "digital -ready"
just means "good," except for higher
power -handling. But it's an excuse for
people to buy better equipment than
they might otherwise have sprung for,
so guess everybody wins.
Digital may also account for speaker
literature's slightly increased emphasis
on protection circuits this year. For example: Kenwood's KFC-1010 tweeter
system (designed to match the new
KFC-5050 woofer/midrange unit) features an automatically resetting protection circuit with an LED indicator, Jensen's new Power Amplified Speakers
(with 20 -watt amps and three switch able EQ curves) have thermal overload
protection, and B & W's car -speaker
crossovers have an automatic protection circuit called APOC.
At the last show, the B & W MASS
(Modular Automobile Sound System)
speakers could be seen but not heard,
as only mock-ups were on display.
could also hear
This time around
heard. The
liked what
them, and
MASS line now includes a very versatile tweeter, the LT40, which did not
see in January. Developed from the
tweeter used in the Model 801 home
I

I

I

I
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speaker, this one comes in a surface mounted swiveling and tilting enclosure with a height just under 3 inches
and a footprint a bit over 2 inches
square. It should solve a lot of installation problems. At $99.50 each, plus
$69.50 per channel for the recommended LX40 passive crossover modules, it's not exactly cheap, but there
are installations for which it may be the
only practical solution.
Kraco announced a three-way, 6 by
9 -inch system, the TPS-693 ($119.95
per pair), whose cone midrange and
dome and piezoelectric tweeters are
mounted on a tiltable bridge to aim the
upper frequencies where they're needed. Sanyo has joined the honeycomb driver brigade, with three flat -driver
models ranging from the four -inch, coaxial FSP402 ($70 per pair) to the
three-way, 6 by 9 -inch FSP693 ($150
per pair). Kenwood's KFC-5050 midrange/woofer, mentioned above, also
has a flat, honeycomb diaphragm.
Denon is using alpha boron for tweeters, a material already used in their MC
phono cartridges. Fujitsu Ten's SG 1623, a 6Y2
-inch, coaxial, three-way
system, uses a parabolic cone which
reduces its mounting depth by about a
half -inch. Even thinner are the SFI
Sawafuji Dynapleat drivers, with flat diaphragms and flat magnets for a
mounting depth of only about 1 inch.
Pioneer took the opposite tack, in a
way, by introducing an 8-inch, rear deck -mount, three-way system, the TS 207 ($170 per pair). Sony now has a
sealed -enclosure system, the XS -700
($500 per pair), which will fit cars but
whose construction also recommends
it for marine use.
noted four new entries in the car speaker field. Design Acoustics has its
first mobile speakers, in friendly competition with parent company Jensen,
designed to mount from either in front
of or behind car body panels. ESB,
from Italy, showed massive surface mount systems. Coustic, a new firm,
introduced its first speaker line, and
Trinity Loudspeakers showed systems
with passive subwoofers for sports
cars, pickups, 4x4s, RVs, vans, and
I

other vehicles where ordinary car
speakers won't fit.
It looks as if the rest of my private
show won't fit into this column, so we'll
leave the electronics 'til next month. A
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What most speakers
have done to your favorite music
istoo shocláng to hear.
Look what they've done to
your song.
They've distorted it. Colored it.
Added and subtracted from the
music. That's because most speakers depend on conventional cone
drivers. Now, cones may be great
for ice cream, but they don't give
you the true flavor of great music.
You see, sound waves are distorted by the cone's shape and
come to you unevenly. In fact, they're usually biased toward the
low -end of the scale.
So what you really
hear is the cone's interpretation of the
original. Prince's
cone, for instance, instead of Prince. Or
Rubinstein's version
of the "Moonlight
Sonata"as interpreted
by the cone.
The Dynawave

series from Sawafuji
.
..
quency range. And it's
America Corporation
about as close to the real
gives you the real thing.
Bach or B. B. as you can
These sophisticated
get.
speakers use Dynapleats,
These speakers look
a patented driver system
as good as they sound. Be developed after years
cause the flat-wave drivers
Re°o`h°a
thx
of research in flat-wave
are slimmer and relatively
6 x 6/a xl""
technology. This revolutionary sys- light, they permit a more elegant
tern allows sound to
and stylish cabinet design. A proper
come off evenly and
setting for the music you love.
simultaneously from
The Dynawave series makes
the entire surface of
this revolutionary sound technology
the driver.
available at popular prices for the
Just listen to the
first time. There are three unique
difference.
models to choose from. And each
The flat-wave
one gives you music the way it was
sound is virtually free really meant to be heard.
of the distortion
You may be shocked when you
hear the truth.
caused by cone
drivers. It's a natural,
full, rich sound with superb imaging, wide
Sawafuji America Corp.
dynamic range and
Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, CA 90505
accurate reproduction 23440
(213) 373-0620
throughout the fre«)15e5SawalriArmr.Corp.
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SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

THE VIDEO SPECTRUM
is

still possible to discuss audio

without ever mentioning video, but
the opposite is no longer true. The
video people have discovered-a little
late-that sound quality sells. So, while
that old cliché, "the marriage of audio
and video," hasn't really taken place,
the pair have offspring, anyway.
For example, we now have integrated audio/video systems (see this
month's "Behind the Scenes"), video
media with AFM sound tracks (such as
LaserVision, and both Beta and VHS
Hi-Fi VCRs), media with digital sound
(a few LaserVision discs and players
and the latest 8 -mm VCRs), stereo
of the above, plus broadcast TV), and
surround sound (more than 100 mov
ies available on tape, disc and-once
the stations get their stereo act together over the air).
More to the point of this column, we
also have a growing number of audio
components with video -oriented features (chiefly receivers and integrated
amps with built-in video/audio switching), and video -system components
that work purely on the audio end of
things. Over the past few months, and
at the last Consumer Electronics Show,
I've run into quite a few of these products. Time, now, to see what trends are
developing.
As Bert Whyte points out in his column, TV stations and networks have
taken a low-key approach to the MTS
stereo TV -sound system. PBS has
been sending out stereo programs for
years, mainly to be simulcast over local
FM radio stations, so the public TV
stations have the programming and
need only pick up the equipment.
(New York's WNET is on the air in stereo already.) Of the commercial networks, NBC is moving fastest, though
mainly for programs that feature music,
such as Miami Vice, Friday Night Videos, and The Tonight Show (which has
its musical moments, but which is
probably included more for its importance to the network). ABC reportedly
plans some stereo in the fall, while
CBS just mumbles bashfully. Ted
Turner's Atlanta -based "superstation,"
WTBS, is broadcasting stereo, too, but
listeners outside the Atlanta area will
probably be catching it in mono for
some time, until the cable companies
start carrying the MTS subcarriers
along with the main channel signals.

I
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Recoton V622 TV Stereo Decoder
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suspect the network stations will
beat the independents into stereo
since, aside from movies, only new
programs will have stereo sound and
the networks run the bulk of the new
programs. As the stereo pprograms
g
sta trickle into reruns, independent
p
tions will have more reason to convert.
I'd also expect faster action from sta tions in areas with large foreign-language audiences. The appeal, here,
would not be stereo so much as the
Second Audio Program (SAP) channel,
which could carry a foreign -language
sound track. The SAP could also carry
a foreign movie's original -language
sound track while a dubbed English
track (which most viewers prefer) goes
out over the main sound channels. This
will have to await film prints which carry both sound tracks; and if there are
subtitles, they may be hard to read,
even on a 26 -inch screen. New Jersey's WNJT puts a reading program for
the blind on its SAP channel; WNBC
here in New York has had music on its
SAP the few times I've sampled it.
In any case, broadcasters won't be
wildly enthusiastic about MTS/SAP
sound until their audiences are
equipped to receive it. As near as can
tell, every major TV -set maker is equip ping at least its top models to receive
stereo directly, and offering plug-in
adaptors for most of the rest. A grow ing number of VCRs have stereo -ready
or stereo -adaptable tuners, too. Most
of the stereo adaptors around are
specified as being able to work with
most makes of adaptor -ready VCRs
and TV sets; a few of these, such as
Sansui's MT -A25 ($200), have built-in
amplifiers.
Recoton, however, has an MTS
adaptor that even works with sets
which lack stereo-adaptor jacks. The
V622 decoder, designed by Larry
Schotz, has the usual input for connection to a set's stereo output jack, of
course. But it also has a "Schotz Ste reo TV Probe" (included in the V622's
$149.95 price) which can be fastened
outside the TV set to pick up the audio
i.f. frequencies and decode the stereo
from that. Other features include a stereo synthesizer, an ambience -en hancement circuit (to make the speak ers sound farther apart), and adjust able DNR noise reduction.
The Recoton's specs are pretty

".
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good, too: S/N of 73 dB in mono and
65 dB in stereo, distortion under 0.35%
(lower in stereo!), frequency response
down 6 dB at 14 kHz, and separation
of 33 dB at 1 kHz (and still 25 dB or
better from 100 Hz to 10 kHz). Audio
Research isn't exactly quaking at those
numbers, but let's face it, this is TV.
The one area where video has a sonic advantage is in surround sound,
which movies use in a more standardized and more dramatically successful
way than records ever did. There
seems to be a consensus configuration developing for surround decoders:
Three surround settings plus a stereo
synthesizer and a built-in amp, all operable by remote control.
NEC's AV -300 Surround Sound Center ($299) embodies all these trends:
Surround settings for Dolby -stereo -encoded movies and videos and two other "Theaters," 120 watts of amplifier
power (switchable to 30 watts x 4
channels or to 60 watts x 2 channels),
and wireless remote control. Its most
distinctive -looking feature is a diamond -shaped balance control resembling the cursor control on NEC's lap
computers.
Sansui (which had tried hard to establish quadraphonic sound on records) has the DS -77 Audio/Video
Sound Processor ($350), with surround
settings the press release calls "Theatre," "Hall" and "QS Surround" (Sansui's original matrix); the last one is
labelled "Disco" on the accompanying
picture. The DS -77 also has a subharmonic synthesizer, a "peak -attacker"
to restore dynamics, and a stereo amplifier rated at 10 watts per channel,
but it has no remote control.
The AVM 8000 Surround Decoder,
from Aphex Systems, has the remote,
but no amplifier and no stereo synthesizer. What it does have is outputs for
eight channels (center left, center
right, front, and back, as well as the
four corner positions) plus a subwoofer
channel. Its three surround settings include "SQ-8," "SQ/Cinema" and "Cinema Matrix." One of these, Aphex
says, is an updated version of CBS's
SQ matrix, now used on music videos,
while another will reproduce SQ records with improved realism.
The Audionics SD -2 Dolby surround
processor has fewer fancy features
and more audiophile pretensions. It of AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985
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Visit our old-time distillery anytime. Wed love to shoe you how we make Jack Daniel's Whiskey.

A GOOD PLACE to learn about Jack Daniel's
Whiskey is on the courthouse bench in Lynchburg,
Tennessee.
It's a subject our citizens are particularly fond of
discussing. You see, this is the home of Jack
Daniel's Distillery. And here, in these Tennessee
hills and hollows, is where
Mr. Jack started making
whiskey in 1866. Our citizens
will tell you how we've never
changed his old-time methods.
ld
Ic,
olw
A sip, we believe, and you'll
know why we never will.
By Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem
o.
Lynchburg,
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CHARCOAL MELLOWED DROP BY DROP

Many audio/video receivers
offer video-oriented
features beyond mere
switching, such as stereo
synthesis and a bit of
picture processing.
fers only the Dolby stereo matrix (the
one the movies use), and has no amp,.
no stereo synthesizer and no remote. It
concentrates instead on such things
as direct -coupled circuitry.
Canon has a processor, the SP -10,
which can provide surround sound
with no built-in or added amplifier (a
passive matrix is my guess), but by
adding a rear amplifier, "the effect can
be enhanced."
Denon's AVC-500 AudioNideo Control Center has a rear-channel Ambience Recovery circuit, a stereo synthesizer and a stereo amplifier (20 watts
per channel). It also has a five -band
equalizer with a twist-it operates only
when there's an audio signal, so it
won't, if boosted, emphasize background noise during quiet passages.
Yamaha has a Natural Sound Processing Amplifier, the SR -30, with a comb filter surround circuit, a stereo synthesizer, and two -position high -filter and
"Bass Extension" circuits; it delivers 30
watts per channel.
Shure will debut its HTS 5000 Home
Theater Sound System late this year. It
has only one surround mode (Dolby),
but adds digital time delay, an "Acoustic Space Generator" circuit, outputs
for six speakers (the usual four plus a
center front and a subwoofer), and, of
course, a wireless remote control.
Now that it's practical to link good
audio equipment to a video system,
you'll see a host of "audio/video" components which are basically audio
components with built-in video switching (and often dubbing). I've seen integrated amplifiers of this type from Akai,
JVC, Marantz and Pioneer, and receivers, similarly, from Akai, Denon, Ken wood, Mitsubishi, Onkyo, Pioneer (who
were, think, the first), Sansui, Sony
and Yamaha.
But many of these receivers offer
video -oriented features beyond mere
switching. For example, Onkyo, Pioneer and Yamaha have stereo synthesis for mono tapes and programs, Onkyo's TX -47V and Sansui's S-XV1000
have surround systems, and the latter
even has 8 -watt amplifiers for the rear
as well as 80-watters for the front channels. The Sansui and some Sony models are equipped for TV/FM simulcast
stereo, so you can watch or tape the
picture off the air or cable while listening to the FM stereo sound track. Both

the Sansui and Mitsubishi's DA -R56
also incorporate a bit of picture processing, and the DA -R56 has front panel video inputs, too. Remote controls are common, for greater convenience when you park the audio receiver by the video one.
Technics' AN receivers, introduced
last year, are altogether different. Instead of video switching, they include
tuners which receive the VHF TV band
(channels 2 through 13) as well as AM
and FM. The top -of -the-line SA -560
has an MTS/SAP decoder built in; the
others have jacks for accessory decoders. Instead of cable -ready tuning,
the Technics has a cable input, preset table to channel 2, 3 or 4, with a finetuning button in case the cable box's
output is a bit off frequency. Other features include front -panel VCR inputs, a
stereo synthesizer, and a switchable
equalization curve to "help reduce irritating buzzing bass and hissing treble"
heard from many VCRs.
If you only want to update your tuning facilities, and not your entire system, Pioneer's TX -V1160 AM/FM/TV
tuner ($329.95) may be just the thing; it
picks up UHF as well as VHF sound,
and has MTS/SAP decoding as well as
simulcast switching. It has presets for
12 stations each on the FM, AM and TV
bands, and accepts an optional
($49.95) remote control.
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video tuner. Proton's 601T, for example, tunes cable as well as broadcast
TV channels, has the MTS/SAP decoder and FM simulcast switching, includes a remote control and fairly elaborate video source switching, and
tunes in pictures as well as sound (in
case you have a video monitor handy),
all for $450. You can even view one
video source while recording another.
The combination LaserDisc/CD player introduced by Pioneer a few months
back is now also available from Lux man and NAD, giving you a choice of
color schemes (Lux's is gold, NAD's is
black). Others may put their brand on
it, too, before the year is out.
As Bert Whyte mentioned, everybody and his cousin is coming out with
an integrated AN system (i.e., one in
which the same remote control works
both the video and audio equipment).
To Bert's list of seven companies that
produce such systems can add eight
more-Akai, Fisher, Hitachi, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, NEC, RCA and Toshibamissed a few
bet Bert and
and
between us, too.
Video -ready speakers have also become boringly common, so I'll mention
only those few that break the mold to
some extent. Bose's self -amplified Video RoomMates ($279) are similar to the
RoomMate speakers they introduced a
while ago for use with headphone portables; the main differences that can
see are a volume knob, lighter colored
cabinets, and different inputs (phono
plugs instead of a 3.5 -mm stereo
headphone plug), presumably with different input levels and impedances.
Options include wall brackets
($19.95), mounting arms ($39.95) and
a travel bag ($39.95).
Audiophiles will be interested to
learn that Fried and Infinity are bringing out video -shielded speakers. The
top three models of Infinity's four Video
Reference Standard speakers adjust in
height from 18 to 25 inches, to match
the heights of the video monitors
they're used with. The top two (the
$799/pair VRS-1 and $479/pair VRS-2)
have built-in amplifiers; the $299/pair
VRS-3 seems to be a VRS-2 without the
amp. Both Naiad and Speakerlab now
make TV bases with built-in, high -quality speakers; Naiad also has a small
amp for video use.
A
Enough!

Luxman T-407 TV TunerlVideo
Remote Control Center

Luxman's T-407 is built on the assumption that you're satisfied with your
FM/AM tuner or receiver; it picks up
only TV bands (VHF, UHF and cable).
It also has an MTS/SAP decoder, video
switching facilities, and a wireless remote control. A Remote Eye (included
in the $600 price) lets you control it
from another room.
Of course, you might consider a true
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Nile Rodgers may be the hottest and the hippest producer
on the pop music scene today.
He could probably claim that
title simply on the basis of
his production of Madonna's
smash -hit LP, Like a Virgin. But
his credits also include a list of

extremely commercial yet hardly mainstream hits such as David Bowie's Let's Dance, Mick

Jagger's solo -debut album
She's the Boss, which he co -

produced with Bill Laswell, and
"The Wild Boys" single for
Duran Duran. He has also produced records for Diana Ross,
Jeff Beck, Peter Gabriel, Debbie Harry, Johnny Mathis, lnxs,
Kim Carnes, and Sister Sledge.

I wish I had known you were in the
house band at the Apollo Theatre
was doing my book on the
when
Apollo; I would have interviewed you
then. How did you end up there?
was working for Sesame Street and
Loretta Long. Her husband was Peter
Long, and he was the manager or
something at the Apollo.
Yeah, he was the PR guy.
Ah, so now know what he really did.
When the Apollo was looking for a guitar player who could read, Loretta said,
"Hey, why don't you try Nile out, he
seems to be really great with the Sesame Street stuff, so check him out." did
the first job and they liked me at the
Apollo, so stuck around. guess was
around 19 because everybody was
going to the Manhattan School of Music. This was the early '70s, right there
at the end, when the whole thing [at the
Apollo] was starting to wind down.
They started booking other stuff in
there. It got weird .... I'm sure did
some of the last few gigs there.
What kind of music were you listening
to then?
At that time it was jazz, basically. A lot
of rock 'n' roll. Blues. The thing is, had
been into rock 'n' roll and blues and
stuff earlier, so of course continued to
listen to it. But at that time in the '70s
was more fascinated with jazz. When
was working at the Apollo had money,
so could buy any record at that point.
That's interesting because we're about
the same age, and that's when I started to get into jazz, too. In the early '70s
rock 'n' roll seemed to be getting pretty boring.
Yeah, it was getting boring. Especially
after Hendrix, and because of the politics and stuff. It didn't seem to have
that color and that flare it had when
Hendrix .... You know, a lot of people
died around the same time, too. And
even if you weren't a big Doors fan or a
big Joplin fan or whatever, still just the
impact of it all happening around the
same time seemed like, "Damn, this
isn't the right stuff!"
You were at the forefront of the disco
movement with your group Chic in the
'70s, and with your production of
groups like Sister Sledge. I wonder if
this turn away from rock to jazz had
any direct impact on the way disco
developed as a sound.
Disco was always a sort of ambiguous
category to me in those days. thought
that disco meant anything you wanted
1
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In addition to his impressive
record as a producer, Rodgers
is one of the most sought-after
session guitarists around, and
in fact he says he primarily
thinks of himself as a jazz guitarist. He can be heard on many
of the records he's produced,
and on others such as Hall and
Oates' Adult Education and The
Honeydrippers' EP.

Rodgers' greatest success
as a musician came when he
teamed up with friend and producing partner Bernard Edwards to form the group Chic in
1977. The group's first single,
"Dance, Dance, Dance (Yowsah, Yowsah, Yowsah)" went
gold. Chic's second album,
which went double platinum,
contained the single "Le
Freak," one of the biggest hits
of the disco era. The third record also went platinum, in
1979. Rodgers' latest solo album, B -Movie Matinee, was released earlier this year by
Warner Bros.-T.F.
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to do as long as the drums went [he
mimics a fast drumbeat]. That's what
thought. So what we did in Chic was
basically play jazz. My first records, my
own stuff, my compositions or the record dates where was in charge, we
basically did updated versions of jazz
songs. The first formal arrangement
did was "Bess, You Is My Woman
Now." Then we did "Air Mail Special."
And we got a lot of really great players
together and we went in and did disco
records, but we were playing jazz. We
wereplaying all the changes. We just
changed the beat and the groove
I

I

I

isco music was more

sophisticated than anyY

around.
So there was a connection between
the jazz you were listening to and the
disco you were playing?
Oh, absolutely. We wanted to be
known as players, so when we decided to play pop music we thought all we
had to do was take really great jazz
songs-because we loved the melodies, we loved the heads-and just
play those and give them a funky feeling and they'd be happening.
You once said you turned to disco out
of necessity. What did you mean by
that?
Well, disco was the music that was
really happening at the time. We were
a bar band, basically, Bernard Edwards, Tony and I. We were just doing
the Top 40. We were gigging from
place to place. What the Top 40 consisted of then was rock 'n' roll tunes
from Thin Lizzy and groups like that,
but the bulk of the stuff was disco
songs. The Trammps and The Bee
Gees. This was when Saturday Night
Fever was happening. Cocomotion,
Donna Summer, Silver Convention,
that was the stuff that was really happening. This was what was on the radio and the Top 40, so consequently
this is what was in our repertoire. From
doing gigs, you grew to like it. I've
always liked whatever I've played. I'm
used to
not anti any type of music.
play in folk bands when that was happening. Bluegrass, still like bluegrass.
started to really enjoy playing pop
music. Then started to try and write it.
Anyway, so we had a rock 'n' roll
band or a jazz fusion kind of rock
band, and we weren't really getting
anywhere. Everybody liked our tapes,
but when they saw us, because we
were basically a black band, guess
I

I

other type of pop
...

ever played

and I've

played everything.
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[they thought] the sound was sort of
black because of our vocal sound.
When listen to the tapes now say this
is total nonsense, how could they ever
know? We didn't sound like a black
band. We weren't singing like Earth,
Wind and Fire, we were singing like
The Stones. That's where we were
coming from at that time. But anyway,
we couldn't get a record deal until we
did "Dance, Dance, Dance." Now
meanwhile, we had been writing songs
all along, but they were all rock 'n' roll
songs. Power chords and the whole
bit. As soon as we did "Dance, Dance,
Dance," our first disco song, we got a
record deal.
So that's what you meant by out of
I

I

necessity-they would not accept

a

black band playing rock 'n' roll?
Absolutely not. They definitely would
not, there's no question about it. And
they loved our tapes. They used to
keep them at all the record companies,
but when they looked at our pictures or
when they'd meet us, they'd say, "How

do you market these guys? Who's their
audience?" We would say, "What do
you mean, how do you market us? You
market us to the same people who are
buying the records we buy." It just
didn't make sense.
You've said and others have said that
the white New Wave groups now and
in the recent past are just doing disco.
Yeah, it's true. It's funny because it's
actually hip now. A lot of the bands that
meet, especially those who came out
of the whole New Romantic phase,
they love the word disco. They think it's
a cool thing. When they're sitting down
writing a song they say, "I want something that's a real disco kind of record." They're into it. It's a great thing
to them.
can just remember when
they had the whole backlash, the Disco
Sucks campaign. This is very funny.
We went to a party for Record World or
Cashbox, or one of those magazines. It
was in a club, a restaurant in the front
and a disco in the back. Because at
that time disco sucked-it was the funniest thing you could ever imaginenobody would go to the disco. They
were all afraid [laughter]! We were dying. Bernard and walked in and everybody was packed in like sardines in
the front part because they were so
terrified to walk into the disco. It was
such a bad word. Meanwhile, the numI
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ROB SABINO, ADRIAN BELEW, PETER GABRIEL AND RODGERS AT
SKYLINE STUDIOS, NEW YORK CITY

ber -one record was "Funkytown." It
was the funniest thing I'd ever seen in
my life.
said, "Damn, these are the
people in my industry. These are the
hip people. These are the people who
grew up with rock 'n' roll. These are the
rebels. Look at them, they're fucking
cowards! They're afraid to go into the
I

disco!"
Wouldn't you think this battle had already been fought in the '60s by the
Motown people? This stuff about white
music and black music.
No, no. It seems like it's always going
to be an issue, unfortunately, or at least

for a long time. You know, when did
the Bowie record, must say David is a
pretty hip guy to take a chance like
that, because everybody around was
saying, "Oh, that'll never happen. How
can you mix somebody who's great
like David Bowie with somebody like
Nile who does disco records? And disco sucks, everybody! Right? mean,
it's not happening." When we sat down
and talked, he realized was into a lot
more. And
don't mean to say that
disco is not happening. Take it from a
guy who has played everything.
mean, used to be in blues bands for
years and
know, man, when
was
playing in blues bands we were looking for new ways to play changes.
loved it when somebody turned me on
to a progression. Like, if we had a
couple of minor seven chords in there,
wow! This is happening! In fact, disco
music employed much more sophisticated chord changes than any other
type of pop music that ever played
I
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before. To me, was playing jazz, just
with a cool beat, basically. You know,
with good hooks.
All that's to say that when started
talking to Bowie, we started talking
about other forms of music. We even
started talking about opera. He realized, guess he probably knew it beforehand, but with musicians it's just
communication. You want to extract
from all different styles. Stevie Ray
Vaughan did all the solos on the Let's
Dance album, and he's a very strong
blues stylist. It worked because the
different things just mesh. You use
somebody's ears to talk to you through
their concept.
mean, so what, was
Stevie Ray Vaughan playing black music? Is he a white guy playing black
music? Yeah, you can argue the roots,
but there are a lot of great white guitar
players who play blues, and they play
fantastic. When
was a kid-and
grew up in basically a serious jazz
household-I remember my uncle,
who was a great arranger, always used
to say to me, "Man, when was younger
used to think that white cats
couldn't play, but half the guys in my
band are white guys." That's ridiculous. All the great horn players
use
now are white guys, and they're all
young, too. So where did they learn?
even feel stupid talking about it, actually. In my lifetime know that that's so
ridiculous. And know that nobody-or
at least
hope nobody-is hiring me
because of the fact that I'm black.
know that when call guys, I've never
heard anyone say that.
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The weirdest person I've ever had
work on a record with me is Anton Fig,
because he's from South Africa. He
comes in and everybody goes, "Yo,
man!" He hears all the South African

jokes, poor guy. Everybody goes,
guess this is the first
"Hey, whoop,
time you ever played with black people, hey Anton?" guess it's some sort
of issue. We seem to be chipping away
at the iceberg a little bit now. Now you
see these great collaborations. don't
I

I

I

think anyone even thinks about it.
don't think, if somebody calls me up,
that they. were sitting there talking to
their manager saying, "Let's call that
black guy Nile to come and produce
the record." don't say, "Hey, let's get
that white guy Daryl Hall to come and
sing backup."
Was that whole "death to disco" thing
racial?
don't know. Of course, I'm sure that it
was some sort of weird blue-collar
movement or something like that, people who were saying, "Where are The
Stones?" Because those types of
bands really did suffer during that period. I'm a pro now, know what record
sales were doing in that time. A lot of
these total unknown people like Silver
Convention, who were they? They
came out of nowhere and were topping
the charts. Donna Summer and stuff,
just out of nowhere. Stars were coming. guess that happens with any new
movement. Where did groups like The
Thompson Twins come from? Or Duran
Duran and Culture Club? Out of nowhere. So what happened is that these
new groups were coming and doing a
lot better than the established bands.
During those days couldn't even find
an Elton John record, and he was my
favorite. The disco stuff was really happening. Everybody was doing disco,
Frank Sinatra, Dolly Parton, everybody.
Was disco music really a producer's
medium?
More so than any other type of music?
I
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I

believe in technology

to the highest cyder.
Like any artist, you

just have to grab all
the colors you can get.
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Yeah.
No, no. the only thing that happened

was that for the first time it was a little
guess it was the
bit more honest
techno stuff, that's what changed it
around. The fact that drum machines
were introduced, and sequencers and
things like that. So if one person could
do all the jobs, he would do it. In the
old days it was very rare that you'd find

....
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somebody like Stevie Wonder or Steve
Winwood. Those people were unique.
You wouldn't see albums where one
guy played bass, guitar, and the whole
bit. But since synthesizers came of
age, one person could go play the
whole thing. So when disco was popular, one or two people could do the
whole thing. guess that's where that
came from.
But also, weren't a lot of these disco
groups just manufactured groups that
some producer put together in a recording studio?
Oh, well, come on! That's the history of
rock 'n' roll! Come on! How many
bands have you had where they really
couldn't play? They'd leave the studio
and the producer would come in at
night and play the parts right. Or else
the band would just look great, and
they'd put them out there anyway.
You'd see them live and go, "What?
That's the same group?" Come on,
that's records, that's not a bad thing.
It's not an everyday practice, but how
I

you played the thing right the first time!
You went do, do, do, do, do! Just do it
again!" Who knows who ended up
really playing the drum part?
think
that's a real minor issue. That's like
saying, when you look at a movie, who
did what? Who knows what you do to
get a movie made? Anything that's recorded, the magic should be in the
recording, in the product itself. A record is different from a live perforI

mance. That's what you're buying;
you're buying the record.
saw the
movie Diva, and they were asking the
woman who played the diva how come
she'd never done a record. She says,
"Because in my concept of music, music is a fleeting moment. It's only meant
to be enjoyed while it's passing because tonight may sing this and tomorrow may sing that. It's only important while it's happening. It's not important sitting on the shelf." That was sort
of cool in a way. But records are important because you want to enjoy what
was captured that moment, that night,
about The Monkees? They had great to be shared with everyone. There are
records. Still some of my favorite re- a lot of things you can do with a record
cords are Monkees records. Who that you can't do on stage.
knows how that stuff was done? never So making a record sound like the artsaw The Monkees live. The Archies. ist does on stage is not an important
Big novelty records were all production factor for you?
records.
Nah. Totally not. When
first heard
I suppose you could say the same
Hendrrix's Axis: Bold as Love and
thing about The Sex Pistols, too.
heard them do that tape flanging thing,
Yeah, right. There are a lot of bands who knows who thought of that? All
like that. A lot of groups can have weak know is that bought a Hendrix record,
links in the chain. Usually somebody and that thing went [he imitates a tape
else in the band can cover the part for flanging sound]. Who cares who
a record. We all know about the fa- thought of that?
was listening to a
mous Troggs tape. They couldn't even record. It knocked me out. bought a
get the rhythm track down.
don't Sly Stone record the other day beknow if it's a joke or whatever ...
want to cover a song. This
cause
What's the famous Troggs tape?
thing had this extreme stereo stuff, the
You don't know about that?
whole band over here and a tambourine on the right side. thought, "What
No.
Everybody in the recording business dodo came up with this?" Obviously it
knows about that tape. After they had was hip in those days. thought it was
"Wild Thing" these guys are supposed the greatest thing, because basically
to be out in the studio doing their next we just wanted mono. We wanted two
record. They couldn't even get the mono speakers.
rhythm track together and they broke Let's talk about electronics a little bit.
out into a big fight. Most recording You're a believer in electronics, techstudios have this Troggs tape in their nology, synthesizers.
library. You put it on and you hear the Oh, to the highest order.
guys trying to rehearse the song and You never worry about losing musicalthey can't get it together. Finally they ity or soul in the larger sense?
start having a fight and they're cursing Never. Absolutely never. As a matter of
each other out. They're going [with Eng- fact, on my album-and play guitarlish accent], "Oh, you fucking asshole, a friend of mine came in; he had some
I
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programs of guitar sounds that we put
into a drum machine that was absolutely in love with because of the
sound. didn't care that wasn't playing the guitar. It was the sound that
was great to me, and was making a
record. came up with the ideas and
concepts, and when this record comes
out it's going to say Nile Rodgers. So
on one song
did some guitar programming, and some bass programming. Who care about that stuff? That
limits your art. It's all just paint, right?
You just have to grab all the colors you
can get. If somebody introduces these
new metallic colors that have bits of
metal flake in them and gold leaf and
stuff-all of a sudden you're starting to
get a texture to your work that you
didn't have before when you just
worked with these primary, oil -based
paints with no other textures in them.
Somebody introduces a new thing and
you say, "Damn, look at this great stuff
can do." Other people develop styles
around materials. You can see certain
artists who develop styles around just
what they use. Technology just allows
composers especially to be more creative than they have been. mean,
can't play the French horn but have
some great French horn sounds in my
Synclavier. It allows me to interpret the
French horn the way hear it. In the old
days when had Chic, sometimes it
was damn frustrating to write out the
arrangements and listen to them
played poorly all day. mean, I'd just
sit there for hours and hours and
hours. And I'd say to myself, "Damn,
wish
could play cello because I'd
have it right."
Of course, the other side of the coin
is that sometimes you get an interpretation from a musician that you would
have never thought of in a million
years. You can write out a chart for
somebody, and you're listening to the
section, and somebody in the back
makes a mistake and you go, "Wait a
minute, what was that again?" You say,
"Wait a minute, that's all wrong," and
you look at the paper and the copyist
copied it wrong, but it sounds hip and
you use it. Of course, you lose that
spontaneity.
And musicians lose jobs too, right?
Not that know of.
I mean, if you don't need a string section, that string section is out of work.
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Yeah, but hell, all my life I've always
You know went to
been in the
classical school. Hell, how many jobs
did get, you know? never heard the
concertmaster sitting around saying,
"Damn, you know, we need to find
some more pieces for classical guitar
players. Man, sure miss that guy who
used to play in our orchestra." No way.
Hey, come on.
Are people just going to have to adapt
to electronics? Is it like when sound
came in to the movies? There were a

....
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lot of people squawking about how
horrible it was, and it would change

everything, and it would cheapen
everything. And, of course, ultimately it
didn't.
Well, initially it did because you had to
get used to the new. You were only
accustomed to the old. You were accustomed to these great mime artists,
these people who could emote and
make you laugh without saying a word.
So we just had to get used to the people talking. Some of them had terrible
voices and we couldn't stand them any
longer. A lot of them were great and
they continued on.
Is that where we're at now with electronics in the record industry?
don't think so. don't think that it is
such a major issue at this point. personally think that recorded music and
live music are two different things. I, for
one, when go see bands nowadays
and
see them playing tapes and
things like that-I don't come from that
school-to me that's the funniest thing
I've ever seen in my life.
You mean like Frankie Goes to HollyI

I
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I

wood?
Sure. There's a million of them. Big
ones. Good ones. I'm sitting there going, "What is this?" see the drummer
go and flick on the tape of a bass drum
going boom, boom, boom. That's totaldidn't study all
ly ridiculous to me.
these years to go play a tape when I'm
doing a live show.
So that's jive?
To me it is. believe in playing. But to
me a record is a record. The thing that
makes me fascinated with records and
films is, I'm blown away with technology. don't want to see a film that's
washed-out black and white like the
old days, and subtitles on the screen
and no talking. want to see more and
more technology. When they improve
I
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the sound in the theater to sound like
the sound in my home, then I'll even
love it more. like new things. want to
see more innovation. And personally,
like
as a composer and as a writer,
the freedom of being able to do my
own horn parts myself on a synthesizer, and use my interpretation and know
that the damn thing is going to be right
when get finished playing with it.
think that's a great thing.
What's the cutting edge right now in
technology, and what are the things
we can look for in the next few years?
Right now it's fascinating to me. This is
the most stimulated I've ever been in
my whole life. can't even keep up with
all this junk I'm buying. To me the most
fascinating thing, and know to some
people this is going to sound like a
We're working on systems
drag
where if somebody who lives in England, say, has a system similar to what
have, and he's got a track and he
wants me to play on it, well, he can
send it to me over the satellite to New
York. My system can pick it up. It will
go down on tape. can listen to it, put
my guitar overdub on it, send it back to
him, and it'll all be digital information. It
will sound exactly the same as when
played it. And it'll be clear as a bell and
it'll be dynamite. Right there in his
home as if were there playing it with
him. We just transfer the messages to
each other digitally. The quality is perfect. Now, a lot of people would argue
about that, but to me that's great, that's
efficient. Now don't have to go there
and move into a hotel, and raise the
budget $20,000 or even hassle with
England! think that's a great thing. In
fact, that's more communication, not
less. can play on your record if you're
anywhere.
It sounds like the music industry's
I
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"global village."
Yeah. It's all just communication.
Is that system something that is really

imminent?
Absolutely. Maybe in the next year or
two. Oh, yeah, it's going to be happening in a big way.
How did you make the move from being a performer and producing your
own records to producing other people's records?
To be totally honest, Chic was only a
production to us. Chic was not the
band that we were going to be in. It

was like what you were talking about
before, disco being a producer's thing.
Well, yeah, we were producers, we
were songwriters. We also sang and
performed, but we didn't feel that we
had to go out and represent it. Quite
frankly, we didn't know if it would be a
hit or not, because we had so many
bad things happen to us, plus we really wanted to be rock stars. We didn't
see ourselves just playing in clubs. We
wanted to be like, all right! [He mimics
the sounds of a huge crowd, and
laughs.] That sort of thing. We didn't
basically want to assume responsibility
for Chic. We didn't really know what
this disco thing was all about. We were
just writing songs that sounded good
to us, that made us feel great, that
made us want to dance to them.
But right from the beginning you produced the group yourself with Bernard
Edwards. There was never any question of bringing in an outside producer.
We were Chic. But the thing is, we
weren't necessarily going to be Chic
forever.
How did you also decide you wanted
to be a production whiz for other recording artists?
That was purely an accident. Other
producers were producing us before
we were Chic officially. And no one
could get a record from us because
we were overplayers. We wanted to be
players! We were musicians. Jazz,
man! So when a producer came in he
could never communicate with us and
make us understand that we were
making records. Now, this was us; we
didn't want to be seen as The Monkees, we wanted to be like Return to
Forever, that's where we were coming
from. No producers could get records
on us. They got records, but they were
like son of Mahavishnu.
These were records that never actually
came out?
Absolutely never came out. They were
tapes; they never actually became records. No record company signed us.
We decided to cut our own stuff. It
started off as jazz, then progressively
became more commercial. The first
proper disco record we wrote-it's funny to say proper disco record-was
"Everybody Dance," which was the
most jazz -like song in our repertoire.
When we realized that, we did it for
ourselves-we did this not as a musi AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

cal representation of ourselves, but as
what we could do if we wanted to make
a commercial record. We thought we
could ..
... produce this product.
Right. When you're actually there doing it, you think it's something special,
and something really heavy. So once
we did it for ourselves we said, "Damn,
we could probably do this with anybody." That's really how cocky we
were. This was our first record, and we
went to the head of Atlantic Records
and said, "You know, we could make
your secretary a star." This is really
funny [laughter]. We were 20 -something years old and we're in there telling the president of Atlantic Records
that we could make his secretary a star
because we thought that we had really
lucked onto something. Not realizing
that all we had found was songs, and
people who could play the tracks, and
people-us-who could make them
into records. But we didn't know that.
We thought we had done something
magical. We didn't realize that all we
were was just producers, and we just
happened to be songwriters and musicians as well, and also did the arrangements.
So when did you figure that out?
It took a while, because we had all
these big records. And we didn't realize that all we were doing was what
people like Quincy Jones or Phil Ramone do. don't really know how they
produce records because I've led a
very sheltered life. I've never really
worked with other producers outside of
Bernard Edwards.
Did it take a stumble or two on your
part?
Yeah, it took working with Diana Ross
on Diana. That's when we realized that HALL AND OATES
we didn't understand why things were
going so well for ourselves. We had no
idea. We said, "Damn, what did we
do? We wrote a song. We cut a track.
We went in there and sang it." We
didn't think we were the greatest singers in the world, so why did that work?
Because it just did.
So what happened with Diana?
See, we had never worked with stars
before. We didn't realize that there was
a communication thing. We didn't realize what producers did. We thought
that whenever we produced a record
all we did was sit at home and write all
.

I
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ith Chic, we thought

we'd done some magic.
We didn't realize we

were just producers

who also wrote.
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these songs. Once the songs are written, we go in and cut the tracks. Once
the tracks are cut, we go in and put the
backgrounds on. Then we sing the
lead vocals. That's how we produced a
record. So it was no different for anyone. Sister Sledge, Diana Ross, we
didn't care who it was. Diana Ross
walks into the studio and says, "Well,
how do the songs go?" We said, "What
do you mean, how do the songs go?
We're going to go home and write
them. We don't know how they go.
What do you want the songs to be
about?" "Well, my life is here in New
York and I don't want any of the old life.
don't want to talk anything about California or my past relationships." said,
"Great, so you're coming out with a
new bag." We wrote that down and
went home and wrote "I'm Coming
Out." That's how it worked to us. That's
it. That's how you produce a record. So
Diana said, "I'm going to have to hear
the songs." We said, "Sure, you'll hear
them when it's time to sing them." We
had no idea. We thought everybody
did it that way. We really did. So then
we got pissed off. We said, "What do
you mean? You mean you have to hear
the songs? Oh, so we're auditioning for
you? What do you mean by that?" She
says, "Well, I've never just walked into
the studio and somebody tells me to
sing, 'I'm coming out, want the world
to see.' " We said, "All these big records you've had, what do you mean
you've never done that?" We honestly
didn't know. We never rehearsed. Rehearsal? I'd never heard of such a
thing. "Oh, we got to learn the songs
first and then record them?" said, "I'm
a pro, you can teach the song to me in
mean,
the studio and I'll play it."
MADONNA survived like that at the Apollo. You
learned the show that morning and you
had to play it that afternoon.
But that's not the way records are
made, you found out.
But I didn't know that. We had a big
fight with Diana Ross. She left the studio and we didn't see her for months.
Really? Over this .. .
Over just the way that we worked. This
whole thing of, "Well, you come in and
we'll tell you what to sing, and when
you finish singing it we'll tell you when
you can go home." And we're, like, 25
years old, and this is Diana Ross! Well,
mean, we
we truly didn't know.
I
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adonna's the kind of

person producers dream

about working with. You

know she'll work on it
until it's right.
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weren't trying to be crazy or tough, we
honestly didn't know any other way. If
somebody had proposed a different
sort of way to us, we couldn't guarantee that the record would sound right.
Because didn't know how to do it if it
wasn't my song.
couldn't imagine
what the record would sound like.
She actually remixed the record herself without your approval, didn't she?
Absolutely.
And that's the way it came out?
Shee, boy, did it ever. But, you know,
what happened is that a really great
friend of ours, Bob Clearmountain [an
engineer and producer], listened to
her version of it and said, "You know,
Nile, these are great songs, man. You
can't keep a record like this down. No
matter how bad this sounds to you,
believe me, to the people it's going to
sound dynamite." said, "Bob, listen to
it, there's no bass, there's no nothing.
My guitar doesn't sound like that.
That's the worst guitar sound I've ever
heard in my life!" [Laughter.] He said,
"Nile, trust me, man. It's cool. That's
how Motown records sound. It's cool."
He was right. really was afraid. was
terrified. thought the record was going to be a huge flop, just because of
the sound. It shows how paranoid you
can get about something like that when
really, like people say, "If it's in the
grooves, it's in the grooves." It's hard
to mess it up.
You still don't like it, huh?
No, well, have the original at home so
it sounds great to me!
You play the original?
Of course. Of course! have the real
one, with the real big horn sound. Oh,
they made a mistake because they
didn't know that was going on, they
didn't know how we did the record. We
built a composite trombone solo which
is fantastic on my record. On their record
the guy made a lot of mistakes-which wound up being cool, ultimately, in the end, because they're
good players. He didn't make a total
I
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jerk out of himself. But on mine he's
really wailing. He sounds fantastic.
We'll never know. When should an artist produce himself, and when should
he go to an outside producer?
That's a very difficult question to answer. But let me say this to you as an
artist finishing my own record: It makes
you incredibly anxious. don't know if
I
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I'm as objective as I'd like to be, even
though it's a very subjective medium.
don't know if can say, sometimes, if
want to go with this thing because it's
best for the record or because want
to appear hip. Do you know what
mean? might want to take this lyric out
because
feel stupid talking about,
say, Kellogg's corn flakes, so put in
sushi instead to sound hip ...
Even though Kellogg's corn flakes
might be better for the disc?
Right. Whereas if it were your song I'd
say to you, "Come on, give me a
break. Kellogg's corn flakes is happening, everybody knows about that. So
what if your snooty, cool New York
friends know about sushi, big deal!"
That's the difficult part because when
you're producing yourself, you're like
an actor. Now that I've been working
with films and stuff see how actors are
very conscious about how they're coming off. So they're looking for scripts
and saying, "Damn, when so-and-so
says that line he really comes off
heavy, that sounds dynamite." And
they go to the director and say, "Can
have that line?" You start doing that to
yourself. You say, "Wow, when so-andso gets that part it sounds really cool;
maybe if put that on a guitar, I'll have
a cool part." It may sound really petty,
but I'm sure a lot of people get into that
sort of thing. Because you are talking
about yourself, and you're molding
yourself to the way people are going to
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see you.
Do you think there are a lot of people

who are producing themselves who
shouldn't be?
Yes. But then there are also a lot of
people who produce themselves who
do great work. Also, some of the people who think are great artists allow
themselves to be produced well. Certain people are just fabulous artists,
and whoever they're being produced
by, they'll always shine through. The
artistry is always there. Bowie is like
that. David Bowie will never not be
Bowie. He'll always be Bowie, there's
no way you can change that. Or somebody like Jagger. Oh, even a better
example is Madonna. She'll always be
Madonna, no matter what. She is one
of those really special, unique artists
that
swear, wish a lot of producers could work with people like that.
She's the kind of person you dream
I

....

I
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about. The kind of person you know
will work on it until it's right. And what's
right for Madonna is the same kind of
thing that's right for Bowie-the question is whether the feeling is right, not
whether they sang it perfectly. If the
story is being told properly. When you
hear their records you know just what
they're talking about.
Does a Madonna or Bowie know what
they want when they come into a studio, or are they just very receptive to a

good producer?
think they have a very good idea of
what they want, and they're also very
receptive. What governs this stuff?
What's wrong? What's right? Who
knows what can change it from day to
day? can wake up in the morning with
a very clear picture of how a song is
going to be, and get to the studio and
it just doesn't work. You don't like it,
even though you were clear on it. It's
just not happening. So if somebody
suggests a better way to do it, sure,
you can fight it and just insist that your
way is happening because you wrote
it. Or else you go along with it and try
and develop it with him. It's having
very strong editing powers-that's
what think a good producer is, a person who can take their ideas and stop
them, like that, in an instant, and let
their minds be free and listen totally to
what somebody's got to say. Something new. That's what makes a person
a good, receptive artist or producer.
That you can stop your idea and totally
grasp what another person is saying
and either develop it with him or make
the decision right on the spot, "Nope,
it's not happening, let's move on to
another idea." That's my payoff in this
business. What get out of the record
is the enjoyment of those moments
when that happens. And it happens
every day, 20 or 30 times a day. To be
able to stop and create something out
of just a shell of something that was
there.
And you have that power to say,
"Nope, it's not happening," even with
a Bowie or a Jagger?
Yes. think that's my greatest asset or
my greatest value to a person, the fact
that I'm a songwriter. write melodies
all day. So if you come in and you have
a song, and you say there's some part
that just doesn't make sense to you,
can give you a thousand suggestions,
I
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hope. Some days can't, but those are
the days we just go home early.
That happens from time to time?
Oh, man, it happens all the time.
Do you consider yourself a good technician on the board in a studio?
mean,
know
Oh, no. Heavens no.
how it works, and can work a board if
have to. But I'm not an engineer/
producer.
didn't go to engineering
school. This would be Greek to me
except that I've been doing it so long
that know what it all does now. Plus,
have a little studio at home, and they're
truly believe in great
all the same.
engineers. That's the thing to me. Dig
this, I'm really simple when it comes to
music.
think that first you have a
song. Then everybody connected with
that song has to make the song better,
no matter who it is, whether it's the
assistant engineer, the singer, the
bass player, the guitar player, everybody's got to make it better than what
you did at home by yourself. If come
in and think
have a good song, rehearsing with my band, when come in
and play it you got to make it better
than what just did. / can make it as
good as made the demo at home.
Anybody can do that.
Let's talk about some of the people
you've worked with as a producer.
Let's start with Jagger. You did three
cuts on his solo record. How did that
come about, and was he a little nervous about making his first solo?
Outwardly, no. Inwardly I'm sure he
probably was nervous. If he says he
wasn't, then like him even more than
like him. think he's great. How could
you be in The Rolling Stones and be
Mick Jagger and not be nervous about
making a solo record? Damn, if he isn't
nervous then he's really hip [laughter].
I'm nervous!
Were you nervous working with him?
No. I'm never, never nervous working
with people. No, mean was nervous
making my own solo record, so know
Jagger had to be nervous.
Did the songs come together relatively
easily?
Well, you know, we had a feeling -out
period of him starting to understand
my sounds, and me understanding his
sounds, and his technique and my
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technique. Finally, talking worked
everything out. When Mick Jagger
said, "Nile, get the hell out of the studio
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said,
and get in the control room,"
"Now know what you want!" [Laughter.] Then understood. said, "Right,
Mick. Gotcha, pal!" And then really
dug it. As soon as he said that to me it
was very clear. But for two weeks it
was like boxers trying to feel out
got that punch in. Great. Well here's a
couple more. After that we were cool.
realized he wanted a producer-producer. He wanted me in there working
on sounds. He wanted me to capture
the moments, these fleeting bits that
would go by and he'd say, "Whoops,
that's it-hold on to that thing."
couldn't do it if I'm out in the studio
jamming, because my music is fleeting
too. And I'm hanging out with all the
guys, and we were losing stuff. That's
the way he makes records, whereas
make my decisions right on the spot.
On every record that do there's only
one copy. don't have two versions of
anything. Either it's happening or it's
not. With Mick, he's from a different
school, sort of like Bryan Ferry. They
want you to play everything possible
and then they'll figure out which parts
are hip, and then ask you to refine that.
Are you going to be doing the new
Stones record?
No. We were talking about this for a
long time. guess can't say no, because don't really know what stage
they're in. He's in town now so guess
I'll ring him and see what the deal is.
would think it's probably good for them
to try and do it by themselves. It seems
to be working out.
But you'd like to do it, obviously.
Of course. Who wouldn't want to do
The Stones?
Do you like being a session musician?
I know, for instance, you played guitar
for Bryan Ferry.
love being a session person. have a
philosophy about that too: don't learn
my own songs and don't learn your
don't rehearse. You
songs, either.
give me the chart when get to the
studio. Either you give me the chart or
I'll learn it with the band or whatever.
play my best guitar on your record.
Let's go on to some others you've produced. Jeff Beck-was he a hero of
yours as a guitar player?
Serious hero. Jeff, he's the man to me.
He's the greatest guitar player alive
today, in my opinion. He plays what
would like to hear more than any other
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guitar player. When worked with Jeff
had a different concept in mind. wanted to make a record with somebody
like that very accessible. want other
people to enjoy Jeff Beck's guitar playing as much as do, and the way to get
that out there is to have him on a song.
Not just great fusion records, which I'm
sure he can do forever without me.
wanted to give him songs that people
would sing. So that's what tried to do.
tried .to say to him, "Like 'Beat It.' "
The reason why Eddie Van Halen's
solo is so great on "Beat It" is not just
because it's great-it is, and he plays
great solos all the time-but because
of the fact that it's on that cool song!
That's what makes it really happening.
Was Beck there for that? Did he understand that?
Oh yeah, sure. We talked about it a lot.
He likes my songs. We had a good
time.
That's not a problem for someone who
came out of the '60s, the long -guitar solo era?
Well,
let him play long guitar solos
[laughter].
How about Duran Duran?
Duran Duran is not quite the same as
these other people. First of all they're a
group. It's a completely different relationship than with a 'solo artist. When
you're dealing with a group it's almost
like first you have to be the den mother,
like a Boy Scout troop. You have to
gain the respect of everyone, which is
cool.
don't have any problem with
that. Duran Duran were fans of mine
before worked with them. They loved
Chic music, so that was great. Plus,
there were a lot of Duran Duran songs
that liked as well. Bands are a very
different animal. You have to deal with
the personalities collectively and individually. And work best on a one-toone basis. just grew up working with
individuals. There's a lot of psychology
that goes into production because
these people are stars and you absolutely have to respect that. always feel
that work for you, not that you work for
me.
don't even feel like work with
you. I'm employed by you. And think
that it's your record, and you got to
give a person that. So when it's five
people and you have to give them their
records individually and collectively,
it's rough. But get along great with
Duran Duran.
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Do they make records as great as their

videos?
They make great videos. They make
good records too.
mean, some of
their songs like more than others, but
that's true of any artist. guess Duran
Duran probably falls under more criticism because of the audience they appeal to. If they appealed to older people like Bryan Ferry does,
guess
they'd be really hip. Their songs are
cool. Like "Don't Say a Prayer." When
saw them live was crying when they
did that song. was standing on the
side and heard this [he mimics the
rhythm] and it sounded so beautiful to
me the tears started streaming down
my face. Madonna looked at me and
went, "Yo, brother, where're you coming from?"
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And Madonna?
Madonna is the greatest, don't care
what anyone says. Madonna is so cool.

THE THOMPSON TWINS (TOP); DURAN DURAN (BOTTOM).

I

said this to Diana Ross, too. said, "I
wish everybody were like Madonna, in
a weird way." like the fact that she's
the hardest working person I've ever
seen in my life. She was here in the
studio before me most of the time.
She'd swim like miles every day before
she came to sing. That kind of dedication don't see too often. It makes you
feel proud. It makes you feel dedicated. It makes me say, "Hmm, maybe
I'm getting a little fat here around the
middle. Maybe should go practice."
Is she a great singer? Does she really
I
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care about being a great singer?
don't know if she cares about being a
great singer. think she cares about
being a good singer and being a good
storyteller, and that's what singing is
about to me. That's all that it's about.
mean, is Bowie a great singer? What's
a great singer? mean, yeah, Aretha's
a great singer. But Bowie is a great
songster. He tells the story and he
means it. He delivers the story. To me,
I'd rather work with somebody like that
than a great singer, because make
records. I'm not really capturing what
consider in my head great live performances. I'm making a contrived thing
for a specific type of artistic statement-a record. So even if you sang
the same part five times, who cares? If
the fifth one is right, that's the one that
goes on the record, not the first one.
Because this is captured forever. You
want it to be dynamite.
LEI
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y goal isn't to capture
live performance.

I'm making

a

contrived

thing for a specific

artistic statement.
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GRAY

MARKET:

Is It Worth
The Price?
DANIEL C. SWEENEY
Few consumers know the gray
market by that name. The term is
industry argot, an insider's designation for a certain part of the marketplace. And yet the audio gray market probably touches the majority of
audio equipment purchasers at one
time or another-and it touches them
in ways that directly affect the worth
and usefulness of their investments in
both hardware and software.
To understand the impact of the gray
market, we must first know its scope,
dimensions, operations, and, most significantly, its functions-its reason for
being.
The gray market arises primarily as a
response to the unfulfilled desires of
consumers. If some item is desired
and desired strongly, and yet is not
easily obtainable (either because it is
not distributed through a regular market channel or because the price for
the item is perceived as unacceptable), then the impetus is there for the
formation of some new channel for the
delivery of goods. If that new channel
is not sanctioned by the manufacturer-and frequently it is not-it can be
designated as gray market.
Gray market may be defined very
simply as an irregular and unsanctioned mode of distributing a product.
It can be distinguished from the black
market by the lack of anything illicit in
the transactions. Gray market bypasses a manufacturer's local authorized
distributors, but it does not violate any
trade laws.
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In the manner of broad definitions,
this is all quite abstract, but the gray
market itself is never without concrete
manifestations. Far from being some
economist's hypothesis, several removes from the actual movement of
goods, the gray market is always firmly
rooted in the consumer's cravings for
very specific products. Here's an eXample of what mean:
My first significant audio purchase
was made through the gray market, in
1980. At the time wished to buy a pair
of Acoustat Model II electrostatic loudI

I

speakers, a very hot item among
knowledgeable consumers. Acoustat
speakers were, at that time, esoteric
audio components subject to price ri-

gidity-in other words,

no authorized
dealer was likely to discount them. In
1980 did not understand the workings
of the esoteric wing of the industry,
and felt that the unspoken stricture
against discounting was unfair. was
determined to get the speakers at a
discount, and succeeded. bought
them through the gray market.
Today, as then, a minor industry exists for customers who want esoteric
goods but who perceive the list prices
for such goods to be unfair. The gray
market accomodates these customers.
The gray market also accomodates
far, far greater numbers of customers
interested in fast -selling, low-end items
such as boom boxes, portable cassette players, cheap auto radios, and
the like. Here availability rather than
price is the chief force in stimulating
I
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"

The person

who buys gray
goods is not

someone who

wants

a

lasttop

relationship with
a

manufacturer.

the gray market, and some interesting
distortions occur on the wholesale level. At some point, supply through regular distributors does not keep up with
demand for a particular product, but
prices do not rise as per classical marketing theory because of fierce competition among retailers, which works
to keep retail prices just a few percentage points above dealer cost. Unable
to increase their profits by driving
prices up, retailers must do high volume just to stay even, and to do volume they must enlarge their supplies.
This they do by patronizing unauthorized distributors-gray marketeers, as
it were. The end result of gray -market
purchases by ordinary retailers is that
significant numbers of consumers buy
gray without ever knowing it.
In the low end the gray market is as
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much the creation of the legitimate retailer as it is of the consumer, while in
the high end the established retailer
tends to be bypassed. In the high end
the customer who buys gray usually
has some idea of what he's getting
into, whereas the low -end customer is
completely in the dark. The distinction
is important because, while both types
of customer are at risk, the high -end
buyer is more likely to have accepted
the risk as a condition for obtaining a
discount.
one knows how big the gray
market is. Joe Abrams, national
sales manager for Sumiko, a
high -end company which has suffered
considerably at the hands of gray marketeers, estimates the gray -market
share in audio at no more than 1%. Jay
Frank, a Southern California retailer
with extensive experience in buying
gray -market goods wholesale, believes that these products account for
over 50% in the low -end portable market, but much less in the mass market
and in the high end. Mike Detmer, national sales manager for Stax Kogyo,
another company which has considerable problems with gray -market distribution, guesses that less than 10% of
his company's output passes through
the gray market.
In fact, gray -market share varies
widely from one level of the market to
another and from one company to another. Because the gray market is, by
definition, irregular, its market share
tends to fluctuate both overall and on
each individual level, as new sources
of supply open up and established
ones constrict or vanish.
Since the consumer is the foundation of the gray market, let's examine
him for a moment. In most cases, he's
someone who buys on price. Graymarket goods are generally considerably cheaper at the retail level than normally distributed products, and discounts can be especially large in the
case of high -end and esoteric products. In Los Angeles, for example, Na kamichi Dragon cassette decks were
recently selling for approximately
$1,100 on the gray market. Normal retail cost is $1,800. In the same city,
Esoteric Audio Research 509 vacuum tube, mono amplifiers, which normally
sell for $2,600 per pair, retail, were
No

recently going for $1,000 per pair.
These are extreme examples, but they
indicate the substantial savings which
can be had by buying gray.
In the middle and lower portions of
the market, where discounting is usually the rule, price differentials will not be
so pronounced. Jay Frank states that
gray -market Sony Beta movie cameras
have been offered at certain Los Angeles retail establishments at less than
dealer cost, though typically margins
on video equipment are very low anyway-as little as five retail percentage
points above dealer cost. Frank further
states that gray -market portables routinely sell at or below dealer cost in the
Los Angeles area, though, here again,
legitimate retailers normally maintain
profit margins of less than 10 points.
In the high end of the gray market,
where the dollar differentials are greatest, the customer who patronizes the
gray market tends to assume a distinct
form. "He's a one-time buyer," says
Mike Detmer of Stax Kogyo, who's
spent countless unpleasant hours confronting such customers over warranty
issues. "He is not the individual who
would buy our product ordinarily or
who would want to form a lasting relationship with the company."
"He's a person after a deal, above
all else," says Peter McGrath, owner of
the prestigious Sound Advice, a high end salon in Coral Gables, Florida.
"He's a person with no understanding
of the importance of dealer support or
of the fact that many esoteric products
are only as good as the dealer who
sold them because of their demanding
setup requirements."
The gray market also serves the individual impatient to embrace the latest
technology. The Japanese audio industry commonly introduces new
product categories in the home market
as much as two years prior to the North
American introductions. Word of the
innovations reaches the U.S. and demand builds among the knowledgeable. For example, Compact Discs
were available in Japan and Europe
some time prior to their appearance in
the U.S., and in 1983 many, many
gray -market discs appeared in the
U.S. to satisfy American demand. Now
that CD production has moved Stateside, gray -market CDs have largely
disappeared, but in the future we may
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expect to see gray -market distribution
of other as yet unreleased new technologies.
Not surprisingly, the most consistent
customer for gray -market goods is the
retailer himself-usually the mass -market retailer. The reason is simple. Once
gray -market products of a certain
brand become readily available in a
given geographical area, prices at the
retail level are affected radically. Mass market products on the wholesale gray
market usually sell for at least 20%
below their cost from authorized U.S.
distributors, and they're sold to anybody with the money. Unauthorized
dealers rush to buy the product, as do
dealers who are authorized to sell the
same brands as those being sold on
the gray market. In other words, dealers will end up selling unauthorized
merchandise in the very lines they're
authorized to carry.
"You have to do it to survive," says
the general manager of one $20 million
chain in the deep South. "If your competitors are selling at below your cost,
what are you gonna do?"
We can certainly sympathize with
the retailer in such a predicament, but
we must also question his treatment of
the consumer who ends up buying a
gray -market unit, without valid factory
warranty, from a retailer designated as
an authorized representative for the
brand. Gray-market goods are often
meant for use in Asia and are not designed for U.S. line voltages or broadcast standards; selling them as equivalents to models designated for the
U.S. seems perilously close to fraud,
especially under the auspices of an
authorized dealership.
Not all dealers go to the gray market
because of price wars, though. Most
manufacturers impose some standard
requirements on the retailers to whom
they sell, such as stated credit ratings,
service and installation abilities, whole line orders, minimum monthly orders,
position within a given local market,
adherence to unspoken pricing structures, etc. Retailers who can't meet
manufacturers' requirements, or who
are seeking highly desirable restricted
lines, have no choice but to go to the
gray market.
The wholesale gray market can also
include the proprietor of the audio salon, the very individual who often is
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

quickest to decry the activities of the
gray market. High -end dealers occasionally buy small specialty items not
distributed in the U.S., particularly phono cartridges. The appearance of
nearly unobtainable exotica in his shop
lends the retailer a certain distinction,
and purchasing such distinction is relatively inexpensive. High=end dealers
sometimes also engage in another
form of gray marketeering known as
transshipping, which will discuss later
in this article.

"The cray-market
customer is after
a deal, above all

I

The gray market is not the mirror

image of normal retail distribution structures, and not all products are readily obtainable through it.
The gray market tends to operate only
where shortages, rigid pricing structures, and limited authorized distribution result in considerable unmet demand for a product.
By far the greatest amount of gray market activity is in the area of blank
tape. Tape in the past has been subject to enormous markups by authorized distributors and the pressure for
lower prices has been intense. Probably more than a quarter of the blank
cassettes sold in the U.S. now are gray
market in origin, and they are sold in
every imaginable type of retail outlet.
Much of the tape comes from India
and Southeast Asia where the cassette
is, by far, the dominant audio medium.
The Southeast Asian demand for blank
tapes is enormous and insatiable. Diverted shipments in the millions of units
scarcely affect the supply, and Japanese manufacturers may well lack the
ability, and perhaps the will, to regulate
distribution closely in that market.
In the area of hardware, gray -market
goods appear at every level but they
predominate in the low -end portable
market, where gray marketeering is
ubiquitous. In brand -name component
stereo, supplies of gray -market goods
are apt to be very erratic, and many
brands virtually never make it through
the gray -market pipeline due to tight.
control by manufacturers over retailers
and distributors alike.
The principal branded components
appearing on the gray market are either Japanese or British in origin. In
general, American audio products,
now consisting chiefly of branded
loudspeakers and high -end electron -

else. Ne doesn't
understand the

importance of
dealer

support.

ics, seldom appear on the gray market
because American manufacturers are
able to trace sales to unauthorized
dealers and to cut off distributors or
retailers who make such sales.
As might be expected, Japanese
components form the biggest presence on the gray market, but they vary
in availability considerably from one
brand to another. Yamaha has begun
to appear on the gray market recently,
and Kenwood is common there, while
Pioneer, once prevalent, is now entirely
absent. The giant Sony Corporation
has long had serious problems from
gray -market distribution in the U.S.
Perhaps the hardest hit have been Na kamichi and Stax, both of which are
relatively small companies marketing
select, high-priced components and
neither of which has sufficient staff to
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are selling at
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gray market, and American speakers
are an insignificant factor.) Secondary
gray markets for English turntables
and English vacuum -tube electronics
exist as well.
The gray market in English goods is
chiefly a result of the very high price
differential between retail lists in England and in the U.S. Imported English
components are principally high -end
products and carry typically high dealer markups here. Distributors generally
take a healthy cut as well, with the
result that English retail prices are usually lower than U.S. dealer cost and
often substantially lower. On highpriced objects like vacuum tube amps,
savings to the consumer who buys
gray can run in four figures.
Aside from English products, limited
numbers of European audio components appear on the gray market from
time to time. Revox components are
available at present, and Blaupunkt
automotive audio components have
appeared occasionally in the past.
Generally, however, the European gray
market is limited to being an English
phenomenon.
marketeers are as various
as their products and customers. Many sorts of entrepre-

Gray

neurs inhabit the gray market and
many, if not most, also work through
normal distribution channels.
The biggest of the gray marketeers,
the captains of industry, as it were,
handle only mass merchandise and
effectively police its Far East dealer operate exclusively at the distributor or
wholesale level. E.N.S. in Los Angeles
network.
Among Japanese components, pho- is a prime example of the type, a well no cartridges have been especially nu- established, well -financed gray -market
merous on the gray market in the past, operation that serves retailers all over
probably because they are easy to the country.
The workings of such gray -market
transport. But the declining demand
for cartridges and many manufactur- giants are somewhat obscure. For reaers' practice of bringing out special, sons that will become obvious, they
U.S.-designed models seem to have are not inclined to identify their
sources, but from hearsay evidence
reduced activity in this area.
English audio equipment accounts supplied by retailers and manufacturhave been able to develop a
for a relatively tiny percentage of g ray - ers,
market sales in the U.S., but since Eng- model for the gray -market network in
lish products are important in the en- the Far East.
Gray -market distributors, essentially,
thusiast market, English gray goods
deserve some attention. The English exist at the sufferance of the manufacgray market operates chiefly in the turers. Japanese electronics manufacarea of loudspeakers, and in that re- turers, particularly the big ones, tend to
spect it is unique. (Asian branded be ambivalent about the gray market.
loudspeakers are not a factor in the Most Japanese corporations place a
I
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premium on full employment and high
production, so that gaining even a
small additional market share is a primary goal. At the same time they know
that if the gray market becomes too
extensive their American marketing
arms will wither away. Many end up
temporizing and tolerating a sort of
controlled gray market.
The heavyweight gray marketeers
take advantage of this manufacturer
temporizing. They very often bypass
the American distributor and buy from
wholesalers in the Orient, sometimes in
Japan, sometimes in Hong Kong or
Taiwan. Speculation has it that some
gray marketeers buy factory direct.
Some definitely buy at slightly above
dealer cost from major retailers. Essentially, they buy product where they can
get it, and they buy big orders for
cash. The goods are usually intended
for Asian markets and often have model designations and numbers that indicate as much.
The gray -market distributor, once he
has secured his goods, will generally
sell to any retailer who has cash in
hand. He does not maintain a dealer
network as such. Such gray -market
wholesalers operate chiefly out of Los
Angeles and New York. Some activity
occurs in Seattle and San Francisco as
well. Big, established gray marketeers
ship goods to their customers anywhere in the country, but smaller operators sometimes travel from city to city
with truckloads of gear, selling their
merchandise as they go.
Below the wholesalers are the onestep gray marketeers, the horde of individuals who import goods directly
and sell to end users. Such individuals
deal predominantly in the high end.
Most specialize in particular types of
products and sell either Japanese or
English, but not both. Jim Miller of Analogue Excellence in Los Angeles is the
dean of the Japanese importers. He
specializes in high -end and esoteric
Japanese tonearms, cartridges and
turntables and is the authorized distributor for a number of lines such as
SAEC and Micro Seiki. The now -defunct mail-order operation called The
Source, located in New Jersey, was
the leading authorized importer of British goods, particularly loudspeakers,
and no clear-cut successor has
emerged since its demise.
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Both Analogue Excellence and The
Source do, or have done, considerable
dollar volume, but most one-step high end gray marketeers are utterly marginal. Many acquire a single shipment
of goods, take out classified ads in the
audio press, dispose of their inventories, and leave the business. An example of the latter is Michael Sanders,
president of Quicksilver Audio, who
consented to be interviewed for this
article. Sanders, -himself the manufacturer of highly acclaimed tube -type
amplifiers, acquired a shipment of English vacuum -tube components which
he sold at less than half their usual
retail price points. He subsequently
stopped selling British products. (In
mentioning this, intend in no way to
impugn Sanders' integrity, for he took
the trouble of rebuilding each amp with
premium passive components before
offering it for sale, and made it clear to
customers that he was not, in fact, an
authorized distributor.)
Below the one -steppers is still another tier of gray marketeers with no direct
access to foreign suppliers and who
avoid wholesalers as well. They buy,
instead, from other retailers, and, in
fact, much gray -market activity in the
U.S. involves horizontal rather than vertical movements of goods. Usually the
term transshipping is used to describe
the practice where an authorized dealer sells to an unauthorized one. Transshipping generally occurs in the high
end, though it's not confined to that
portion of the market. High -end stuff is
more frequently transshipped simply
I

because expensive audio products
tend to move slowly, and one high -end
retailer may find himself with excessive
inventory and cash-flow problems
while another has an eager buyer with
cash. The heavy profit margins of high end goods permit a retailer to sell
above his cost to a discounter-often a
mail-order discounter-who will then
sell the gear below list to the end user
and still make a profit.
Some retailers transship regularly to
make a profit rather than to escape a
cash-flow predicament, but manufacturers are quick to notice the increase
in orders, and the practice is risky for
the retailer. In other instances, isolated
components are transshipped simply
as a favor to another dealer, and the
dealer accepting the transshipped
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

merchandise does not discount.
Transshipping from retailer to retailer is
virtually the only way that American made audio products enter the gray
market. The pair of Acoustat speakers
obtained were transshipped.
On the distribution level, gray
marketeers tend to be clearly identifiable types of businessmen, but on the

"

To Japanese

I

retail level there are no hard and fast
distinctions between those who sell
gray and those who avoid the practice.
A high percentage of retailers on every
level of the industry, from box -house,
mass-market operations to appointment-only, high -end salons, will buy
and sell gray if an individual transaction offers sufficient profit incentive and
if the risk of retaliation from manufacturers is low. But gray marketeering is
most widespread in the mass market, if
only because the audio gray market
itself is predominantly a mass -market
phenomenon. In this respect, gray market audio differs markedly from
other gray markets, such as that for
automobiles, where high-priced exotics form the bulk of the business.

frans,
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another market.
They could crack
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warned.,,

Assessing the effects of the gray
market is difficult. No one tabulates its sales or charts its development; any conclusions about its
impact on either the industry itself or
on the consumer can only be tentative.
On the manufacturing end of the industry, the effect of the gray market is
likely pretty negligible across the
board. Our unnamed $20 million retailer made this observation on the impact
of the gray market in Japan: "It's just
another market to them [Japanese
manufacturers]. The only time they
care is when it's big enough to cripple
their American subsidiaries. They can
crack down any time they want. They
just trace the goods back to an Oriental distributor and nail him." All other
retailers interviewed reiterated this,
and the sporadic appearances of various brands on the gray market-Kenwood one year, Sony the next-seem
to indicate that major manufacturers
are quite capable of curtailing gray market activity at any time. Smaller,
specialist manufacturers, such as Na kamichi, Stax, Revox, etc., are probably not capable of exerting sufficient
control to totally dry up the gray goods.
Gray market is of more concern in

the extreme high -end and esoteric
segments of the industry. Here, the
gray market appears to threaten the
very existence of the sector.
In the U.S., at least since the late
'60s, limited -production audio components have generally been sold in
small specialist shops or audio salons.
Distribution is often deliberately limited
to one shop per designated market
area, and retailers are strongly discouraged from discounting-not that
most of them would want to, anyway.
Each retailer has his own market area,
and he's safe from competition within
it, at least as regards a given brand.
No authorized retailer outside his area
can discount to lure away customers,
and everyone has his own piece of the
high -end pie.
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Manufacturers and retailers alike

agree-at least off the record-that
such an arrangement is necessary for
the survival of the high end. High -end
products sell in limited quantities, so
the argument goes, and the individual
sales of such products demand relatively large amounts of time and effort
on the part of the retailer. Without high
profit margins and "protected" retail
prices, no retailer would bother to sell
the high end, and the really premium
goods simply wouldn't find a market.
Some dispute this theory. Jim Miller
of Analogue Excellence points out that
esoteric components are discounted in
Japan and claims they sell far better
there than here. He believes that de
facto price control actually stunts the
growth of the high end in the U.S., but
60

few others in the high end appear to
agree with him.

"Gray marketeers don't compete
fairly," says Mike Detmer of Stax in
rebuttal. "Most of them have mail-order
operations and don't demonstrate
product. They refer the customer to an
authorized dealer, the customer hears
the product there, and then buys it
from the mail-order discounter. The legitimate dealer is doing all the work in
representing the product, and he isn't
getting the profits that are due him."
Naturally, most customers are more
concerned with their own finances than
about the condition of the industry as
such. If they can save money on the
gray market, then it would appear to
be to their benefit, at least in the short
term, to shop there.
The consumer's situation isn't so
simple though. Most gray-market items
are designed for different line voltages
than products intended for the U.S.
The nominal Japanese line voltage is
100 volts rather than 120-not a gross
mismatch, but enough to throw off the
biasing of items such as Stax electrostatic speakers and headphones, with
a resultant decrease in reliability. In the
case of tuners and receivers, the problems can be more profound. Gray -market radios are sometimes calibrated to
entirely different broadcast standards
and function poorly in the U.S. At the
very least, operating instructions are
likely to be in a foreign tongue and
therefore useless to most Englishspeaking consumers.
But the biggest problem confronting
the consumer is in getting warranty
work. American subsidiaries of Japanese and European manufacturers are
understandably reluctant to provide
support for products from which they
derive no revenue. Many refuse to honor Japanese warranties, and they've
protected themselves by pressuring
their own parent companies to issue

U.S.-only products while keeping
Asian -market models separate. A few
companies, e.g. Panasonic, make a
practice of providing warranty work on
any product regardless of country of
origin. Others, such as Sony, are inconsistent. Some, like Nakamichi, provide service for a fee, but many refuse
service and direct the customer to
send the product to its country of origin
for repair.

this time, the future of the gray
market is unclear. European
automotive manufacturers are
lobbying vigorously to get legislation
that actively outlaws the gray market
and makes it black. On the consumer
electronics front, Panasonic has sued
a gray marketeer, claiming that gray
marketeering misrepresents the manufacturer and ultimately damages his
reputation. In addition, the New York
State legislature has passed a gray goods law that requires stores selling
these goods to notify customers prior
to sale about the nature of any warranty. Similar legislation is under consideration in New York City, and according
to a New York Times story quoting
Gary Walker, spokesman for New York
City's Department of Consumer Affairs,
the local laws are likely to be tougher
than the State regulations. There are,
of course, many, many electronics
stores in New York City, and a large
percentage of them do an active trade
by mail. The various Sony Walkman
models are hot items in this market,
and some of these stores give a tip on
the nature of the contest by including
"Sold With Original Headphones" in
the ad copy. Whether or not a salesman has, over the telephone, given his
verbal assurance about a warranty, it
may well be worth the trouble to insist
on a valid U.S. warranty in the case of
more expensive hi-fi gear.
The Times article gives a special
consumer telephone number for folks
who are having a problem with what
they believe are gray goods: (212)
577-0111. Additionally, they can write
the New York City Dept. of Consumer
Affairs, 80 Lafayette St., New York,
At

N.Y. 10013.

While the State legislation has not
been signed by Governor Cuomo, it is
likely to go forward. As written, it would
give a consumer 20 days to seek a
refund if disclosure was not made, and
the Attorney General could impose a
$500 fine for violations. Additionally,
the Attorney General's office offers
help in settling disputes. Write to the
Attorney General, Consumer Frauds
Bureau, 23 World Trade Center, New
York, N.Y. 10047.
No one can predict the effect of the
legal and legislative assault on the
gray market, but it can't help but inhibit
A
unauthorized distributors.
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Pontiac is proud to
announce the Grand Am:
an exciting new driver's coupe
for the discriminating individual
who can truly appreciate
responsive, exciting machinery.
The Grand Am features

front -wheel -drive performance.
Power rack and pinion steering.
Power front disc brakes. A tuned
front stabilizer. And semiindependent rear suspension.

Grand Am is powered by
an advanced 2.5 liter engine
featuring electronic fuel
injection, roller valve lifters

this new
driver's coupe.
The ride. The handling.
The fit. Even the way
it looks in your driveway
You'll like

THE NEW
PONTIAC

and swirl -port combustion
chambers. A precise 5 -speed
gearbox is standard. For even

more power, a 3.O liter V-6 with
multi -port fuel injection (requires
optional automatic transmission)
is available. And Grand Am
prices start at just $7,995.t
Grand Am LE, as shown with
optional equipment $9158.t
The new Grand Am. Only
from Pontiac!

RAND AM

WE BUILD EXCITEMENT

tManutacturer's Suggesred

Retail Price including dealer

prep. Taxes, license destination
charges and optional equipment
additional.
LET'S GET IT TOGETHER

GM

4 BUCKLE UP

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specfications
Frequency Response: 2 Hz to

Company Address: Sony Drive,
20

kHz, ±0.3 dB.

Harmonic Distortion:
0.0025% at

1

Park Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 90

Less than

kHz.

Dynamic Range: Greater than 96
dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
95 dB.

Number of Programmable Selections: 20.
Output Levels: 2.0 V, fixed; up to
2.0 V maximum, variable.

SONY
CDP-620ES
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

62

Power Requirements:

120 V, 60

Hz, 16 watts.

Dimensions:
143/8 in. D

17 in. W x 31/4 in. H

x

(43 cm x 8 cm x 36.5

cm).

Weight: 19 lbs.,
Price: $950.

14 oz. (9 kg).
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It's been only a short time since tested and wrote about nology found in the more expensive player, but which sells
Sony's top -of -the -line Model CDP-650ESD Compact Disc for a full $350 less. What has Sony omitted in order to
player (see Audio, July 1985). While other CD -player prices accomplish this cost savings? According to them, the main
were plummeting, Sony maintained that there would always visible difference between the 650 and the 620 is the omisbe a market for a state-of-the-art unit that employed the very sion of the 650's unique digital -code output port on the rear
latest technology and offered all the features a serious user panel of the lower cost unit. I'm not referring to the special
could possibly ever want. My review of the CDP-650ESD accessory connector that will be needed for attaching a
was nothing short of ecstatic. still regard that player as the video -graphics interface box when those become available;
definitive model, one that can serve as a reference for both the 650 and the 620 have that connector. I'm talking
judging other CD players both in terms of sound quality and about the additional connector that gives the user access to
in terms of features. That unit, however, has a suggested
the audio bit stream itself and therefore allows digital -toprice of $1,300-rather steep in view of the fact that perfect- digital audio data transfer. Also, the CDP-650ESD's chassis
ly adequate (if basic) CD players can be had for around is of anodized copper (which probably contributes substan$300 or even a bit less, even from the very same Sony tially to the price difference, and which Sony says has better
Corporation.
resonant and thermal properties). In addition, the more
Sony must have realized that these days a $1,300 player expensive model has more massive feet.
found a couple of other differences-minor ones-beis not something throngs of people will wait In line to purchase. Accordingly, they have now come up with the CDP- tween the two players, that the people at Sony didn't men620ES-a very slightly downgraded version of the CDP- tion. The first of these has to do with the grid -like track 650ESD that incorporates pretty much all of the new tech- number display on the front panel. The CDP-650ESD's grid
shows a total of 20 numbers, while the 620 displays only 18,
though 20 programmable playing steps can still be memorized by the lower -priced unit. The final difference discovered between the two units is a feature found on the 620 that
is actually not present on the higher priced 650. That's the
headphone output jack. According to the people at Sony,
introducing a headphone amplifier in the circuitry of a
"pure" CD player such as the 650 can actually affect sound
quality a trifle, so it was not done. The lower priced 620,
guess, is not regarded as a CD player in which total perfection is the goal, so its designers compromised enough to
incorporate a headphone amplifier and its associated output jack with level control.
As for myself, welcome the addition of the jack on the
lower cost unit; and if it introduced any sound degradation,
confess that failed to hear it!
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The front panel of the CDP-620ES is almost identical to
that of the CDP-650ESD. The disc -loading drawer remains
pretty much as it has been on earlier Sony home players: It
is opened by touching an "Open/Close" button to its right,
and is closed by touching the drawer front, the "Open/
Close" key again, or the "Play" button. Numbered keys from
0 to 20, plus a key labelled "+ 10," are found near panel
center and are used to call up desired tracks for play or to
perform random-access programming. The "+ 10" button
speeds up the process if you want to call up a track number
above 20. Track 44, for example (if one existed on the disc
you've inserted), would be called up by touching the "+ 10"
button four times, and then touching the "4" button. "Play,"
"Pause," "AMS" (automatic track advance and track retard)
and "Play Mode" keys ("Continue," "Single" and "Program") are found to the right of the numeric keyboard;
"Check" and "Clear" keys used for verifying programmed
instructions or for clearing them from memory are located
below the numeric keys. A "Stop" key and two manual
search keys are near the front panel's lower right corner.
The search keys are used for fast access, in either direction,
to a given point on a disc while you are listening to it.
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the addition of a
headphone jack to the new
Sony player. If it degrades
the sound, I confess that I
failed to hear it.
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At the lower left corner of the panel are switches which
turn the player on and off manually or by an optional external timer. Additional buttons beneath the display area are
labelled "Repeat" (for playing, over and over again, a single
track, the entire disc, or a segment of a disc between two
preselected points), "A H B" (for setting those start and
end points), "Time" (for toggling between an elapsed -time
and a remaining -time display), "Auto Delay;" and "Shuffle
Play." When the "Auto Delay" button is pressed, two seconds of silence are inserted before the first selection begins.
This function is toggled off by pressing the same button a
second time. The "Shuffle Play" feature is an interesting
one. When this button is pressed, all of a disc's selections
are "shuffled" and played in random order. When all of the
selections on the disc have been played once, the shuffle play function is automatically cancelled. There would seem
to be no end to what you can do with a Compact Disc player
once a microprocessor is incorporated in it!
The front panel's display section presents a wide variety
of useful data. When a disc has been inserted in the drawer,
a "Disc" indicator illuminates. Next, a "Track" indicator
briefly displays the total number of tracks on the disc, after
which the actual track number being played is shown.
Another display indicates elapsed time of track play after
first indicating total time on the disc. (Remaining time can
be toggled alternately with elapsed time, as described
above). A "PGM" (ProGraM) indicator lights up when the
player is in standby mode for programmed play, and an
"Index" indicator shows the index number of the selection
being played. (If the disc is not divided into index segments,
"Index" will illuminate with the numeral "1" at all times.) The
previously described numeric grid shows how many selections are programmed and which one is currently being
played. If you program more than 18 selections, the word
"Over" lights up.
A headphone jack at the lower left and a variable output
level control at the lower right complete the CDP-620ES's
front -panel layout.
A full -function wireless "Remote Commander" control
module duplicates just about every function on the front
panel, including random-access programming, all the repeat -play features, shuffle play, and even remote adjustment of output level for the variable -output jacks. Interestingly, when you perform the latter adjustment remotely, you
can see the control knob on the panel revolve in response to
your commands!
The player's rear panel has both fixed- and variable -level
output jacks, plus the multiple -pin connector intended for
future link -up to that video -graphics interface module referred to earlier. The rear panel also has an initializing
switch which allows you to choose which play mode (continuous, single -selection or programmed) the unit will be in
when first turned on.

Measurements
Sony claims that the circuitry of the CDP-620ES is virtually
identical to that found in the more expensive CDP-650ESD.
My own measurements suggest that if that is indeed the
case, then some variations of measured performance occur
even when "uniform" sophisticated LSI chips are used to do
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Time after time, the unit
found and began to play
requested tracks almost
before I could look up from
the remote control I was
using to instruct it.
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most of the signal processing and amplification. While the
CDP-620ES's frequency response was every bit as flat as
that of the more expensive Sony model (see Fig. 1), and in
fact varied by no more than ±0.1 dB over the entire range
of measurement from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, total harmonic
distortion was ever so slightly greater. At 0 dB it measured
0.0038% at mid -frequencies. I'd say that's nothing to get
upset about, but it is, nevertheless, higher than the 0.003%
measured for the CDP-650ESD. Total harmonic distortion at
mid -frequencies and other frequencies, at three playback
levels, is shown in Fig. 2.
noted no out -of-band "beats" at around 24 kHz when
used a spectrum analyzer to sweep from 0 Hz to 50 kHz
(linearly) while a 20 -kHz signal was being reproduced by
the player. This is due in part to Sony's new digital filter and
oversampling approach, introduced in several of their third generation players, and also in part to their use of a single
master digital clock (the timing circuit that synchronizes
everything to the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate of the standard
Compact Disc).
What did show up, however, was a second -order distortion component way out at 40 kHz; such a component was
not visible or detectable when measured the CDP-650ESD.
Of course, since this component is at 40 kHz and its amplitude is down more than 60 dB compared with the fundamental (see Fig. 3), couldn't get too upset about it. only
mention it-and show it-to point out that the performance
of this CD player, though very close indeed to that of the
higher priced 650, is not identical to it.
Unweighted signal-to-noise ratio measured exactly 96 dB,
as claimed, while A -weighting increased the S/N reading to
exactly 100 dB (see Figs. 4A and 4B). SMPTE-IM distortion
measured 0.0044% at full output level, increasing to 0.025%
at a -20 dB recorded level. Twin -tone IM (using 19 -kHz
and 20 -kHz test tones of equal level, supplied from one of
my digitally produced CD test discs) measured no more
than 0.003%, both at maximum recorded level and at a level
of -10 dB.
Stereo separation, plotted as a function of frequency in
Fig. 5, ranged from about 88 dB at mid -frequencies to
around 83 dB for the left channel and 77 dB for the right
channel at high frequencies. The minor difference between
left -to -right and right-to -left separation is undoubtedly due
to wiring layout in the chassis and differences in capacitive
coupling at high frequencies.
A 1 -kHz square wave reproduced by this new CD player
is shown in Fig. 6. As far as could.tell, the waveshape was
identical to that obtained from the CDP-650ESD. Specifically, the shape was indicative of digital filtering and two-times
oversampling, which are the methods used by a majority of
late -model CD players. Reproduction of the unit -pulse signal, shown in the photo of Fig. 7, was also identical to that
obtained from the Sony CDP-650ESD and other late -model
CD players.
In Fig. 8, the usual display of a 200 -Hz signal from the left channel output and a 2 -kHz signal from the opposite channel output shows no detectable phase shift: As you can see,
the low -frequency and higher frequency sine waves cross
the zero axis in a positive-going direction at the same time,
as they should.

20k

100k
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We get you back to what its all about

In 1967 we started making
loudspeakers in a garage with
nothing to guide us but a knowledge of physics and a passion for
music. Our first product was an
instant classic, a loudspeaker
called the Seruostatic I, which
was considered by many to be
the ultimate audio transducer of
its time.

Since then we've always had
an ultimate loudspeaker in our
product line. and we've used
these dream systems to showcase

IVius i c.
a host of new speaker technologies

we've developed. -We ;immodestly
dubbed these systems Reference
Standards
as indeed they must
be since many aspects cf their
designs have been wideiy copied
in the industry.
No company in audio can
claim a greater comm.tmen' to
significant research, developing
practi_aï and accurate polypropylene woofers. midranges,
tweeters and state-of-the-art
EMIT and EMIM planar drivers.

-

And we've used the results of
that research to improve sound
reproduction in a multitude of
applications and at virtually
every price point - from under
$40 a pair for our A32 auto
speakers up to about $35,000 for
our finest system, the Infinity
Reference Standard. Today we're
in the home, the automobile and
now in video.
But our research doesn't stop at
the laboratory. We still listen to
music, and we still get excited by it.

Infni
Infinity Systems, Inc.

9409 Owensm outh Avenue
Enter

N.

Chatsworth, CA

15 on Reader Serv-ce Card

91311

(818) 709-9400

Except for access to the
digital audio code, the
CDP-620ES offers the same
quality sound and almost
all the features of its
higher priced sister.
Fig.

6-

Square-wave

reproduction,
1

kHz.

Use and Listening Tests
was just as amazed by this player's speed of access as
had been by that of the CDP-650ESD. When Sony tells you
that these machines can access any given point on a CD
within 1 S, that is no exaggeration. Time after time, using
test discs that have many more tracks than are likely to be
found on musical CDs, called upon the machine to search
for double -digit -numbered tracks; almost before could look
up from the hand-held remote control had used to enter
those instructions, music of the requested track began to
play. The lower mass pickup and the linear -motor pickup
drive designed for the third -generation Sony CD players
have been used in this latest model too, with superb results'
not only in terms of search speed but in terms of tracking
stability and lack of susceptibility to external shock and
vibration. It almost goes without saying that the "defects"
disc use to evaluate error correction and tracking ability
posed no real challenge for the CDP-620ES.
Of course, the really important thing about this or any
other CD player is the sound quality that it delivers. have
maintained that the best sound ever heard from any CD
can't say that the
player came from the CDP-650ESD.
sound of the CDP-620ES surpasses that of the CDP650ESD, but can tell you that after many hours of listening
and comparing could not, in all honesty, detect any difference in sound quality between the two. Since tested the
CDP-650ESD a while ago, my library of CDs has grown
some more and now have additional CDs that think are
able to separate the "very good" players from those that are
plainly "superb." The CDP-620ES clearly belongs in the
second category, but in so classifying it wonder whether
Sony has inadvertently outsmarted itself. Unless you have a
really good reason for wanting the digital audio code available from the CDP-650ESD's external port, why on earth
would you want to spend an extra $350 for the top -of -the line model when you can get the same high -quality sound
and just about all of the convenience features (not to mention that headphone output jack) in the newly introduced
Leonard Feldman
CDP-620ES?
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Single-pulse test.
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Two-tone
phase -test
signal (200 Hz
and 20 kHz).
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"Everytime I read another rave review of the
Delco-GM/Bose Music System, I blush:"
Born in 19 at M.I.T.,
Morgan is a v
member of the
Delco -GM/ se Design Team.

"Have you read how the critics go on
about the Delco-GMBose Music System?
"A 'concert hall on wheels ...,' raves
Popular Hot Rodding. If your car is this
well-equipped, you won't want to go
home again,' declares Chicago
Magazine. 'It's the one option no one
should go without,' claims Motor Trend.
And, get this, Popular Science goes as
far as to say, 'it's as good or better than
the best home systems.'
"Mind you, I'm not the type to let this
sort of uninhibited praise go to my head.
But when Stereo Review labels it a 'sonic
paradise', and High Fidelity declares,
'The performance of the Delco-GM/Bose
Music System was astounding ... can't
imagine anyone (buying) one of these
I

... without the Music System,' the
pride simply wells up inside.
"Now don't expect you to take my
word for it. After all, Popular Mechanics
said 'you have to hear it to believe it'.
"So, cordially invite you to visit your
Buick, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, or Chevrolet
dealer to experience the Delco-GM/Bose
Music System. Only then will you 'believe
every rave you've read, and then some"
(Auto Week).
cars

I

I

Morgan helps us design
a different Delco -GM/
Bose Music System to
match the individual
acoustics of specific GM
car models. Each system
has four separate speaker
modules.

Delco

Elirrirrm

Sound so real, it will change how
you feel about driving.

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Full Power Bandwidth: D.c. to 200
Manufacturer's Specifications
kHz.
S/N Ratio: Greater than 100 dB.
Input Impedance: 100 kilohms, Dimensions: 19 in. W x 5 in. H x 10
in. D (48.3 cm

constant.

Damping Factor: Greater than

800,

20 Hz to 20 kHz.

IM Distortion: Less than 0.1%.
THD: Less than 0.1%.

TIM Distortion: Unmeasurable below clipping.

x 12.7 cm x 25.4

cm).

Weight: Approx. 30 lbs. (13.6 kg).
Price: $850.
Company Address: 2521 Daytona
Ave., Lake Havasu City, Ariz. 86403.
For literature, circle No. 91

Power Output:

ELECTRON
KINETICS
EAGLE 2
AMPLIFIER

120 watts/channel
into 8 ohms, 200 watts/channel into 4
ohms.
Load Impedance: 2.0 ohms to infinity with music signal.
Signal Phase: Non -inverting.
Peak Output Current: 50 amperes.
Rise Time: 2.5 µS.
Fall Time: 2.5 µS.
Input Sensitivity: 1.3 V rms for full
output.
Class: AB.

Efecrrcn Kinetics
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The Eagle 2 is John Iverson's newest power amplifier and
is designed to give the listening public a sample of his latest

thinking on amplifiers, plus some good old American construction, at a reasonable price.
John had a revelation after his recent updating of the
bigger Eagle 7A. This concerned how to predict amplifier
performance as a function of circuit topology, types of
devices used, and operating points of the devices. (He
does not say whether he means audible or only measurable
performance.) John chose a simple common topology and
made a breadboard to test his theories. Apparently they
worked, and the result is the Eagle 2.
John also has said that he wants to make an amplifier with
two to four controls on it, which the listener could use to get
the sound he wants. These controls wouldn't affect things
like frequency response, but might alter phase response
independent of amplitude response, operating points of
devices, etc. give him every encouragement as I believe
this can be done and would be an ultimate service to the
listener.
What we have here is a dual, 120 -watt (into 8 ohms),
Class -AB design with an enormous power supply and simple yet elegant construction. A U-shaped chassis forms the
bottom and sides. On the bottom of this main chassis are a
large power transformer, two 80,000-µF, 50-V filter capacitors, and a 25 -ampere rectifier bridge. The front panel has a
single, illuminated, two -button power switch. Actual amplifier circuitry is all mounted on the inside of the rear panel, on
a heavy, mil -spec, double -sided glass p.c. board. Input and
output connectors terminate directly on the p.c. board without any discrete wiring. The board is designed for the
shortest possible signal paths from input to output. Also
mounted on the inside of the rear panel are four large
Sanken output transistors, plus two TO -220 pre -driver and
two TO -220 driver transistors for each channel. The filter
capacitors are wired to the p.c. board via relatively short
pieces of Monster Cable.
On the outside of the rear panel are two large heat sinks,
two signal -input phone connectors, two sets of five -way
binding posts for speaker connections, a line -cord socket,
and a line fuse. A perforated top cover forms the last side of
the enclosure. Parts and construction quality in this unit are
first rate.
I

taken back to the input of the LM351. This design is totally
d.c. coupled, with the result that the d.c. gain is the same as
the a.c. signal gain. The topology just described is very
similar to that of some early Marantz and BGW solid-state
power amps.

Measurements
Before we get into the measurements, a word is in order
about the Eagle 2's power rating. Its spec sheet doesn't
give the standard EIA/IHF rating stating how much power it
will deliver, with both channels driven into what load impedance, over what frequency band, at how much distortion. Its
rating is simply 120 watts/channel into 8 ohms, 200 watts/
channel into 4 ohms. It turns out that the unit clips at 110
watts/channel with both channels driven into an 8 -ohm resistive load, and at 200 watts/channel into 4 ohms, for an
a.c. line voltage of 120 V. When called to ask Electron
Kinetics about this, they replied that the amplifier would put
out at least its rated power into real -world speaker loads
with nominal rated impedance of 8 and 4 ohms.
The Eagle 2 was first run at one-third power, or 40 watts/
channel, into 8 -ohm loads, with a test frequency of 1 kHz.
The heat sinks got quite hot to the touch, but the unit did not
thermally cycle on and off. With 4 -ohm loads and a power
level of 67 watts/channel, the heat sinks got hotter yet, and
the unit did cycle on and off. As is typical of transistor amps
that get very hot during this standard but difficult 1 -hour
power preconditioning, the Eagle 2 remained quite cool in
use even when driving difficult speaker loads to quite loud
levels.
Voltage gain, measured into 8 -ohm loads, was found to
be 25.2 x or 28.0 dB
dB higher than the more usual
power -amp gain of 26 dB. IHF sensitivity for 1 watt output
into 8 ohms was 0.11 V.
Total harmonic distortion plus noise, measured as a funcI

-2

Removing the Eagle 2's front panel
reveals its massive power supply, which
almost hides the audio circuits.

Circuit Description
wasn't given a schematic of the Eagle 2, but discussion
with Iverson and some tracing on my part reveals the following topology: An LM351 Bi-FET op-amp serves as the input
amplifier. The output of this op -amp is coupled to a pair of
complementary bipolar pre -driver transistors operating as
common -emitter amplifiers. The actual coupling is shown in
Fig 1. The collectors of the pre -drivers are connected together through a bias regulator and into the bases of the
driver transistors, which are complementary bipolar devices
operated- as emitter followers. The emitters of the driver
stage are coupled to the bases of the two pairs of complementary output transistors, which are also operated as emitter followers. The discrete part of this circuit is phase inverting, and some negative feedback is applied from the output
to the bases of the pre -drivers. An overall feedback loop is
I
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What we have here is a
120 -watt, Class -AB design
with an enormous power
supply and simple yet
elegant construction.

INPUT

LOCAL
NFB
LOOP

OVERALL
NFB

(;('P

Fig. 1-Block diagram,
Eagle 2.
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tion of frequency, power, and load for 4- and 8 -ohm loads, is
shown in Fig. 2
Total harmonic distortion at 1 kHz, measured over a
limited bandwidth (400 Hz to 80 kHz), is plotted in Fig. 3.
SMPTE-IM distortion below clipping was less than 0.01% for
both 4- and 8 -ohm loads.
Thermal stability of output -stage quiescent current, or
bias tracking with temperature, was excellent. This is indicated by the fact that the Eagle 2's a.c. line current, after
running at high power with heat sinks hot, was measured as
being only about 10% to 20% higher than the value at idling
temperature.
Damping factor, as a function of frequency and channel,
is shown in Fig. 4. In the right channel it was higher than the
800 from 20 Hz to 20 kHz which Electron Kinetics claims,
but in the left channel it fell below specification above about
13 kHz. One reason the damping factor is high at high
frequencies is that the Eagle 2 does not have the outputbuffering parallel -RL network usually found in series with the
hot output terminal in solid-state amplifiers. In addition, the
Eagle 2 is stable with small capacitive loads of 0.01 to 0.5
µF, which is not always the case with other solid-state
amplifiers that omit the parallel -RL network. This design
shows the least effect of load impedance on waveshape
during the transitions of high -frequency square waves or
pulses that have ever seen. No change is really visible for
impedances from open -circuit down to 4 ohms. The consequences of this wideband, low output impedance would be
flatter voltage delivery with frequency into speaker systems,
especially loudspeakers which have wide impedance variations with frequency.
Rise and fall times into 8 -ohm loads were found to be 3
µS, from small signal levels up to clipping. One -watt frequency response into 8 -ohm loads was flat from d.c. up to
20 kHz, down -0.1 dB at 20 kHz, -0.8 dB at 50 kHz, and
2.8 dB at 100 kHz. Square -wave responses of the Eagle 2
are shown in Fig. 5. The top trace is for a 10 -kHz frequency,
loaded with 8 ohms. The middle trace is also 10 kHz, with a
2-µF capacitor paralleling the 8 -ohm resistive load. Noteworthy here is the low level of ringing and overshoot, compared with most amplifiers. In the bottom trace, a 40 -Hz
square wave is shown, with an 8 -ohm load on the amplifier.
There is no low -frequency tilt, because the Eagle 2 is totally
direct coupled.
Recovery from clipping is not as good, as in Fig. 6 where
a 10 -kHz sine wave is shown driving the amplifier into
clipping with an 8 -ohm load. Considerable "sticking" is in
evidence here as the circuit comes out of clipping. Also
shown here is the general nature of the amplifier's residual
harmonic distortion. The smaller trace is the harmonic residue for a 10 -watt output at 10 kHz into 8 ohms. As can be
seen, the dominant harmonic component is at twice the
fundamental frequency, and since the residue is not a sine
wave, evidence of higher order even harmonics is also
present in the photo.
IHF signal-to-noise ratio, A -weighted, below 1 watt into 8
90.3 dB for the left channel and
ohms, was found to be
89.8 dB for the right channel. These measurements would
have been some 20 dB better if referenced to 120 watts of
output into 8 ohms.

-

-

-
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Share the spirit

Share the refreshment.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
Tnat Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your 'Health.

During listening tests, the
Eagle 2 showed plenty of
power, tight bass, very
good spectral balance, and
smooth, natural sound
without edginess.

RIGHT CHANNEL

Crosstalk versus frequency, with the undriven channel
kilohm, was down about 88 dB at low
terminated in
frequencies, rising to -76 dB at 1 kHz, -60 dB at 7 kHz,
50 dB at 20 kHz, and -44 dB at 50 kHz.
On the basis of a rated power of 120 watts/channel into 8
ohms and 200 watts/channel into 4 ohms, IHF dynamic
headroom for 8 -ohm loads measured 0 dB, and was +0.63
dB for 4 ohms. Clipping headroom for 8 -ohm loads was
0.38 dB and 0 dB for 4 ohms. (There is a negative number
for clipping headroom into 8 ohms because the amp clips at
110 watts.)
In attempting to measure peak available output current,
used a method different from the one used on the last
amplifier reviewed (Streets Electronics Model 950, January
1985 Audio). This time, the load was 0.1 ohm and the test
signal was the IHF tone -burst signal which is normally used
to determine dynamic and clipping headroom. The signal is
a 20-mS burst of 1 kHz at one level, followed by a 480-mS
burst at a level 20 dB lower, the whole pattern repeating
every 500 mS. One slowly increases this input signal until
the output across a 0.1 -ohm load begins to distort visibly.
Peak current (expressed in amperes) is then this maximum
undistorted output voltage, divided by 0.1 (the resistance, in
ohms). For the Eagle 2, was able to get a current of about
±25 amperes peak.
1
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00
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Fig. 4-Damping factor
vs. frequency.
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10k

Hz

20k

I

Fig. 5-Square-wave
responses at 10 kHz into
8 ohms (top); same

measurement with 2-µF
capacitor across the load
(middle), and at 40 Hz into
8 ohms (bottom).

Use and Listening Tests
Equipment used to evaluate the Eagle 2 included an
Infinity air -bearing turntable and arm with a Koetsu EMC -1B
"Black" cartridge; conrad-johnson PV2 and PV5, Dyna PAS2 and GC/BHK reference preamps; Acrosound 20/20 and
several "home brew" tube power amplifiers, and Snell A/III
and Infinity RS IIB speakers. also used a pair of Stax SR -X/
Mk3 headphones.
The Eagle 2 was first auditioned on the Snell A/Ill speakers using the conrad-johnson PV2 preamp. Even though the
amp had been plugged in and left on for about 1 hour, my
initial reaction was that its sound was decidedly not nirvana.
It sounded somewhat dark and closed -in. However, after
playing music for about another hour, it ended up sounding
quite good. For best sound, this amplifier should be left
turned on all the time; its power draw when idling is low
enough to be no problem. In later listening, using a Dyna
PAS -2 preamp and the Snell speakers, the Eagle 2 sounded
I

excellent.
Using the Infinity RS IIB speakers and the GC/BHK
preamp in combination with the Eagle 2 yielded the following listening notes: "Plenty of power, tight bass, very good
spectral balance, had speaker mid- and high -frequency
controls set flat with no desire to turn them down, sound
quite smooth and natural without edginess. Only criticism is
that the sound is not quite as open and spacious as would
like."
Using the little Acrosound tube amplifier gave a better
feeling of spaciousness and reality (within its power limitations) than the Eagle 2 on the RS IIB speakers and the Stax
headphones.
Summing up, feel that the Eagle 2 is a good -sounding,
powerful little amp, well made and a good value in today's
Bascom H. King
marketplace.
I

Fig. 6-Recovery from
clipping with 10 -kHz sine
wave and 8 -ohm load (tall,

thin waveform), plus
harmonic -distortion
residue at 10 kHz for 10
watts output into 8 ohms.
74
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AN OFFER THAT'S MUSIC TO YOUR EARS

Buy a Dual turntable with an Ortofon
cartridge, and get up to 3 Original

Master Recordings from
Mobile Fidelity free!

a

mobile fidelity
sound lab
ayso
of

MFSL,

INC.

orfofon
Dual

rn

=

Crtofon Inc.
122 Dupont St., Plainview, NY 11803
(516) 349-9180

Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs has earned a reputation for producing some
of the world's finest reproductions of recorded music. When it came to
selecting a cutting system for their disc mastering they chose Ortofon.
And when Dual needed a phono cartridge manufacturer to aid in the
design of the ultimate Low Mass lbnearm system for their new turntables,

they too chose Ortofon.
Now these 3 industry leaders combine to make a unique, limited time
offer. Simply purchase any new Dual turntable combined with a new Ortofon
phono cartridge.
What you'll get is the finest reproduction of music for your money anywhere. Because of their legendary Black Forest craftsmanship and design,
every Dual turntable offers superior performance in it's class. And when
reproduced with the Dual/Ortofon U.L.M. tonearm/cartridge system, the
sound from your records will astound you!
And to be sure that you have the finest possible music source to listen
to, just send us proof of purchase and we'll send you FREE up to 3 "Original
Master Recordings" from the complete library of Mobile Fidelity Sound Labs.
Your participating Dual/Ortofon dealer has all the details.
Enter No. 22 on Reader Service Card

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Capture Ratio: Less than
Image Rejection: 75 dB.

1.5 dB.

Selectivity: 70 dB.
I.f. Rejection: 75 dB.
SCA Rejection: 70 dB.
Subcarrier Suppression: 60 dB.
AM Rejection: Greater than 62 dB.
Stereo Separation:

50 dB at
40 dB at 100 Hz and 10 kHz.

1

kHz,

AM Tuner Section

Usable Sensitivity: 300 µV/meter.

NAD 7130
RECEIVER
Manufacturer's Specifications
FM Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 10.3
dBf.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
14,2 dBf; stereo, 34.2 dBf.

S/N: Mono, 82 dB; stereo, 75 dB.

THD: Mono, 0.09% at

1 kHz, 0.2% at
100 Hz and 6 kHz; stereo, 0.09% at
kHz. 0.3% at 100 Hz and 6 kHz.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15
kHz, + 0 5 dB.
1

76

Selectivity: 35 dB.
Image Rejection: 50
I.f. Rejection: 50 dB.
Amplifier Section
Power Output: 30

dB.

watts per channel, continuous, into 8 -ohm loads, 20
Hz to 20 kHz; clipping power at 8
ohms, 1 kHz, 45 watts per channel;
clipping power at 4 ohms, 1 kHz, 48
watts per channel.
Rated THD: 0.03%.
SMPTE IM: Less than 0.03%.
IHF IM: Less than 0.03%.
Dynamic Headroom: 3.0 dB at 8
ohms.
Damping Factor: Greater than 50.
Slew Rate: 15 V'µS.

Slew Factor: Greater than 50.
Input Sensitivity: MM phono, 0.45
mV; MC phono, 0.04 mV; high level,
26 mV.
Phono Overload: MM, 170 mV at 1
kHz; MC, 18 mV at 1 kHz.
S/N: MM phono, 76 dB; MC phono, 70

dB; high level, 85 dB.

Frequency Response:

Phono,

RIAA ±0.5 dB; high level, 20 Hz to
20 kHz. ±0.5 dB.
Tone Control Range: Bass, ±7 dB
at 100 Hz; treble, ±7 dB at 10 kHz.
Bass EQ: +3 dB at 60 Hz; +6 dB at
33 Hz.
Infrasonic Filter: -3 dB at 15 Hz.
Audio Muting: 20 dB.

-

General Specifications
Power Consumption: 150 watts.
Dimensions: 16.5 in. W x 4.25 in.

H

x 15 in. D (42 cm x 10.8 cm x 38
cm).
Weight: 17 lbs., 9 oz. (8 kg).
Price: $348.
Company Address: 675 Canton St.,
Norwood, Mass. 02062.
For literature, circle No. 92
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NAD has done it again. have always been amazed at the
amount of honest performance that this company crams into
its modestly priced components, and the 7130 is another
example of that. NAD products have never stressed outward appearance, and, while the 7130 is a bit more stylish looking than earlier NAD products, it still steers clear of
fancy, shiny front -panel layouts and superfluous switches
and knobs. The really impressive features are inside. For
instance, the power amplifier section has a high -current
output stage which delivers unusually high short-term power, far higher than the nominal 30 -watt -per-channel rating
would suggest. This high -current design also helps when
the amp section is driving speaker systems whose impedances drop well below 4 ohms. The amplifier also has an
impedance switch which actually alters supply voltage, to
optimally interface with either 8 -ohm or lower impedance
speaker loads. Another interesting feature of this amplifier is
a soft -clipping circuit, which permits listening levels to go
beyond the rated power or even the standard dynamic
headroom limits without subjecting the listener to the hard
clipping characteristic of most solid-state power amplifiers.
The 7130's tuner section uses a dual -gate MOS-FET front
end followed by a three -section, linear-phase i.f. circuit and
a balanced quadrature detector. For signals weak enough
to need additional quieting, NAD's useful Dynamic Separation cancels the out -of-phase portion of the high -frequency
noise by selectively blending the highs. The discrete -transistor phono -preamplifier circuit can handle either moving magnet or moving -coil cartridges; a rear -panel switch selects the proper gain and impedance for either type of
cartridge.
If have any quarrel at all with NAD and their claims for
the 7130, it has to do with their description of the unit itself.
They call the 7130 a "Digital" AM/FM stereo receiver. Presumably, this is in reference to the high-level input, which is
now labelled "CD" instead of "AUX," but which is actually
no different from any other high-level input pair.
had
thought that NAD was beyond such hype.
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Control Layout
The upper section of the NAD 7130's front panel

is

devot-

ed to the tuner section. A display shows the frequencies as
well as the band (AM or FM) in use. Also in the display is an
indicator showing whether tuning is correct, flanked by
arrows showing which way to tune if you're not directly on
the station. Nearby are the "FM Stereo" and "Soft Clipping"
indicator lights, as well as the five station preset buttons,
which memorize one AM and one FM station apiece. An
"Enter" button and an "AM/FM" selector button are in the
same row. An up/down tuning bar at the upper right of the
panel normally tunes in single 50-kHz or 10 -kHz steps.
However, the tuning bar can be used to seek the next FM
station up or down the band, if the "FM Search" button just
below it is pressed. (The search function does not work on
AM.) Touching the "Enter" button while pressing the tuning
bar increases the tuning or searching speed by a factor of
about five.
The on/off switch is at the extreme left of the panel, and
just below it is a stereo headphone jack. A four -position
rotary speaker switch and the bass and treble tone controls

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

Fig.

3-Frequency

response, FM section
(upper trace), and
separation vs. frequency.
For strong signals,
Dynamic Separation
circuit does not affect
separation (bottom trace),
but as signal levels fall

the circuit reduces
separation, primarily in
the treble (second curve
from bottom) but
eventually somewhat at
low and mid -frequencies
too (second curve from
top, for 20-dBf r.f. input
signal).
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The FM tuner section was,
in many ways, as good as
separate tuners costing as
much as, or more than, this
entire receiver.

Fig.

4-

Crosstalk and
distortion
products
resulting from
5 -kHz modulation
in one channel.

Fig.

5-

Frequency
response, AM
tuner section.

mono and 16.5 dBf in stereo. The 50 -dB quieting point was
reached with a signal input of 17 dBf in mono and 35 dBf in
stereo. Best signal-to-noise ratio, with strong -signal inputs,
was 80 dB in mono and almost as great-79 dB-in stereo.
The high S/N reading in stereo was obtained with an 80-dBf
signal, but even at the standard 65-dBf signal level, the
stereo S/N was still an impressive 75 dB. Quieting characteristics of the FM tuner section are shown in Fig. 1, along
with plots of harmonic distortion as a function of input -signal
strength. THD for mono reached a low of 0.05% with strong
signals applied; in stereo, THD measured 0.07%. Both readings were taken with a 1 -kHz modulating signal.
Figure 2 shows how harmonic distortion varies with modulating frequencies for both mono and stereo operation of the
tuner section. In mono or stereo, THD measured 0.075% at
100 Hz. At 6 kHz, mono THD was 0.07% and stereo THD
measured 0.16%.
The action of the Dynamic Separation circuit is depicted
in the frequency -response and separation curves of Fig. 3.
The top trace in the 'scope photo shows a virtually flat
frequency response for the output of one channel that was
being modulated with a sweep signal from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Deviation from flat response was -0.4 dB at 15 kHz. The
lower three curves show separation versus frequency for
three signal levels, with Dynamic Separation turned on. The
lowest of these shows separation with strong input signals;
measured 55 dB at mid -frequencies, a very high 50 dB at
100 Hz, and 46 dB at 10 kHz. At progressively reduced
signal strengths, high -frequency separation is reduced so
as to cancel the increased noise which would otherwise
interfere with enjoyment of the program; to a lesser degree,
mid-frequency and low-frequency separation is also reduced. The trace showing most of this high blend was
obtained at a signal strength of only about 20 dBf, just
above the stereo -switching threshold, which measured as
being 16 dBf.
Figure 4 shows the results of my usual spectrum analysis
of the distortion and crosstalk products resulting when a 5 kHz signal modulates one channel of the FM signal. The tall
spike at the left is the desired 5 -kHz output; contained within
it is the 5-kHz signal seen at the unmodulated channel's
output. To the right are very small harmonic -distortion components observed at the unmodulated channel's output, as
well as a couple of spurious but inaudible output components related to the 19 -kHz pilot signal and the 38 -kHz
suppressed carrier signal. All of these unwanted signal
outputs are at far lower amplitudes than would expect with
a tuner or receiver in this price range.
Capture ratio for the FM tuner section measured 1.3 dB,
while alternate -channel selectivity was 73 dB, slightly higher
than claimed. Image and i.f. rejection each measured 75
dB, exactly as stated by NAD, while AM rejection measured
60 dB, a bit lower than claimed.
Figure 5 shows the frequency response of the AM tuner
section. Even here, performance was better than would
have expected from such a moderately priced receiver.
Usable output from the AM tuner extended to 5 kHz and
beyond; this may not seem great in high-fidelity terms, but it
is a higher cutoff frequency than that exhibited by the AM
sections of many other tuners and receivers.
I

I

are located along the lower edge of the panel, as are a
rotary selector switch and dual -concentric master volume
and balance controls. Secondary functions are controlled
by additional small pushbuttons. These include the "Bass
EQ" switch (which introduces a moderate amount of fixed
boost in the lower bass region), an infrasonic -filter defeat
button, a mono/stereo selector, and the Dynamic Separation
defeat button. A "Tape Monitor" switch, a muting switch
(labelled "Low Level" just to be a bit different) and a "Loudness Comp" switch complete the front -panel layout.
The rear panel has the usual array of input and tape
output terminals, two sets of speaker -cable binding posts,
75 -ohm and 300 -ohm FM antenna input terminals, a pivot able AM rod antenna, a chassis ground terminal, and two
a.c. convenience outlets (one switched, the other un switched). In addition, there are three slide switches. The
first of these selects MM or MC operation of the phono
preamplifier circuitry, a second turns the "soft clipping"
circuit on and off, and the third optimizes the amp section's
output impedance and power supply for 8- or 4 -ohm loads.

Tuner Measurements
The 7130's tuner section performed, in many respects, as
well as separate tuners costing as much as or more than
this entire receiver. Usable sensitivity measured 11.0 dBf in
78
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The power amp section
produced 35 to 48 watts of
continuous power with
8 -ohm loads, substantially
more than its rating.

Amplifier Measurements
The power amplifier section of the NAD 7130 produced
substantially more than its rated continuous power. With 8 ohm loads, the amplifier could deliver 48 watts of power at
mid and high frequencies, and 35 watts at 20 Hz. NAD has
always designed its power supplies so that, under shortterm conditions, its amplifiers can deliver far more than their
continuous power ratings. The 7130 is no exception in this

respect. measured a dynamic headroom of exactly 3 dB,
as claimed, which translates to short-term power peaks of
60 watts per channel, even with both channels driven. If you
take into account the fact that, under real -world conditions,
both channels are not usually called upon to deliver equal
peaks simultaneously, the effective dynamic headroom may
be even a bit higher than 3 dB. Table presents the 7130's
amplifier power output as a function of harmonic distortion
and input -signal frequency.
Switching to 4 -ohm loads, the amplifier delivered 49 watts
at mid -frequencies and 42.5 watts at 20 Hz. At lower impedances, all attempts to measure continuous power output
were thwarted by the protection circuitry. Nevertheless,
short-term power with 2 -ohm loads exceeded 80 watts per
channel! Damping factor, referred to 8 -ohm loads, measured 55, somewhat higher than specified. measured CCIF
(twin -tone) IM distortion as an insignificant 0.0033%, and
IHF IM was well below my ability to read it on the spectrum
analyzer, which means it was also well below the 0.03%
claimed by NAD.
Figure 6 shows the range and characteristics of the bass
and treble tone controls of this receiver. The controls' turnover points have been set so that even when maximum
boost or cut is applied the critical mid -frequency response
is barely altered. Action of the loudness -compensation circuitry (Fig. 7) is typical of this type of fixed loudness control.
The response of the "Bass EQ" circuit is a bit more interesting (Fig. 8). The boost action is enough to help speaker
systems which tend to roll off at around 45 Hz, but it turns
around quickly and is not a factor at subsonic frequencies,
where it would otherwise accentuate turntable rumble or
other interference. If problems still occur in the infrasonic
region, there is always the switchable infrasonic filter, which
rolls -off anything below 15 Hz.
RIAA equalization was accurate to within 0.4 dB all the
way down to 20 Hz. Overall frequency response via the
high-level inputs was flat within 1 dB from 18 Hz to 30 Hz,
and within 3 dB from 15 Hz to 40 kHz. Sensitivity of the highlevel inputs measured 24 mV for 1 watt output. For the
moving -magnet phono input, 0.45 mV at 1 kHz was required
to produce an overall output of 1 watt. At the moving -coil
inputs, sensitivity for 1 watt measured 0.04 mV.
Signal-to-noise ratio for the high-level inputs, referred to
0.5 V input and 1 watt output, measured a very high 91 dB,
while residual hum and noise with the volume control at its
I

I

I

Fig. 6-Range of bass
and treble controls.

Fig.

7-Loudness-control

response at various
settings of volume
control.

Table I-Power output per channel vs. THD, at six test
frequencies and with an 8 -ohm load. Note that this
nominally 30 -watt receiver was able to achieve 48
watts at middle and high frequencies, but could not
do the same at 20 or 50 Hz.
THD, %

Power,
Watts
1

8-"Bass

EQ" circuit
response, compared to
flat response.
Fig.

80

10

30
48

20 Hz

50 Hz

400 Hz

0.030
0.025
0.028

0.028
0.022
0.027

0.015
0.010
0.022
0.030

1

kHz

0.015
0.012
0.022
0.030

kHz

20 kHz

0.016
0.023
0.028
0.035

0.020
0.028
0.030
0.030
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Music is a demanding master. Nowhere

it ask more of amplifiers than in the
reproduction of musical peaks. It's in this
area of dynamic range that conventional
amplifiers fail. They simply run out of
does

PROTON

energy before the sound does. Now, with
the increased dynamics

INTRODUCES

of digital audio

discs and hi-fi video sound, there's more
than ever to hear... or miss.

DYNAMIC

DPD lets you hear it all. Dynamic Power

on Demand *is a radical new design that

POWER

uses two different types

ply power

ON DEMAND.

The

of circuits

to sup-

first is ideal for most of the

signals that music produces. The second

circuit stores power, and au-

tomatically takes over when the
loudest musical passages require

ne competitive

amplifier
runs out of reserve
capacity in 20 or XJ milli-

it provides

the big reserves; and,

seconds; the 0540 maintains reserve poor for
nearly half a second!

power as long as the musical
peak lasts. That's what only DPD

PROTON 0540

can do

- deliver its reserve

capacity up to 20 times longer
Competìtivn -High Current' Amplifie

than other amps!

`""*.3

The result is performance

Rated
RMS

that's fanatically faithful to your

Power

favorite Benatar or Beethoven.
With more realism and dynamics
than you've ever heard before. But even

BECAUSE

DPD is just the beginning

of our remarkable

D540 integrated amp. Add to that a unique

MUSIC

dual action volume control, phono circuitry

DEMANDS IT.

for either moving magnet or moving coil
cartridges, complete record-playback flexibility, and the ability to bridge to mono. This
is the Proton D540 with DPD.
The demands

of music have never been

better fulfilled.
Proton Corporation 737 West Artesia
Blvd.

Compton, CA 90220 (213) 638-5151
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Patent Pending

suspect this receiver will
find its way into quite a
few modestly priced audio
systems, and I doubt it will
ever be called the limiting
factor.
I

minimum setting was 94 dB below watt output. S/N of the
phono preamplifier was even more impressive, compared to
the results usually get. In the MM setting, measured a
signal-to-noise ratio of 87 dB for the phono inputs, using a 5 mV input and adjusting the volume control for 1 watt output.
Switching to the MC mode and adjusting the input level to
0.5 mV, with the volume control again set for 1 watt output,
the S/N reading was still a very high 81 dB.
1

I

I

Use and Listening Tests
NAD continues to amaze me. These highly reputed products remind me of ugly ducklings that turn out to be swans.
The front panel of the 7130 receiver is almost painfully plain:
No fancy knobs, no fancy, etched nomenclature, no futuristic panel shapes or slopes, no three-dimensional effects.
But beneath that plain exterior lurks superb sound -reproduction capabilities at a price that seems hard to believe.
Equally hard to believe is the rather low continuous power
rating of the receiver. My KEF 105.2 reference loudspeakers
soak up a great deal of power, yet even those low -efficiency
speakers delivered respectable levels of sound when driven
by the NAD 7130. Not ear -shattering, you understand, but
much louder than would have expected before overload
distortion of the amplifier was detected. It's the high dynamknow that
ic headroom that makes the difference here.
there are some purists who will argue against the "soft"
I

I

power supplies that make high dynamic headroom possible. Indeed, if we were dealing with a high-powered basic
power amp or perhaps even a high-powered integrated
amp might agree that a stiff power supply makes some
sense. But when you are trying to deliver the greatest sonic
bang for the buck-something NAD does extremely wellanything you can do to keep a component's price down
while at the same time keeping its sound quality (and
quantity) up is worth doing.
played everything, from some of my latest CDs to older
LPs and cassettes, through the NAD 7130. connected the
receiver to a pair of B & W LM1 s that keep in my office and
normally drive from a low -powered set of components. also
drove an old (but efficient) pair of Koss CM -1010 speakers
with the receiver to see how the unit would behave with
more efficient, vented enclosures. Finally, hooked this little
receiver up to a pair of floor -standing B & W Model
DM3000s. The receiver behaved well in all of these circumstances, adapting itself to all of these loads without apparent difficulty. Indeed, adaptability seems to be one of the
best characteristics of this little receiver. That's just as well,
for suspect that it will find its way into quite a few modestly
priced systems, the speaker component of which could be
doubt that the NAD
almost anything. In such systems,
7130 will ever be accused of being the "limiting factor."
Leonard Feldman
I
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One ofthe most
advanced cassette decks
in recorded history.
With its advanced technology and features, Yamaha's new K-1020 cassette deck makes
most others seem like ancient history.
To begin with, the K-1020 has a specially
designed closed -loop dual -capstan transport
system. There's one capstan on either side of the
record and playback heads. This insures that the
tape is always in optimum contact for exceptional
frequency response and low wow and flutter.
And separate reel and capstan motors insure
that the tape drive stays isolated from the reel
operation for increased reliability and reduced
modulation distortion.
Each of the three heads in the K-1020 is
specifically designed to maximize its performance. The pure Sendust record head has a 2 micron gap for precise signal recording. The
pure Sendust playback head has a 0.7 -micron
gap for accurate reproduction as high as 23 kHz.
And the double -gap erase head has an ion -plated
0.3 -micron glass coating to insure that it erases
even difficult metal tape formulations completely.
To set the correct bias for not only different

tape formulations, but each individual tape, the
K-1020 has an Optimum Record Bias Tuning
system. Just press the TEST button and adjust
the bias control until the ORBiT tuning indicator
shows you the bias is precisely set. Then to prevent saturation, use the variable 0 -VU recording
level indicators to set the level for each tape
formulation/noise reduction combination.
Of course, a deck as advanced as the K-1020
gives you a choice of Dolby* B and C as well as
dbx** noise reduction. Plus full-time Dolby HX
Pro* to increase headroom by as much as 8db
at 20 kHz. Along with a full complement of convenience features including a four-digit real-time
counter with auto memory.
And the K-1020 is just one in a complete
line of new Yamaha cassette decks. Because history has a way of repeating itself.
K-1020 shown with Yamaha YHD-1 Orthodynamic Headphones
*Dolby and Dolby HX Pro are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
**dbx is a trademark of dbx, Inc.
Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622
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Manufacturer's Specifications
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to
20 kHz, ± 0.5 dB.

Harmonic Distortion:

14 -bit format, less than 0.007%; 16 -bit format,
less than 0.005%.
Dynamic Range: 14 -bit format,
greater than 86 dB; 16 -bit format,

Dimensions:

17 in. W

x

31/4 in. H

x

(43 cm x 8 cm x 35 cm).
Weight: 13 lbs., 3 oz. (6 kg).
Price: $750.
147/8 in. D

Company Address: Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 93

greater than 90 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than
80 dB.

Line, 0.24 V for -10
dB reference level; video, 1 V peakto -peak.
Output Levels: Line, 0.24 V for -10
dB reference level; monitor, video,
and copy outputs, 1 V peak -to-peak;
headphones, 0.003 to 0.9 mW into
32 ohms, continuously adjustable.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 33 watts.

Input Levels:

SONY
PCM- 501 ES
DIGITAL AUDIO
PROCESSOR

The first PCM digital audio processor intended for home
use that ever tested weighed about 50 pounds and cost
more than $5,000. That was back in 1978, when Sony
introduced their PCM-1--a massive -looking unit that could
be hooked up to a VCR for PCM (digital) audio recording
and playback. Back then, a multi -national committee was
still at work at setting standards for this kind of product.
About a year later the PCM-10 was introduced. It was still
just about ás heavy and just about as bulky as its predecesI

84

sor, but it conformed to the newly agreed -to standards for
PCM processors.
More recently, other PCM processors have appeared-all
at considerably lower cost-including the renowned PCMF1 from Sony, a portable, battery -operated unit that became

popular with audio professionals and with audio hobbyists.
Used with any portable VCR, the PCM-F1 made it possible
to record musical events in the field with hitherto unheard-of
fidelity and accuracy. Remote recording events, which for AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

Sherwood car stereo:
Quality, innovation, and money left
over for the good times.
At Sherwood, we think you

shouldn't

sacrifice your lifestyle for your car
stereo. So we make great car stereos
that don't cost like great car stereos.
Built into every one is the quality and
innovative design that has been

Sherwood's benchmark
for more than 30 years.
The result is performance that sets standards
for the more expensive
brands.
New CRD-180.
Take, for example, our
new CRD-180. It not
only performs with the

ON/OFF VOL.

L.F/ST111pNnULl1

O EASS/TREBLEnuvu

long-range on-the -road listening.
(Sherwood was the first to introduce
AM stereo in separately available car

because this display lets you know
what's happening, including time of
day, since it even has a digital clock.
receivers.)
Fits your budget. All of this innoComputerized features. Advanced
vation and performance comes in a
digital tuning lets you enjoy two scanmini chassis, so this great car stereo
will fit just about
any car. And just
about any budget.
How much you
TUNE/TAPE/OSET
pay for a great car
SGA5MUM9
stereo may not be the
only thing on your
mind, but it's not the
i0
only place you have to
O BALANCE
put your money, either.
FADERruYn
So have a little money
left for the good times,
ning modes: Scanning all stations, or
but get all the car stereo you want.
Buy Sherwood.
just the ones in memory. This unique
preset scan feature works with the ability of the CRD-180 to remember up to
12 of your favorite stations.
MIN .1110.

EJECT

Illg

CRD-180

finest car stereos, it has
features you usually
find only on far more expensive units.
It has auto reverse, Dolby' metal tape
capability, pre-amp output with fader,
separate bass and treble controls, locking fast forward and rewind, and terrific
night illumination.

Great FM, and AM stereo. And the
CRD-180 not only has electronic synthesizer tuning with MOS-FET front end
for super FM, it also has AM stereo,
opening a whole new world of exciting

gun

C

LCD display and digital dock. The
latest in convenience, a multifunction
liquid crystal display (LCD) indicates
frequency, preset channel, local/distant,
stereo, AM/FM, Dolby, tape direction
and more. The CRD-180 is easy to use

Sherwood®

Quality and Innovation You Can Afford
13845 Artesia Boulevard, Cerritos,
California 90701.
In Canada, The Pringle Group, Don Mills,

Ontario.
Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

© 1985, Inkel Corporation.
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card

The 16 -bit format offers
wider dynamic range and
less distortion, while the
14 -bit mode has somewhat
better error correction.
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merly required hundreds of pounds of reel-to-reel recorders, mixers, amplifiers and mixing consoles, could now be
handled with a small VCR plus the tiny PCM-F1 processor
and a couple of well -placed microphones. No wonder the
PCM-F1 found favor more with the pro audio folks than with
the home users for whom it had originally been intended.
Not content with that accomplishment, Sony went on to
introduce, a couple of years ago, the PCM-701, a processor
which sold for only $1,200 and which occupied no more
space than a typical amplifier. Now, further integration of
circuitry plus the experience gained in other digital -audio
areas (such as CD and professional digital recording equipment) has enabled Sony to produce the lowest -priced PCM
processor ever, the PCM-501 ES.
Besides being considerably less expensive than any previous PCM processor, the new PCM-501 ES incorporates a
host of features that serious recording enthusiasts will find
useful. For one thing, the unit offers both 14 -bit and 16 -bit
recording and playback configurations. Both formats conform to the technical specifications of the EIAJ; thus, any
tape recorded using another digital processor that conforms to either EIAJ format can be played back using this
unit. Furthermore, the PCM-501 ES allows you to copy tapes
digitally without having to decode them first from digital to
analog. If a tape recorded in the 16 -bit format is duplicated
using this digital tape -copy function, the copy can automatically be converted to the more common 14 -bit format.
Sony incorporated both formats because the 16 -bit mode
offers somewhat wider dynamic range and lower distortion,
while the 14 -bit mode has somewhat better error -correction
capability. Specifically, burst errors of up to 32 horizontal
video -format lines can be corrected in the 14 -bit mode,
while the 16 -bit mode only allows correction of burst errors
up to 16 lines long. As is true of other digital systems, the
PCM-501 ES can compensate for burst errors too large for it
to correct so that the errors are not perceptible. Interleaving
disperses dropout errors by changing the sequence of
information blocks or "words" in the recording. When restored to the original order during playback, the words
containing errors are therefore placed between error-free
words, so linear interpolation can mask the errors.
Another new feature found on the PCM-501 ES is called
Optimum Video Condition (OVC) control. This is used in
conjunction with the associated VCR's tracking control and
a series of indicator lights on the PCM-501 ES, to obtain the
optimum relationship between the VCR and the processor
regardless of tape speed set on the VCR. Furthermore,
when adjusting the VCR's tracking control, one of the processor's level meters can serve the added function of showing when optimum VCR tracking has been attained. Finally,
an Auto Playback Mute circuit, when activated, will cause
the system to mute in the presence of frequent dropouts or
dusty tape.

Control Layout
A "Power" switch and headphone jack are found at the
left end of the all -black front panel of the PCM-501 ES. A
rotary headphone-output level control is next to the phone
jack; to its right is the "OVC" control described earlier. Two
pushbuttons are used to select either 14 -bit or 16 -bit digital
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

I DON'T DISTORT THE TRUTH
AND I DON'T DISTORT THE MUSIC.

I'M A PIONEER AND I'M PROUD OF IT
"The first time I got caught lying was also
the last. It had to do with skipping school. And
when my old man found out, he laid down the
law. 'Son, you gotta play it straight, you gotta
tell it straight: Then he took me out back to
make sure I'd never forget.
"I've never lied since. Oh, I know it's how
some people get by. But it's not my style.

"Nothing but the truth. That's all I want.
From my friends. From my family. From
my music. From my life:'
THE PIONEER® ELITE HIGHFIDELITY COMPONENTS. Impeccable
integrity. Utter truth.
©1985 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.
For your nearest dealer call (800) 421-1404.

CATCH THE SPIRIT OFATRUE PIONEER.
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AKAI WILL AUTOMATICALLY
REVERSE YOUR OPINION
ON RECORDING ACCURACY.
as an audiophile,
you're of the opinion you can't enjoy
G.CQ the brilliance of
sound accuracy
34" NI"REYEuE in a 3 -head system,
combined with the long play convenience of a quick reverse deckwe're out to change your opinion.
e2If,

Case in point: AKAI's Accurate
Quick Reverse System.
How quick is quick? Less than
a half-second. But the reverse story

doesn't end there. To eliminate wear
and misalignment, AKAI has introduced the diamond-like ceramic
head stopper. A beryllium -alloyed
diecast two-inch head housing, with
double nut locked stainless steel
azimuth screws. For added depend-

with critical listening. But that's history.
Today, AKAI has successfully developed
the ultimate computer CRLP
system for obtaining a
perfect setting. Every time. And here's
how that perfection works:
First, the tape is analyzed to
determine optimum bias and equalization. Commonly referred to as
"quick auto timing:'
Next, the tape MOL (maximum
outlet level) is derived by spectrum
analysis at 400 Hz and 8,000 Hz.
Note: this step is critical because it

Which brings us to AKAI's

Super GX Head.
Nowhere in the industry will
you find its equal. With its single
crystal ferrite, encased in mirror polished glass, the Super GX head
is so unique in its hardness, it's
second only to a diamond. Sonically, it's second to none. With a
playback output level as much as
7.8 db better than Sendust heads
at 10kHz, it's easy to hear why.
Playback
gap

Recording gap
Core

Playback gap

Recording pap
Cora

God

Glass
Dummy

Twin Field Super GX Head

crystal
lernte

And if all that isn't enough,
consider this: the Super GX head is
so resistant to wear, it's guaranteed
for 17/2 years of continuous play

Accorate Reverse Head System
Recording Mad

Rom, ,o

Playback heed

The case is closed:
Closed Loop Double Capstan.
By isolating the tape as

Rotary -n t
tce amc

it travels over
the heads with
two pairs of
capstans and pinch rollers, tape
tension and speed are stabilized,
significantly reducing wow and
flutter, level fluctuations and modulation noise. Result: unparalleled
accuracy and highest of fidelity.

Azimuth

adtustmer_ ,.,,.w

Retan nadel

ability, all moving parts are bonded
with a tough Teflon' casting for
permanent lubrication. What does
all that mean to you? Simply this:
AKAFs total auto reverse design
has the distinction and durability, to
perform over 200,000 rotations.

Now consider AKAI's Computer
Recording Level Processing.
Chances are, the way you've
set recording levels in the past has
been based on experience, coupled

assures maximum tape saturation
without audible distortion.
Then the energy content of
the music source is sampled for ten
seconds.
Finally, when all the data is
obtained, the computer sets the
recording levels. And all are mathematically perfect

For information on specific models and pricing, write to Akai America, Ltd., PO. Box
Enter No. 6 on Reader Service Card

6010,

It's evident that AKAI's engineering
excellence and technology has
altered and influenced industry
standards on recording accuracy.
Which should automatically be
reason enough to reverse your
opinion. And, see your AKAI dealer.

AKAI
AKA!,
Hi-Fi & Video.

Department A, Compton, C4 90224-6010.

You have to get used to the
fact that 0 dB is truly the

maximum recording level
reasonable. Go above it and
you'll be in trouble.

resolution; to their right are three pushbuttons arranged in a
NS
WD L-86.9dB
vertical row and labelled "Copy," "Auto PB Mute" and
o
"Tracking." The "Copy" button is pushed when you want to
m
-0
make a digital copy of a digital tape using two VCRs. The
20 J
"Tracking" button converts the peak program LED meter
w
>
into a tracking meter, as described above; the function of
w
40 -J
the "Auto PB Mute" button has also already been dew
scribed.
The large, easy -to -read display to the right of these three
60 z
JJ
buttons serves primarily as a dual -channel record -level metering system (or as a tracking -control indicator). To the left
80 a
¢
w
and right of the LED banks are indicator lights which denote
>
14 -bit or 16 -bit resolution; activation of the built-in emphasis/
100
50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k
de -emphasis circuits, playback muting, and the "Copy"
feature, as well as activation of a "Rec Mute" button located
FREQUENCY- Hz
just to the right of the display area. This button allows you to
A
interject a signal recording level of zero to create blank
spaces or pauses between musical selections. Dual -concentric, calibrated control knobs at the right end of the
NS
WD L-90.7dB
panel serve as master recording level controls.
- 60
o
m
The rear panel of the PCM processor has stereo pairs of
111111111111111111
- 70
line -in and line-out jacks, video in and out jacks, the "Copy
20 J
w
Out" jack used for copying a tape from one VCR to another,
>
1111111111111111111
80
w
and a monitor -out jack. The latter allows you to monitor an
40 J
ordinary video signal connected to a TV monitor without
-90 111111111111111111111
having to change connections when you want to use your
60 ó
z
111111111111111
VCR for its primary purpose, watching recorded television
-100
-J
J
programs.
-12
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Measurements

I MIEN

80

100
-120
order to determine the difference, if any, between 14 -bit
20 50 100 200 500 k 2
5k lOk 20k
and 16 -bit operation of this PCM processor decided to
FREQUENCY- Hz
measure all characteristics of the machine in both operating
modes. The first thing discovered is that there was no B
measurable difference in frequency response when switching from 14 -bit to 16 -bit operation. Overall record/playback Fig. 3-A -weighted S/N
frequency response for both channels, shown in Fig. 1, was analysis in 14 -bit mode
well within the ±0.5 dB tolerance specified by Sony.
(A) and 16 -bit mode (B).
Figures 2A and 2B show unweighted signal-to-noise ratios obtained for each digital resolution format. For the 14 -bit
mode measured 84.0 dB of S/N, while in the 16 -bit mode
S/N increased to 88.1 dB. Adding an A -weighting network, the
S/N figures improved still further, to 86.9 dB for the 14 -bit to use my dedicated distortion analyzer to read the 0.004%
mode and 90.7 dB for 16 -bit operation (see Figs. 3A and and 0.006% numbers mentioned above.
3B). A very slight improvement in harmonic -distortion levels
Channel separation is plotted in Fig. 5. Even at 16 kHz,
was measured, too, when switched digital resolution from separation still ranged between 69.4 and 73.7 dB (depend14 to 16 bits. For the former mode, measured a THD of only ing upon which channel was being measured). At mid 0.006%, which decreased to an even lower 0.004% when
frequencies, separation was between 90.6 dB and 92.0 dB,
switched to 16 -bit.
again depending upon whether measured left -to -right or
One of the things you have to get used to when using a right -to -left separation.
digital processor for audio recording is the fact that "0 dB"
is truly the maximum recording level reasonable. Go above Use and Listening Tests
it and you will be in trouble immediately. To illustrate the
have run into with earlier PCM
One of the problems
point,
used the distortion plotting feature of my Sound processors is their inability to record signals faithfully when
Technology 1500A tester to see what would happen at the associated VCR was operated at its slowest tape speed
higher recording levels. The results for both 14 -bit and 16 - (either Beta III or VHS EP). The first unit to overcome this
bit operation are shown in Figs. 4A and 4B: At +2 dB problem was Sansui's TriCode PCM processor (see Audio,
recording level, THD had already jumped up to about 2.7%. January 1984.) The Sony PCM-501 ES is the second unit to
Yet, at 0 dB recording level, distortion had been so low that successfully use the slower VCR tape speeds for digital
this instrument was incapable of registering a reading. had audio recording. This means that with a Beta VCR you can
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Because the PCM-501ES
gets good results with the
slower VCR tape speeds,
you can record from 5 to 8
hours of superb digital
audio on a single cassette.

L-31, 3dB
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get up to 5 hours of superb digital audio on a single
cassette tape and 8 hours' worth with a VHS recorder.
Furthermore, the OVC control really lets you optimize performance in these slow -speed modes so that as little interpolation as possible is necessary to fill in for missing data. The
tracking indicator is also a great help in optimizing the
performance of the VCR in relation to the processor.
The "Copy Out" feature will appeal to audio enthusiasts
who want to make copies of their homemade, digitally recorded musical performances. Since there doesn't seem to
be a great deal of prerecorded software available for use
with PCM processorNCR combinations, don't yet see the
present need for this feature.
In my own experiments, transcribed sample selections
from some of my favorite CDs, both in the 14 -bit and 16 -bit
formats. During certain soft passages, was able to detect a
slight difference in residual noise levels, but only when
turned up listening levels to unrealistically loud settings. As
for tonal quality, in A -B tests between the original CD and its
digitally recorded equivalent on VCR tape, confess that
could not tell the difference. The only time thought heard
a difference was when
deliberately experimented with
some off -brand, "bargain" videotape had lying around the
lab from an earlier experiment. Some of this tape was so
bad that, with the Playback Mute Control activated, did
hear moments of muting when error rates exceeded the
error -correction capabilities of the system. With playback
muting off, under the same conditions, there was no audible
muting, but did detect occasional changes in timbre when
making direct comparisons with the CD source material.
can only attribute these changes to a relatively large number of interpolations which the system was being called
upon to perform.
After becoming accustomed to using high -quality, three head reel-to-reel and even cassette tape decks, it's a bit
frustrating to have to wait for playback to find out how well a
recording came out, but that's the way all PCM processor/
VCR combinations work. Just as you can't monitor a video
recording using any home VCR, so too is it impossible to
monitor a PCM audio recording made on VCR tape. Under
these conditions, it's especially important to stay below that
0 -dB indication on the level meters of the PCM-501 ES.
Exceed that point and you are going to hear horrendous
levels of distortion during playback, since you will have
come up against the insurmountable level limit imposed by
any digital audio recording system-the point where you run
out of "numbers" to describe the loudest sample of the
music you are recording. That's the point when the sample
you record consists entirely of ones -14 of them in the 14 bit mode or 16 of them if you use the higher resolution
format.
Perhaps some day, when standards are agreed upon for
a dedicated Digital Audio Tape (DAT) recording system,
provision may be made for the kind of as -you -record monitoring system that many of us enjoy with our analog recorders. Until that day comes, if you have a need or desire to
record music and speech digitally, the least expensive way
is with a VCR, and a PCM processor such as Sony's beautifully engineered and produced PCM-501 ES.
Leonard Feldman
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is negligible below 0 dB,

but begins rising swiftly
as soon as that limit is
passed.

distortion vs. level in
14 -bit mode (A) and 16 -bit

mode (B). As is typical of

digital systems, distortion
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MOBILE MUSICALITY.
THE CARVER CAR AMPLIFIER introduces
Magnetic Field Amplifier technology to automotive high fidelity. Finally, the traditional weak

link between car stereo decks and modern
speaker design has been replaced with Carver
technology. Into 1/10th of a cubic foot, Bob
Carver has engineered a complete 120 watts
RMS per channel amplification system with the
fidelity, accuracy and musicality demanded by
the most critical reviewers and audiophiles.
ESSENTIAL POWER. Even before the exciting advent of car Compact Disc players, an
abundance of power has been necessary to

reproduce, without distortion, the frequency
and dynamic range produced by modem decks.
Unfortunately, conventional amplifier technology is particularly unsuited to delivering this
needed power to the specialized car interior
environment. Like their home stereo counterparts, traditional car designs produce a constant high voltage level at all times, irrespective
of the demands of the ever-changing audio
signal -even those times when there is no
audio signal at all! Because automotive amplifiers must, obviously, derive their power from
the host vehicle, such an approach results in
substantial drain to delicately balanced automobile electrical systems.

Solid line: audio output signal. Broken line: power supply voltage.
Shaded area: wasted power. Vertical lines: power to speakers.

The Carver Magnetic Field Car Amplifier is
signal responsive. Highly efficient, it produces
only the exact amount of power needed to
deliver each musical impulse with complete
accuracy and fidelity. Thus the Carver Car Amplifier not only reduces overall long-term power
demands, but produces the large amount of
power necessary for reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels without the need for
oversize power supply components: Important
considerations in the minuscule spaces which
quality car design allocates to add-on
electronics.

Q\RVER
POWERFUL

Carver Corporation,

P.O.

INTELLIGENT POWER. A hallmark of all
Carver amplifiers is the careful integration of
sophisticated speaker and amplifier protection
circuitry.The Carver Car Amplifier is no exception.
Speakers are protected with a DC offset
internal fault protection design which turns off
the power supply at first hint of overload. An
overcurrent detector mutes audio within microseconds of a short circuit, as does an output
short circuit monitoring circuit. Together, these
three circuits eliminate the potential need to
replace fuses, revisit your autosound installer,
or worse yet, replace expensive speakers due
to a moment's indiscretion with your deck's
volume control.
ASSIGNABLE POWER. Integrated bi amplification and bridging circuits, along with
The Carver Car Amplifier's compact configuration make it ideal for multiple-amplifier
installations.
The built-in 18dB/octave electronic crossover allows use of Iwo amplifiers in a pure biamplification mode without addition of extra
electronics. Or, at the touch of a button, one
Carver Car Amplifier can become a mono amplifier for subwoofers while the other Carver
Amplifier handles full range. Or, for astonishing
dynamic and frequency response, two Carver
Car Amplifiers may be operated in mono mode
into 8 ohms fora 240 watt per channel car system which will truly do justice to digital without
taxing your car's electrical generation system.
INNOVATIVE POWER. Can 1/10th of a cubic
foot of space hold yet more innovations? Yes.
Carver has addressed the ongoing problem
of head-end/power amplifier level matching:
Output of current car decks varies widely from
brand to brand and model to model. The result
can be a less than perfect match. The Carver
Car Amplifier incorporates circuitry which compensates for variations in head-end output,
reducing noise and optimizing signal-to-noise
ratio. In addition, Carver has added a subsonic
The Carver Car Amplifier

MUSICAL

Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio
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filter which removes inaudible power -robbing
infrasonics before they can tax the amplifier
and speakers. Finally, a delayed turn -on circuit
activates the Carver Car Amplifier after your
head-end unit has powered up, to eliminate
starting pops and thumps.
ACCURATE POWER. it goes almost without
saying that a product Bob Carver designs for
the road caries the same superb electronic
specifications that his home audio products
are known for.
The Carver Car Amplifier is flat from 20Hz
to 20kHz, down -3dB at 16Hz and 30kHz. Not
coincidentally, the usual specifications given
for Compact Discs. A signal-to-noise ratio of
over 100dB means that, in even the most quiet
luxury sedan, you will never be annoyed by hiss.
The other specifications are equally as impeccable. You may peruse them in our literature or
in independent reviews soon to appear.
ACQUIRABLE POWER. The remarkable
Carver Car Amplifier is currently available for
audition at Carver dealers across the country.
It is worth the journey. Whether you have
a car system in need of tie sonic excitement
possible with abundant power, or are in search
of the perfect complement to a new highperformance automobile, you owe it to
yourself to experience the logical extension
of Carver technology-The Carver Car
Amplifier M-240.
Power Output Stereo Mode: (continuous RMS power output per channel, both channels driven, at 13.8 VDC input). 120 W into 4 ohms, 20
Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.15% THD.
Power Output Bridged Mono Mode: (Referenced to 13.8 VDC input)
240 W into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20kHz with no more than .15% THD.

Input Sensitivity: Variable 250mV to

4

Signal to Noise Ratio: (Referenced to :20 W. A weighted into 4 ohms)
Greater than 100db
Crossover: 115 Hz, 18 dB/octave

Weight: 4.7 lb.

COMPACT DISCS

WEST SIDE GLORY
Leonard Bernstein: West Side Story.
Kiri Te Kanawa, soprano; Jose Car-

reras, tenor; Tatiana Troyanos, mezzosoprano; Kurt 011mann, tenor; Marilyn
Home, mezzo-soprano; Leonard Bernstein conducting. On the Waterfront.
The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein conducting.
Deutsche Grammophon DG 415 2532, two -disc set.

Leonard Bernstein's new recording
of West Side Story sizzles and pops
with all the extroverted energy that
characterizes Broadway musicals. The
unusual twist is his use of operatic
voices. But why not? After all, this is
one of the greatest of all American operas, masquerading as musical theater. Or is it the other way around?
Jose Carreras and Kiri Te Kanawa
make an outstanding Tony and Maria,
projecting the qualities of youthful in-

nocence convincingly. Carreras gives
Tony's first song, "Something's Coming," an aching, searching quality that
captures a teenager's outlook on life.
His treatment of "Maria" is both tender
and strongly affirmative.
The balcony scene is especially
moving. Carreras and Te Kanawa respond to each other musically and dramatically so well you forget the performance and are absorbed by the story
and the music.
In "I Feel Pretty," Bernstein's tempo

slower than is customary in stage
presentations. Originally, he conceived
it as a lyrical, elegant song, rather than
the excited, up -tempo version used in
the theater. After ending the first act
with two dead bodies on stage, directors want something bright and cheerful to open Act Two. But for a recording, the original conception is perfect.
Kiri Te Kanawa sings it with the peaceful contentment of a young princess
aglow with the joy of new-found love.
The girls mock her "delusion" with
gentle teasing rather than the sarcasm
created by a faster tempo. It works
beautifully.
Kurt 011mann is not well known to
American audiences, but his portrayal
of Riff should help to correct that. Listen to his macho, streetwise singing in
the "Jet Song" and "Cool" and his unmistakably powerful, confident leadership of the Jets in the "Tonight" ensemble.
Anyone who has been through music school will recognize all the acais

demic devices Bernstein cleverly
turned into highly expressive musical
ideas. Throughout the score, the forbidden melodic interval of the tritone
(augmented fourth) is important.
Known as the "devil's leap" because it
is difficult to sing, it becomes the germinal motive of Tony's big solo, "Maria." The Jets' street signal motive is a
tritone leap, too. The device also fig-

ures prominently in the harmonic structures, and is responsible for those
ghostly chords at the end of the second act.
Rhythms are another challenge for
the singers. Riff's "Jet Song" has passages where the melody is slightly off
the beat for an entire phrase at a
time-not easy to perform. In "America" the medieval rhythmic device
called hemiola becomes, strangely, a
jazz reference. You can hear it on the
word America. The previous bar has
the normal grouping (for 6/8 meter) of
two beats with three subdivisions (1-23, 1-2-3). But the second bar is the
surprise: Three beats, each with two
subdivisions (1-2, 1-2, 1-2). Every time
the word America occurs, so does this

unexpected syncopation, slashing
across the beat.
Just before the rumble scene, the
ensemble piece based on "Tonight"
features five -part counterpoint. Every
character has different expectations
about the evening's events, so each
one sings about them with different
melodies, all intertwined. It's an extraordinary passage musically, but it
also succeeds in making an important
dramatic point in exactly the right way.
The two comic songs, "America"
and "Gee, Officer Krupke," are absolute gems. To hear Kurt 011mann doing
the voice of the social worker in falsetto
is hilarious.

The Missing Linc: Lincoln Mayorga &
Distinguished Colleagues
Sheffield Lab CD-S10.
Missing Linc, Vol. 2, Sheffield's second direct -to -disc recording, was
largely responsible for establishing the
company as a major factor in high quality sound reproduction.
Now we have the CD recording,
which was derived from the analog reference tape that was made simultaneously with the direct disc. Listening
to it now, it is easy to perceive why its
musical and sonic values caused such
a stir. Tape hiss reminds you of its
analog origin but it is not at all obtrusive, and the many high-level passages mask it completely.
compared my original Missing Linc
direct -to -disc recording with this CD.
I'm bound to say that while the CD's
sound is quite clean, the LP sounded
I
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Near the end, the duet between
Anita and Maria ("A Boy Like That" and
"I Have a Love") is one of the most
intense moments of the Broadway
stage. By combining the two songs
contrapuntally, Bernstein expresses
the dramatic conflict between Anita
and Maria with soul -shattering power.
Tatiana Troyanos (Anita) sings with bitter, vitriolic feelings against Te
Kanawa's gently innocent pleading.
When they reconcile their feelings at
the end, feel my eyes watering.
John McClure, a long-time friend
and associate of Bernstein, produced
this recording. It is multi-miked and
multi -tracked, and is an outstanding
example of how good that production
style can be. This recording is so clear
and detailed that you don't need to
follow the score-everything in it is audible. (In the BBC documentary on the
sessions, shown here on PBS, you can
see Bernstein actively participating in
the mixdowns.)
By turns passionate. introspective,
lyrical and energetic, this recording of
West Side Story bubbles over with a
great deal of good, old-fashioned
American energy.
A bonus for CD listeners is the inclusion of Bernstein's symphonic suite
from On the Waterfront performed by
the Israel Philharmonic. It's a powerful,
imaginative score from an outstanding
film.
Steve Birchall
I

cleaner still, in spite of its wear, with
better transient response, more (and
better defined) bass, and a more extended high -frequency response.
Nonetheless, for those who can't afford
the $450(!) being asked for a mint condition, unused Missing Linc direct
disc, the CD will serve quite well to
explain its landmark significance.
Bert Whyte

Stravinsky: Symphony of Psalms;
Poulenc: Gloria. The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Robert
Shaw; Sylvia McNair, soprano.
Telarc CD-80105.
Serene and glowing, this new recording of Stravinsky's "Symphony of
Psalms" is an excellent addition to the
CD repertoire. Coupled with it is Poulenc's "Gloria."
Both works are Robert Shaw specialAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

ties, and these new performances admirably reflect his long association with
them. For instance, in the "Symphony
of Psalms" the intricately woven lines
of the second movement's double
fugue have a clarity and definition
have never heard in a recording before. The room quality is reverberant
without covering up the detail.
If you have the impression that the
highs are missing, remember that Stravinsky omitted violins, violas, and clarinets from the orchestra. He wanted a
less bright sound for this work. The
beginning sounds especially dull because Stravinsky wanted to plant that
sonic character in the listener's mind.
Robert Shaw reveals the rhythmic
momentum of the "Symphony of
Psalms" in just the right ways. Choral
accents and slight spaces between
notes help to give the music an almost
danceable lift and forward motion. In
I
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Tunnel is utterly clean,
with sound that is highly
defined and transients that
are razor sharp.
Flim & The BB's

Tunnel: Flim

& The BB's

Digital Music Products CD -447.
(Available from Digital Music Products,
Rockefeller Center Station, P.O. Box
2317, New York, N.Y. 10185.

the last movement, these accents give
the effect of large tolling bells overlapping each other.
Shaw's chorus sings the words lau date and alleluia in the last movement
with beautiful control, creating the

peaceful, tranquil effect Stravinsky
wanted. Every nuance of tone quality
and phrasing seems exactly right. The
movement opens with a crescendo/diminuendo effect, accomplished mainly
through Stravinsky's calculated orchestration, but also by the Atlanta
Symphony's good playing. The chorus
answers it with a perfectly controlled
dynamic swell, a sudden drop in volume, and a final tapering -off (on the
word alleluia). Near the end, Stravinsky's glowing choral/orchestral chords,
with their widely spaced intervals, are
balanced to perfection.
The Poulenc "Gloria" receives a lively, playful performance. Shaw and the
Atlantans obviously enjoy this work
and their enthusiasm makes the performance memorable. Soprano Sylvia
McNair sings with elegance and clear,
ringing tones.
The "Gloria" benefits from a more
successful recording than the "Symphony of Psalms." The pickup seems
to be a little closer, and more like other
Telarc recordings with the Atlanta
Symphony. The sound quality in the
Stravinsky is a bit unsettling in isolated
places, possibly because of a mike
placement that didn't quite work.
Everything sounds fine until the level
goes up; then the chorus begins to
sound harsh. Also, the chorus covers
up certain instruments in the tuttis just
enough to confuse the ear into perceiving the combined sound as distortion.
Perhaps strong and slightly out -of phase reflections from the room
boundaries interfered with the direct
sound at the mikes, causing this distortion. But even if Telarc didn't quite hit
the mark, the sound is still good, and
the performances are beautiful.
Steve Birchall
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This CD is another stunning example
of recording engineer Tom Jung's digital wizardry.
Tom worked with the multi-talented
Flim & The BB's on the great Tricycle
recording. And way back in his Sound
80 studio days in Minneapolis, Tom
made a pioneering digital recording
with this same group.
There are 11 original compositions
on this CD, ranging from hard, driving
rock to expressive, less athletic, elaborately scored pieces. In all of them,
Flim & The BB's display great virtuosity, and they create an astonishingly big
sound considering that the group consists of just four musicians. The arrangements are complex and brilliant,

and the sonorities-produced from
synthesizers, saxes, flute, clarinet, piccolo, Fender Rhodes guitar, acoustic
piano, and electric bass-plus tympani and an elaborate percussion battery, are of breathtaking realism.
This group has been recording in the
digital format for a long time, and they
have learned to use the medium in
their music making. A case in point is
their exploitation of dynamic range,
which in this case is extremely wide.
The synthesizers explore subterranean
bass and, along with piccolo and high
percussion, the stratospheric extremes
of high frequencies.
All is utterly clean, clothed in clever
and selective reverberation, with a
highly defined sound and razor-sharp
transients. Even if you have amplifiers
and speakers that can handle sound of
enormous energy, this recording will
Bert Whyte
tax them to their limits.

Dresden, with a pair of overall spaced
omni mikes plus a minimum number of
discrete sweetener mikes. The sound
exhibits a distant perspective but still
maintains good detail. First violins are
fairly smooth, brass is properly massive and well projected, and percussion is quite clean with good impact.
The fine Staatskapelle Dresden and
the splendid acoustics of the Lucaskirche provide a quite compelling musical experience. Blomstedt does not
attain the level of inspiration of a von
Karajan in this great music, but his
performance is more than adequate.
Bert Whyte

Ravel: Orchestral Works. Orchestre
Symphonique de Montreal, Charles
Dutoit.

London 410 254-2.
All of the Charles Dutoit/Montreal
Symphony Orchestra recordings are
marvelous, but this CD's rendition of

Ravel's wondrously orchestrated
"Mother Goose" ballet is a master-

piece-a

near miracle.
Every element that contributes to a
great recording is here in abundance
on the "Mother Goose" (and also on
the other Ravel works, which are
equally well played and superbly recorded). Dutoit's performance is quite
simply the best have ever heard, and
he has his Montreal orchestra playing
like a world -class ensemble.
The sound is ravishing. If ever there
I

Bruckner: Symphony No. 7 in E Major. The Staatskapelle Dresden, Herbert Blomstedt.

Denon 38C37-7286.
Bruckner's monumental Seventh
Symphony is given a quite convincing
performance by Herbert Blomstedt
conducting the excellent Staatskapelle
Dresden.
The recording was made in the spacious acoustics of the Lucaskirche in
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985
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Enjoy today's revolution in sound with CBS Compact Discs. Our rapidly -growing
catalog features hundreds of titles by superstar artists in all categories of music.
Ask for a free copy wherever Compact Discs are sold.

DIGITAL AUDIO
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A slight improvement on perfection.
Technics compact disc players.
Technics compact disc players. And the digital compact disc.
Together they've given you what no conventional audio
system can: the perfection of musical reality.
So with Technics, what you rear is not just a reproduction
of a performance, but a re -crea -ion of it.
But occasionally even the musical perfection of a compact
disc can be marred by fingerprints, dust or scratches. So the
Technics SL -P2 compact disc player has improvements like an
COMPACT advanced error correction system, designed to
[12,_ compensate for those imperfections. To help ensure
DIG TAL AUDIO
that the sound you hear is still completely flawless.
You also get sophisticated, convenient controls. Such as
15-step random access programming so you can play any
selection. In any order. And all of this can be controlled from
across the room with Technics wireless remote control.
The digital revolution continues at Technics. Perfectly.

Technics
The science of sound

Itzhak Perlman's violin on
the Prokofiev CD sounds
beautifully burnished, and
is nicely complemented by
a balanced orchestra.

Digital Sound
in

was a recorded sound to completely
document and delineate the advantages of the digital recording process,
this is it! Even with an anti -digital bias,
no rational, open-minded person with
normal hearing acuity could possibly
fault this recording.
On a recent trip to London, was a
guest at the Decca Records complex
and had the pleasure of meeting John
Dunkerley, the engineer who records
these superb Montreal performances.
He told me that the St. Eustache
Church, the recording locale between
Montreal and Quebec City, has a virtually ideal interior balance of stone and
wood which gives the sound its wonderfully natural warmth and character.
Make no mistake: Played back on an
audio system of the highest quality,
this recording imparts a realism to the
music that can be bettered only in live
performance. This CD is an absolute
must!
Bert Whyte
I

at the same time as the advanced (and

often noisy) "Scythian Suite" and
"Chout" ballet. The outer movements
are slow, and the wistfulness of the
violin writing seems to have been
matched only by Walton, in his violin
concerto of 1939. The middle movement, a contrasting scherzo, is the ideal tonic.
Perlman is probably the best romantic player among today's younger violinists, and his efforts are perfectly
complemented by Rozhdestvensky
and the BBC Symphony Orchestra.
The violin sound is burnished and the
orchestra well balanced.
The second concerto on this disc
dates from the mid -'30s and reflects
the advancing times. The movements
are in the more usual fast -slow -fast
plan, with lyricism a lesser ingredient.
A beautiful CD, and highly recommended.
John M. Eargle

Virginia Beach, VA

A place for

those interested
in quality.

A place for

Perreaux

Audio
Berlioz: Hungarian March; Ravel:
Pavanne for a Dead Princess; Dukas: Sorcerer's Apprentice; Saint-

Components.

Saëns: Danse Macabre; Debussy:

Afternoon of

a Faun; Chabrier:
Joyeuse Marche. Academy of St. Mar-

tin -in -the -Fields, Neville Marriner.
Philips 412 131-2.

Neville Marriner and his splendid
Academy of St. Martin -in -the -Fields
have given new life to this potpourri of
tired old warhorses. All the selections
receive brisk, spirited performances,
without any slighting of their lyrical ele-

Serge Prokofiev: Concertos for Violin and Orchestra, No. 1 in D Major
and No. 2 in G Minor. The BBC Symphony Orchestra, Gennady Rozhdestvensky; Itzhak Perlman, violin.
EMI CDC 7 47025-2.
From the start, Prokofiev's mordant
and angular writing has tended to
dominate his brooding lyricism. The
in D Major" was pre"Concerto No.
miered in 1923, and it probably was
his first large work in which the lyric
strain was dominant. It was composed
1
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ments.
This is a multi -mike recording that
offers a big, clean sound with plenty of
power, couched in a fairly spacious
acoustic ambience. Recorded a bit
close up, it has plenty of detail, and an
outsized bass drum has great impact
in the highly dynamic climaxes. If you
like these works, this fine recording will
Bert Whyte
delight you.

Visit us at

our new location
6477 College

Chopin: The Nocturnes, Volumes

1

and 2. Artur Rubinstein, piano.
RCA RCCD 106 and 107, import.
These are legendary performances
recorded in the RCA Italiana studios in
the mid -'60s. Little needs to be said
about Rubinstein's playing, except that
he performs these works as well as
anybody possibly could.

Park Square,

Suite 114-118,
Virginia Beach, VA
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This disc, one of RCA's
better efforts, captures
perfectly Dylana Jenson's
smooth, sweet tone.

What does need to be said is that higher speed, and they beefed up the
the recording quality is absolutely record stages of their tape recorders.
stunning. During the bulk of the '60s, The results were master recordings of
RCA's classical activities centered on exemplary quality with excellent time three -channel recording at 30 ips. Af- base stability and quite low noise. Only
ter a brief bout with Ampex Master when multi -track recording came in did
Equalization (AME) in the late '50s, RCA convert to Dolby A.
In making the digital transfers, proRCA's recording department developed their own playback curve for the ducer Max Wilcox went back to the

The Profits of Pleasure.

original half -inch masters and rebalanced them, mixing in a little less of the
center channel than in the earlier issues of these recordings. The result is
a sense of greater space, with a little
more left/right delineation. What is utterly surprising is how quiet everything
is; you have to listen at higher than
normal levels to hear any tape hiss.
They really had their technical act toJohn M. Eargle
gether back then.

Sibelius: Violin Concerto; SaintSaëns: Introduction and Rondo
Capriccioso. The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy; Dylana Jenson,

violin.
RCA RCD14548.

I've got high expectations when it comes to speaker design and performance. That's the reason
chose a DALI speaker system for my home, After auditioning a lot of highly-regarded, well-known
speakers, I happened to hear some DALI speakers at a friends house. After a thorough demonstration
decided DALI is simply the best speaker available for the money.
My new DALI speakers are a continuous source of pleasure. DALI combines advanced acoustic
design and elegant natural wood styling in systems capable of expressing the finest audio sources,
including CD's. No other speaker provides such a high level of performance at such a sensible price.
But please don't ask me how much spent on my DALI speakers. Ask how much I made.

I

I

I

For complete information on DALI speakers and our unique marketing program, call TOLL
(in California 805-252-7203) or complete this coupon and mail it
FREE

1-800-251-DALI

today!

DANISH AMERICAN LIMITED, INC.
P.O. BOX 55386
VALENCIA, CA 91355

Dylana Jenson, a violin virtuoso,
made quite a splash when, at the age
of 17, she won the Silver Medal at the
1978 Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow. She was also acclaimed for her
1980 performance of the Sibelius "Violin Concerto" with Ormandy conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra. Since
then, she has performed widely here
and abroad. In spite of this promising
launch to her career, she has not made
the impact nor gained the prestige of
other violin Wunderkinds of the Tchaikovsky Competitions.
More is the pity, for on this CD, documenting her 1980 appearance, it is
clear why her performance of the Sibelius "Violin Concerto" was such a triumph. Not only has she a formidable
technical armamentarium, but she
plays with great expression and lyricism, with a lovely, smooth, sweet tone
that is captured perfectly here.
My former RCA colleague, Paul
Goodman, knows how to cope with the
acoustics of the Scottish Rite Cathedral in Philadelphia. He has struck just
the right balance between orchestral
detail and the hall reverb. He has Miss
Jenson ideally placed just in front of
the orchestra, and her violin sound is
always completely articulate. The late
Eugene Ormandy always had a way
with the music of Sibelius, and his accompaniment is entirely sympathetic.
Needless to say, the Philadelphia Orchestra plays with its usual élan.
Smooth, clean sound in general
marks this as one of RCA's better CDs.
The Saint-Saëns piece is a pleasant,
Bert Whyte
well -played filler.
98
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

THE MIGHTY NILE
start saving up your best bits for your
own records. The songs you supplied
for the Jeff Beck LP beat the pants off
the stuff here, and you sang better, as
well. Perhaps Nile Rodgers is the hott producer around but as an artist
might end up selling only as many
cords as, say, Todd Rundgren. To hit
e top, Rodgers might have to findare we say it?-a producer. He's hid g on B -Movie Matinee. All the guy's
of to do is put his talents on proper
display and we'd all get our rocks offknow what we're talking 'bout?
Jon & Sally Tiven
No Jacket Required: Phil Collins
Atlantic 81240-1, $9.98.

Sound:

Performance: C+

B

Phil Collins' third solo album comes
at a time when his profile has never

Matinee: Nile Rodgers
Warner Bros. 25290, $8.98.
B -Movie

Sound: B

Performance: B+

Nile Rodgers is a groovemaster. If
he couldn't play guitar, sing, or write
songs, he'd still be able to make people dance and thassa fact. He sings
about this on the album's first cut and
on several others. The guy (he of the

production credits for the last Madonna, Duran Duran, and Jeff Beck records) doesn't have a whole lot to sing
about; he hasn't got a whole lot of
anguish on the material side of things.
So we're stuck listening to a lot of inane
lyrics which hurt his case for being
taken seriously as an artist. You can't
gripe about his tracks. It's what he
throws on top of them that leaves
something to be desired. But even so,
B -Movie Matinee is a very hot dance
record.
100

As a p
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_

The recgers has a million -dollar
ord has a spacious sound that enhances the impact of the drum machine, and special effects that are
tastefully featured amidst a field of
rather dull arrangements. Songwriting
is the one aspect of the Wonder Boy's
musicality that hasn't yet found its
stride, so if it weren't for the refreshing
guitar work we'd have nothing to marvel over. The fact is that Nile's seesaw
rhythm figures, executed with aplomb
and ofttimes a sense of humor, are
enough to keep Ray Parker, Jr. on a
daily practice schedule. The guy has a
signature attack that's as recognizable
as, for instance, Keef's, and his jazzy
leads are enjoyable meanderings for
the listener as well.
Mr. Ubiquitous Producer, we know
you haven't had a lot of time off to
woodshed this year, but you've got to
.

been higher. "Easy Lover," the duet he
did with Earth, Wind and Fire's Philip
Bailey from Bailey's Chinese Walls
(which Collins produced), recently was
No. 1. His movie theme, "Against All
Odds," has harvested Grammys, and
his production work on Eric Clapton's
Behind the Sun is just hitting the marketplace.
For his own album, Collins has chosen to play it safe. No Jacket Required
doesn't break new ground or try anything startling. It is content to serve up
no more than solid pop music with a
heavy dose of the upbeat. Bouncy,
peppy songs like the Phoenix horn pumped "Sussudio" and "Who Said
Would" are the hallmark of the album,
although Collins' sure hand with a ballad surfaces in the lovely "One More
Night" (the album's first single) and
"Long Way to Go."
The album really jumps out at you
with its sound. Percussion is mixed
way up, but don't forget that Collins is
a drummer as well as singer, writer
and producer. Hugh Padgham is coproducer and engineer, as he has
been for several Genesis albums and
for both of Collins' previous solo jobs.
One last note: The song from these
sessions like most is "Man with the
Horn," about a street musician. It is not
on No Jacket Required; in the U.S., it
only appears as the flip side of "One
More Night." Evidently, its subject
didn't fit in with the boy/girl themes of
the rest of the album. Michael Tearson
I
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Only one kind of driver should be reading this
ad. One who's serious about performance.
Because Bridgestone's Potenza is one
serious performance racial.
Bridgestone's Potenza V- and H -rated
radials are born from the same serious highspeed technology we've put into action on the
racetracks of the world.
A straight -groove, water -channeling tread
pattern and racing -like compound give
Potenza a firm hold on the road, wet or dry.
And a unique wire -reinforced, hard -rubber
insert around the rim keeps the sidewall
flexible, for even contact pressure during hard
cornering and braking.

C

19E5

It adds up to serious performance. That's
why you'll find our tires under sorre of the
top performers on the road-and on the

track-today.
Maybe it's time you got serious about your
driving. If you already are, maybe it's time you
got Bridgestone's Potenzas: RE91 in 50/55
series, 147V in 60/70 series and the 137V
for 60 series.
See your Bridgestone retailer.

2IIIDGESTODE

Bridgestone Tire Company of America, Inc., Torrance, CA

Another amplifier from
McIntosh that

SOUNDS GREAT!
Todays electronic instruments and
superior recordings push amplifiers for
power performance beyond the
amplifier's capabilities destroying
Spectral Fidelity and quality listening.
Only with McIntosh Power Guard can
you be assured of total power
performance without the distortion of
clipping. Only McIntosh 'High Tech'
protects your listening.

Although 'High Tech' is a new term in
our language, 'High Tech' has always
been the norm for McIntosh. McIntosh
amplifiers have consistently forced new
levels for quality performance, new
levels for reliability, new demands on
quality power that produce near perfect
Spectral Fidelity and the greatest
sound. McIntosh is the ONLY company
that has achieved these superior levels
of performance.
'High Tech' is the right description for
the NEW McIntosh MC 2002, a
powerfully perfect 200 watt per channel
(300 watts into 4 ohms) power
amplifier. The pleasure you enjoy from
music is protected by McIntosh Power
Guard (patent #4,048,573), an
exclusive McIntosh circuit, McIntosh
invented that insures Spectral Fidelity
for greatest sound.

23

-3

02

200/200 WATT

MCINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. BOX 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A35

BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096
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For more information on Spectral Fidelity amplifier
measurement techniques and detailed information on
McIntosh products write:

2
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Unlikely as it may seem,
Willie & the Poor Boys is
an unqualified success, and
you can consider your
money well spent on it.

Willie & the Poor Boys: Bill Wyman &
Friends

Passport PB 6047, $8.98. (Available
from Jem Records, 3619 Kennedy Rd.,
South Plainfield, N.J. 07080.)
Performance: ASound: B
As unlikely a vehicle for greatness
Willie & the Poor Boys might seem at
first glance, this album is an unqualified success, surprising most listeners
and record -industry experts alike. The
Honeydrippers set the scene for the
success of a project like Willie & the

Poor Boys, and if chart action counts
for anything, yet another "old rock 'n'
roll" project seems headed for the
profit zone.
Face it-Bill Wyman's projects have
'never meant much here in America,
and although the cast of characters
has a worthy pedigree, one would never expect the kind of performances
found here. F'rinstance, the team of
Jimmy Page and Paul Rodgers was
rather lackluster on The Firm's LP, but
backed by Charlie Watts and Bill Wyman they toss off versions of "These
Arms of Mine" and "Slippin' and Slidin' " that have the fire and brimstone
that only The Firm's laser show usually
supplies. Unknown contenders like
Mickey Gee and Geraint Watkins (both
ex -members of the Dave Edmunds
backing unit) deliver the goods with
consistency and taste throughout the
album, and the little-known Andy Fairweather Low sings up a storm. Mr.
Wyman sings a few songs in his usual
monotone, and though he's not Mick
Jagger, fortunately he knows enough
to stick to melodies he can handle
(and only a few at that).
No, there are no musical trails
blazed here, and yes, these are all old
fogies playing songs they didn't write.
But it works, and all the proceeds are
going to the A.R.M.S. charity (Action
Research into Multiple Sclerosis), so
you can consider your money well
spent on this little numero.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Empire Burlesque: Bob Dylan
Columbia FC 40110.

-

-

Performance: C
Sound: B
For many of his long -running fans,
the best thing about the "We Are the
World" single was seeing and hearing
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

Bob Dylan as an active force in the
music world again. With that in mind,
anticipation for his new Empire Burlesque album ran high.
This is the first album that Dylan has
ever produced for himself-though he
did enlist the hot remix man Arthur
Baker (fresh from his Bruce Springsteen 12 -inch remixes) to oversee the
album's final sound. He assembled a
usical cast that shifts from song to

song. Benmont Tench and Mike
Campbell from Tom Petty's Heartbreakers appear on organ and guitar.
The ace Jamaican rhythm section of
Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shakespeare
is eminently present. Former and current Rolling Stones guitarists Mick Taylor and Ron Wood each take a lead guitar turn, and Alan Clark of Dire
Straits contributes some synthesizer.
Don Heffington of Lone Justice, New
Yorker Anton Fig, and L.A. session ace
Jim Keltner all rotate with Dunbar on
drums. With musicians this good the
playing had better be first rate, and

indeed it is.
Baker has delivered the most contemporary sound Dylan has ever enjoyed. He brings Dylan kicking and
screaming into the 1980s with that big
backbone beat punching away. He
has infused Empire Burlesque with a
big, bouncy, generally pleasing sound,
but this sound just doesn't match the
lyrics.
When it gets down to the words, Dylan doesn't have much new to say.
Songs like "Trust Yourself," "Emotionally Yours," "Tight Connection to My
Heart (Has Anybody Seen My Love?)"
and "I'll Remember You" are shallow.
The "Clean Cut Kid" lyrics read like
they want to be the "A Hard Rain's A Gonna Fall" for the '80s, but on record
the point is made with one verse and
chorus; after eight choruses it gets
rery thin. Still, Bob sounds very committed to his new material.
I've got a weird feeling that time has
passed Bob Dylan by. With what he is
writing now and how he has always
sung he might be well advised to retire
from the rock wars where he fits uncomfortably, if at all, and recast himself
perhaps as a country artist. He sure
wouldn't be the first to do so. His current songs and his style might be better appreciated in that context.
Michael Tearson
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL RECORDING
Onkyo's new generation of cassette decks create recordings that are virtually indistinguishable from the original
program material-even with today's digital sources.
Onkyo was one of the first to provide adjustable bias for
recording, and every deck has either Accubias or Auto
Accubias controls. These allow you to fine tune recordings for
optimum frequency response, no matter what tape formulation. This factor is especially critical when using high bias and
metal tapes, or when making recordings for a car stereo
where frequency response performance is generally less than
in a home deck.
All Onkyo decks feature our Computer Controlled Silent
Mechanism transport, be they 1, 2, or 3 motor configurations.
This provides precise, smooth and quiet tape handling, with

inaudible Wow and Flutter. And, all our decks include state of
the art noise reduction systems, from Dolby B & C, to Dolby B,
C, Hx Pro and dbx!
A Real Time Counter precisely measures the elapsed and
remaining tape times, so you won't run out of tape in the
middle of recording, and our Automatic Music Control
(AMCS) gets to the selection you want quickly, previewing the
beginning of each for 10 seconds.
Shown is the TA -2056 which incorporates a three head
design; separate recording and playback heads specifically
optimized for their respective function.
Onkyo's new cassette decks go beyond conventional
recording. Discover the audible difference at your Onkyo
dealer now.

Artistry ;n Sound

ONKYO,
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446
'Dolby

B, C and Hx Pre are

registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.

tdbx is

a

registered trademark of dbx Inc.

Leon Russell is back with a
pair of very different LPsone typical Russell, the
other full of classic C&W

chestnuts.
ri

dense, with layers
of rhythm guitar,
while piano, steel
guitar and fiddle
get most of the
solo spots.
think a drier,
crisper sound
would have
enlivened the
same performances and
energized the
album a bit.
It sure is a pleasure to have Leon
Russell, once known as The Master of
Space and Time, back in action. These
albums may not be his best ever, but
each has its charms Michael Tearson
I

1

Solid State: Leon Russell
Paradise PRL-001, $8.98.
Performance: CHank Wilson, Vol. II: Leon Russell
Paradise PRL-002, $8.98.
Sound: C
Performance: B
After an absence of several years
Leon Russell has reactivated his Paradise label and released a pair of very
different, brand-new albums. Solid
State is a typical Russell album with a
modern, often danceable sound; Hank
Wilson, Vol. II has a dozen classic
country-and-western chestnuts played
straight as an arrow, a follow-up to the
album Russell released under the Wilson name over a decade ago.
Solid State contains slick, up-to-date
Russell originals plus a cover of Danny
O'Keefe's "Good Time Charlie's Got
the Blues." While the playing is very
fine, the album never quite lights a
spark in me. Part of the blame must lie
with the songs themselves, as they are
not a powerhouse lot. Not bad, just not
exceptional. The overlong "Rescue My
Heart" is so ordinary it flat-out frustrates me, while "The Rock 'n' Roll Part
of My Heart" is just dumb.
The recording styles of these two
disparate albums are not as different
as one might expect. Naturally, Solid
State has a shiny sheen to the sound.
Coproducer Douglas Snider, who also
cowrote the songs, and engineer Rex
Collier have done a solid, workmanlike
job. However, they recorded the Wilson album too much the same way.
With the relative simplicity of the old
C&W songs and their many acoustic
instruments, Snider and Collier opted
for a creamy kind of sound with lots of
echo on the vocals. The result is pretty
Sound: C+
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Suzanne Vega
A&M SP6-5072, $6.98.
Sound: B
Performance: BSuzanne Vega's moody acoustic
music begs for comparisons. Two that
come quickly to mind are post -Court
and Spark Joni Mitchell, and Laura
Nyro's guitar -based (instead of piano based) music. But the comparisons
don't quite stick, and they aren't quite
fair, either. They don't give the artist
the chance to work out her own style.
Suzanne Vega explores the search
for self and fulfillment in her songs.
Musically they seem
right at home alongside
the music that is becoming

Lenny Kaye, formerly of Patti Smith's
coproduced Suzanne Vega
(with Steve Addabbo) with admirable
restraint. They might have tried to
dress up her songs in standard pop music arrangements, but that would
have destroyed what makes them different. Indeed, "Neighborhood Girls,"
the only song here remotely close to
rock 'n' roll, is placed last on the album. Suzanne Vega is an album of
very cerebral songs whose cerebral
arrangements require the tenderness
that has been brought to bear here.
I've been listening to Vega's album a
lot as a late -night tonic to the pressures of the day; the album works well
that way. She is a young artist who
appears waif -like in her songs, swept
up in things larger than she is. It is
obvious that she still has a lot to learn
and a lot of musical maturation to go
through, but I'm beginning to like Suzanne a lot.
Michael Tearson

group,

Flash: Jeff Beck
Epic FE 39483.
Sound:

B

Performance: B+

The Jeff Beck legacy has always
been the most impressive when Beck
was doing battle with form. The guy

screams the loudest when he's
trapped within the confines of musical
structure, but recently his albums have
been loose and

known as New Age, the
kind of music made by
such artists as Mark (sham
and Darol Anger on their
Windham Hill albums.
Both appear here as
well. The sound is airy,
what with whooshing
synthesizers on most
tracks, delicate percussion by Sue Evans,
and the constant

underpinning of
Vega's own
acoustic guitar.
While she leans
towarc gently
swaying, trancelike ideas, she
is still trying
to master

tunefulness.

Suzanne

Vega
105

"Frighteningly close to perfect"

The Atelier CD3 Compact Disc player is the newest
example of the ADS philosophy:
Never rush to market with a "me too" product.
Take the time and trouble to design an original.
We did.
We used 16 -bit digital to analog converters for each
channel and two-times oversampling to insure exceptional
accuracy, low distortion, and outstanding signal-to-noise

ratios.

digital/analog filtering that not only
and conversion noise but allows less
sampling
eliminates
than 2 degrees of phase shift from 20-20kHz.
We designed an advanced error correction system with a
unique variable correction window. This system focuses
only on the data in error and eliminates unnecessary largescale correction of the music signal.
The resulting sound of the CD3 is smooth and clear, free
from the shrillness often associated with less advanced
CD players. Frequency response, as Digital Audio described
it, is "frighteningly close to perfect."
Of course, the CD3 shares the rational, uncluttered
design of other Atelier components. Front panel controls
are simple and logical. More complex functions, such as
indexing, time and track display, toggling and 30 selection
programming are hidden on a push -to -release pivoting
We developed

OPTIONAL RC1
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

panel.
An optional remote control unit, the RC1, is available for
the CD3. It has the capability to control all future Atelier

components.

The CD3 is now at your local ADS dealer. Listen to one,
touch one, see how close to perfect a CD player can be.
For more information or the location of your nearest ADS
dealer, call 800-824-7888 (in CA 800-852-7777) or write
to ADS, 559 Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.

The new ADS CD3.

©1985 Analog & Digital Systems Inc.
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Jeff Beck has stepped out
of his self-indulgence and
into some New Wave dance
shoes with Flash.

derproduced "People
Like Avalon, the songs seem to float
Get Ready" and and flow one into another, although
manages to sound "Slave to Love" does leap out from the
more like his old self rest of the pack each time listen to the
than one would think album.
possible. That is to
The support cast here is large and
I

say, it's very good.
Even tasteful, a word

jazz -rooted, allowing
Beck the freedom to solo as he wishes.
Although his playing has often been
brilliant, the result has been less than
completely satisfying, and his record
sales have reflected this. He peaked
with the Blow by Blow record-his first
all -instrumental effort, highly improvisational and yet loaded with very calculated songs. His "Yammer with Jan
Hammer" records (Hammer is the synthesist responsible for the Miami Vice
soundtrack) have been less than memorable. Now Beck is back in the studio
making Flash, a quote/unquote rock
record, with singers, produced by Nile
Rodgers and Arthur Baker. The results
are uneven-moments of sheer brilliance and some of sheer nonsensebut the good news is that Beck is stepping out of his self-indulgent '70s work
and into some New Wave dancing
shoes. He's forging a sound that is
heavily in debt to the contemporary
chartbusters of the '80s (Bowie's Let's
Dance and Run-DMC) yet carries
Beck's distinctive energy, melodic
sense, and unmistakable voice.
You read right-Beck actually sings
a bit on Flash, or rather intones in his
self-conscious -can't -sing -I'm -a -guitar -player -but -who -wants -to -put -up with -a -Rod -Stewart -personality way.
He even convinced producer Nile Rodgers to write a great new tune, called
"Ambitious," which conjures up images of what the Mick Jagger album
could have sounded like if Mick had
remembered to write it before he recorded it. And speaking of Rod Stewart, old knobby -nose sings a very unI
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one would never think
applicable to the man
who bludgeoned
"All Right Now" into
the charts just
months ago. As
for Beck's playing,
the guy is seven
stories above
criticism-if there was
only one guitarist in rock it would be
Jeff Beck. Every player who has
emerged since is acutely conscious of
Beck's work, and seven out of 10 steal
from his book of licks every chance
they get. He resorts to gadgetry and
trickery more than he needs to, when
with one little hammer -on he can jab
you in the soul. He is the one guitarist
from his place and time who has not
fallen victim to the evils of chemical
indulgence. While his peers grow
stale, Beck not only keeps pace with
the new breed but hones his technique
further with each successive album.
And he plays with a sense of humor!
Beck Ola indeed. Jon & Sally Tiven

Boys and Girls: Bryan Ferry
Warner Bros./EG 25082-1, $8.98.
Sound: B
Performance:
Bryan Ferry's Boys
and Girls mines
territory similar to
that of Roxy Music's
studio swan song,
Avalon, and does it
almost as successfully. The urbane,
smooth Englishman
still makes some
of the coolest
passionate music
being made.
Clearly he has
taken his time
to ensure
the quality
of Boys and
Girls as adult
entertainment.

A-

illustrious-so much so that wish the
I

personnel had been listed cut by cut,
to eliminate the who -played -what
guessing game. It seems unnecessarily coy. Even so, the guitars of David
Gilmour on "Valentine" and Dire
Straits' Mark Knopfler on "Stone Woman" each are signature -clear and
beautifully played.
Engineer Rhett Davies, named as
coproducer, has done a lovely job with
the sound here, creating an ethereal
tone on which the music can glide.
Bob Clearmountain's mix is excellent,
too.
especially enjoy the funky -plus cello sound mix which he achieved on
I

"Sensation."
That Boys and Girls is a very classy
album comes as no surprise at all. Bryan Ferry has been one of the genuine
class acts in the rock world from the
first notes of the first Roxy Music album. He is one of the few who have
real style of their own and know exactly

how to use it.
With his GQ looks, Ferry has, from
his first appearance, been one of the
sexiest, most charismatic men in rock.
Boys and Girls can only enhance his
stature. It is his best solo album, and
one of the best he has ever been involved in. Highly recommended.
Michael Tearson

Arms is a
lovely, elegant work, with
strong melodies and
performances as solid as
anyone could hope.

Brothers in

could hope. Not a
note is wasted
or out of line.
It is a genuine
team effort. Best
of all, repeated
listenings only
deepen the
experience of
Brothers

in

Arms. must give
special mention to Mark
Knopfler's guitar playing, which only
gets better on each album, and to Alan
Dire Straits
Clark for the lovely synthesizer effects
he generates, including thunder and
Brothers in Arms: Dire Straits
Warner Bros. 25264-1, digital, $8.98. crickets.
The recording quality here is stunPerformance: A ning. Digital from start to finish, from
Sound: B
Brothers in Arms, the first studio al- raw tracks to mixing, the sound is as
bum from Dire Straits since 1982, is a clear as it can be. Only the availability
lovely, elegant album. Mark Knopfler, of Compact Disc keeps my grade as
head Strait, still writes cinematic tab- low as it is, for the album really sounds
leaux for songs, usually from view- beautiful. can't find anything to quibpoints not his own. "Money for Noth- ble with-and I've tried.
ing," for instance, is sung by a kid
Speaking about the CD version,
watching MTV and thinking out loud must note that there is about 8' minabout what a neat and easy way of life utes more music on the CD, as all but
it is to be playing in those videos with
one of the album's side -one songs are
all those gorgeous babes hanging all presented in extended versions. The
over you. Sting, of The Police, cameos short version is still a generous 47 here, chanting, "I want my MTV." Con- minute program.
versely, "Walk of Life" is about an agfind no reason to pussyfoot here.
ing rocker who never made it big and Writing as am at the year's midpoint,
still plugs away in the bars, a rock 'n' Dire Straits' Brothers in Arms already
roll version of the "Sultans of Swing" holds a firm spot on my list of best
concept. "So Far Away" is about being records of 1985.
Michael Tearson
on the road far from family and loved
ones. All these songs are from side Songs from the Big Chair: Tears for
one of Brothers in Arms, and quite Fears
I

I

I

I

I

clearly a unifying thread connects
them. Knopfler has constructed a song
cycle here about the reality of the rock
'n' roll life.

Side two is also bound by a theme.
Here it is the toll of war on men, one by
one. "Ride Across the River" is about a
young soldier just going off to fight,
while "The Man's Too Strong" is sung
by a war criminal nearing death and
looking back at what he has done. The
title song, which closes the album, is a
sermon that sums up the side's message about the sheer futility of war.
Throughout, Knopfler's melodies are
strong. Like his music for the soundtrack of Local Hero, some of it sounds
hundreds of years old, notably the title
track and "The Man's Too Strong."
Performance is as solid as anyone
108

Mercury 821 300-1 M-1, $8.98.

-

Performance: B
Sound: B
Tears for Fears has taken 21/2 years
to make their second album, but
they've done well. Songs from the
Big Chair is a pretty classy piece
of work, highlighted by the English
and American hit, "Everybody
Wants to Rule the World," and
the Canadian No. 1, "Shout,"
which has nothing to do with
The Isley Brothers' oldie.
TFF makes fashionable,
smart, decidedly modern
music with catchy melodies
calculated to bounce
around your brain as
you go about your day.
Good, lightweight stuff.

Chris Hughes' production is sparkly
and the sound really shines, from the
tinkling bells at the beginning of
"Shout" to the strong drums and guitars of "Everybody Wants to Rule the
World and the rhythmic, pounding
"Mothers Talk." A high standard is
quickly set. The stereo is excellentBig Chair is a great album for headphones. Here is a case where the production makes the album come alive
and gets more than
would have
thought from these songs.
With their modern, danceable
sound, it is obvious that Tears for Fears
works to a formula. The key is that they
work it, rather than the reverse. This
allows them to rise above the usual
sludge in the pile. Michael Tearson
I

Behind the Sun: Eric Clapton
Duck/Warner Bros. 25166-1, $8.98.
Sound: C

-

Performance: C

Behind the Sun is a warm, friendly
album, not nearly as fiery or bluesy as
last year's Money and Cigarettes.
It is not easy to pick standout tracks

because the music flows by very
smoothly, with less impact than had
expected. It is better as background
sound than for hard, up -close listening.
Still, the album's first single, "Forever
Man," one of three Jerry Williams
songs included, is catchy and hummable. The ballad "Never Make You Cry,"
with its lovely guitar synthesizer solo by
Clapton, is very sweet, an achingly
I

FOR

E SHEEN

There's a big difference between real
music and "hi-fi". Unfortunately, even with
the most expensive systems all you
usually end up with is spectacular "hi-fi",
not music. This doesn't have to be the
case. When proper attention is paid to
the hierarchy of the components, even a

moderately priced system can provide
music in your home.
The system above features Linn's new
Index Loudspeaker at $325 a pair, a

LOV- OF V
Naim Nait Integrated Amplifier at $395,
the Linn Basilk Plus Arm and Cartridge at
$160, and the Linn Sondek LP12 Turntable
at $795. The total price of the system is $1,675.
Whether you plan to purchase an
entire system, or simply improve your
existing system, we suggest that you visit
your Linn/Nam dealer. He will see to it
that your purchase does indeed bring
you more enjoyable music, rather than
simply more spectacular "hi-fi".

Distributed in the United States and Canada by:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD., 6842 HAWTHORN PARK DRIVE, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46220
ALDBURN ELECTRONICS, LTD., 50 ROLARK DRIVE, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO MIR 4G2
Enter No. 7 on Reader Service Card

See dealer listing on page 123

Wall Matthews' album does
not have the whip -sharp
snap of digital sound, but it
does have a roundness that
is very pleasing.

Album production is split between
pretty song. Eric shows his authority
when he finally does some blues on Ted Templeman and Lenny Waronker
"Same Old Blues," but the track goes (three tracks, including "Forever Man")
on for a minute or two too long. He and Phil Collins (eight tracks). There is
covers "Knock on Wood" nicely, but it surprisingly little difference in style bedoesn't quite catch fire; it holds to the tween producers, but do have some
original Eddie Floyd arrangement very trouble with what Collins did with the
drums on his tracks. Here they sound
carefully and never cuts loose.
I

somehow disembodied from the rest of
the arrangement, as if they were grafted on separately. In addition, Collins
seems to have been trying for a modern drum sound, which is not necessarily all that appropriate. The pieces
don't always fall together.
Still, Behind the Sun makes fine,
easy listening; it works best when
you're not paying attention to it. was
sort of hoping for a bit more than that.
Michael Tearson
I
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Solo Piano and Guitar: Wall Matthews
Clean Cuts CC 708, $8.98. (Available
for $10 from Clean Cuts, Box 16264,
Roland Park Station, Baltimore, Md.
21210.)
Performance: B+
Sound: B
Wall Matthews' album is uncommonly rich in melody for a collection of solo
compositions. His material fits nicely
into the Windham Hill ballpark, with
warmth as its strong suit. This warmth
is mirrored by the sound. While it
doesn't have the whip -sharp snap of
digital sound, it does achieve a roundness that is very pleasing-a nice,
woody sound.
The sides fly by too rapidly, they are
that pleasant. A highlight is Matthews'
rendition of "Across the Universe,"
which brings nuances out of the melohadn't previously realized were
dy
there. This is a winning, winsome alMichael Tearson
bum.
I

Katrina and The Waves
Capitol ST -12400, $8.98.
Performance: B
Katrina and The Waves is a Southern
California band that apparently went to
England to record this album. Their
music is bright and summery, fun without frills, and their songs are sharp and
well defined with the strength of simplicity. They sound to me something
like Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers
with a girl singer out front-in this
case, Katrina Leskanich, who has a
fine, full-throated voice and delivery.
The strong suit of this record is how
well it captures the youth and exuberance of the band. It has a bright
sound, with an aggressiveness that
kept bringing smiles to my face. Katrina and The Waves sound like a winMichael Tearson
ner to me.
Sound: B
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MASTERPIECE
HIGH FIDELITY

A

OF

true masterpiece, subtle details combine with unique design to become the ideal. Harman Kardon
has achieved this ideal with the introduction of the technologically advanced T65C Turntable.

In a

An example of disc reproduction excellence, the T65C incorporates a sophisticated 3-point suspension
system, counter -balanced to center tie moving mass at the platter spindle. This keeps the platter,
tonearm, and belt drive system isolated from vibration. The T65C's AC sine -wave driven motor
is crafted to turn with pure harmonic motion. a dramatic improvement over conventional
turntables that use a series of DC pulses, resulting in high frequency deviations in
platter rotation.

The T65C's tonearm exemplifies Harman Kardon's technological
know-how. A straight, tapered tube to suppress natural resonances, it features a weight and wire anti -skating
mechanism for additional precision. Its
high mass pivot assembly acts
as a high frequency vibration filter, and a lateral balancer on

the tonearm
corn pen -

sates
for

unlevel

surfaces.
A carbon fiber

headshell provides low resonance and vibration damping. The
T65C's massive 3.3
pound platter, disc stabilizer, capacitance trim and
optically -sensed auto- ift

further illustrate Harman
Kardon's commitment to the
art of high fidelity. A commitment that is
reflected in ail Harman Kardon products.
Harman Kardon ... Dedicated to mastering the fine art of high fidelity.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Wow & Flutter (WRMS): 0.025%.[j
Rumble (DIN -8 WTD): -70dB.
Pitch Adjustable Range: ±
3%. Li Effective Tonearm Mass: 9.5 Grams.
Stylus Overhang: 18mm.
Offset Angle: 25.5%, _[j Effective Tonearm
Length: 216mm.0 Tracking Error:
2'.
Phono Capacitance: 70/170/270. [J Tracking Force: 0-3 Grams.

[]

[]

'

t

harman kardon
1

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797; In Canada. Gould Marketing. Monty=_al.

For more information call toll -free 1- :800) 633-2252 e>3 250.
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A CLEAR CASE FOR SOUND OFA
DIFFERENT COLOR.
It's different alright. Clearly different.
In fact. Ts unheard of.
Imagine sound so rich and dazzling,

so dynamically out -of -this -world, so clearly
clear, so oh so colorful.

Imagine rock's sonic sounds sounding
supersonic. And soul's fiery tones breathing

fire. And a very viv d Vivaldi. And jazz that

jumps.
Imagine all that explosive vibrancy in
a clear cassette that gives you a clear
view of exactly how much Sony tape is left.
Unheard of? Of course. Every other
tape pales by comparison.
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JAZZ & BLUES

CREAM OF WHEAT
igh Compression: James Cotton
Alligator AL 4737, $8.98. (Available
rom Alligator Records, Box 60234,

A
5

Turning Point: Buckwheat Zydeco
Rounder 2045, $8.98.
Performance: B +
contemporary music, it's difficult
enough to take any accordion player
seriously, but it's twice as hard when
that cumbersome instrument is wielded by a black, French-speaking
rhythm-and-bluesman known as Buckwheat Zydeco. Maybe it's the album's
cover photo of Buckwheat straining to
keep his back straight under the burden of his accordion, or maybe it's the
oversized crown on his head, but this
album looks like the product of a satirist rather than of a creative musicianSound: B
In

until you hear it.

Buckwheat Zydeco (born Stanley
Dural) is in the forefront of the new
generation of zydeco players who've
followed in the wake of Clifton Chenier's success. Zydeco, the secret ingredient at dances throughout the Gulf
Coast, is the winning offspring of the
marriage of Cajun music and R&B.
At its best, Turning Point is a throwback to the glory days of Stax Records'
crack studio rhythm section. The heart
of this album isn't melodies but rather
rhythmic licks: A groove is set, and the
six -piece band pounces on it with a
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

hicago, Ill. 60660.)
Sound: B
Performance: B+
Harp player James Cotton is the rar st species of bluesman: A traditional St with impeccable credentials who
as won an audience composed as
uch of rock fans as blues lovers. That
ind of broad appeal usually has its
rice; in this case it meant Cotton
radually distanced himself from his
lues constituency by releasing alums that emphasized urban funk
hythms over his own roots.
When the major record labels abanoned the blues, Cotton disappeared
rom the limelight along with his conemporaries. Now he's back with High
ompression, an attempt to please all
f his fans through an expedient as
imple as it is satisfactory: Half of this
isc features Cotton leading his reguar funk -style band, but the other puts
im in charge of a potent Chicago
lues quintet.
Cotton has few rivals as a blues
arpist, and none can boast his back_. round: An apprenticeship as a teenager with harp wizard Sonny Boy Wiliamson, a stint with the great Howlin'
olf, and a 12 -year stretch with a
uintessential Chicago blues band led
y Muddy Waters in the late '50s and

vengeance, the drummer crazily flailing away until the track seems ready to
explode. At the center stands Buckwheat and his accordion. His instrument cries out to the heavens to let
loose thunder, and each time the muscular rhythm section responds with a
burst that nearly obliterates the beat.
This sort of dynamics may leave listeners breathless, but it has little to do
with zydeco. In fact, the few traditional- James Cotton
ly styled tracks on this album seem
more a nod to Buckwheat's past than a
part of his future.
What has influenced Buckwheat on
accordion and organ can be traced to
the regionally successful funk band he
fronted in the '70s, which featured as
many as five singers and 16 musicians. Buckwheat turned to zydeco,
the sound of his youth, only after a stint
backing Clifton Chenier alerted him to
renewed interest in the music. Being
younger than other zydeco stars, however, Buckwheat filtered the music
through his own history to bring it to a
new generation.
Buckwheat (his childhood nickname
stems from the Little Rascals character) is here to stay, and with any luck
Turning Point should be just that in his
promising career.
Roy Greenberg

113

Strike Like Lightning is an
authentic, no -bull workout
of an album, with excellent
guitar sound at its center.

Stevie Ray Vaughan
and Lonnie Mack

early '60s. On the blues cuts, Cotton is
joined by guitarist Magic Slim (outstanding work on "Sunny Road") and
fellow Waters band alumnus Pinetop
Perkins on piano. Cotton breaks little
new ground on these tracks, quoting
from seminal harp man Little Walter
Jacobs and others. Yet Cotton plays

with such authority and demonstrates
such intimacy with his material that
these tracks are surprisingly fresh and
very pleasing. His harp work is never
less than commanding and often a
model of restraint.
The funk cuts have been toned down
from Cotton's similar work for Buddah
Records, and aren't the least bit jarring
alongside the blues tracks. In fact, they
seem more an extension of modern
electric blues than a purely commercial concession to changing tastes.
If this album isn't overwhelming, it's
a strong, carefully produced example
of a first-rate harp man in his prime. In
these days when bluesmen can't get
record deals, let alone radio play,
that's a notable achievement.
Roy Greenberg

Strike Like Lightning: Lonnie Mack
Alligator AL 4739, $8.98. (Available
from Alligator Records, Box 60234,
Chicago,
Sound: B

III.

60660.)
Performance:

A-

you like blues guitar and solid
songs to go with it, be sure to get Strike
Like Lightning, the first new Lonnie
Mack album in eight years. The first
clue that this is a winner is the line
crediting Stevie Ray Vaughan as producer. That signals an authentic, no bull workout of an album. It does not
If
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disappoint.
Recording in Austin, Texas, Stevie
assembled a sympathetic band of
players who join him in his admiration
of Lonnie's stinging guitar sound and
his gutsy singing. The band includes
bassist Tim Drummond, who has
played on most of Lonnie's records for
a 20 -year stretch, Lonnie's brother Bill
McIntosh alternating with Stevie Ray
on second guitar, Stan Szelest on piano and organ, and Dennis O'Neal and
engineer Gene Lawson splitting the
drumming. On Strike Like Lightning,
each of the band members plays lean
and tough at every turn.
The recording is really lively, with a
good sense of studio ambience. Naturally the centerpiece is the guitar
sound, and that is excellent.
Strike Like Lightning is one very solid
album that clearly conveys the atmosphere of friendliness and respect in
which the recording was made.
Michael Tearson

on Reader Service Card
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

Audiophile's Corner

Zummerdbleauwnce
10 -sox off

THE INCREDIBLE TRANSFORMATION
Interlink Reference® from Monster Cable

RuDio===-=-

Improves your sound system like no other component
that you can add. Featuring Monster's "bandwidth
balancedT.'system of three 'wire networks', Interlink
Reference gets the maximum sound out of all your
components. Available for audition at:
ESOTERIC AUDIO 27861 Orchard Lake Rd.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED ste-

A BRAND NEW
WONDER CAP!!

BUSINESS ADS-$1.40 per word, MINIMUM charge
PER AD, PER INSERTION $33. All centered or
spaced lines $11.

New Used Demo Accessories
MC -VISA Write for Price List

NON BUSINESS ADS -955 per word, MINIMUM
charge PER AD, PER INSERTION $17. All centered
or spaced lines at $9.

40 Mass. Ave. Lexington, MA 02173 (817)863-5221

Farmington Hills, MI (313) 553-8240

ALL LINE ADS-First line set

in bold face type at no
extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.65
extra per word. One point ruled box is $12.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:
AUDIO/CBS Magazines
P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346V
Stamford, CT 06925
ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR

FULL AMOUNT.
CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date, If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AI-lbR
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

reo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Quad, SAE, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.
ALCHEMIST 6 TALISMAN MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK! ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465 VISA/
MC/COD WELCOME! CALL US LAST! HCM AUDIO,
1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

A TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's bigger,

it's far better-and it costs LESS! How much better does it
really sound, compared to our old Wonder Cap? Excited
users have said: SPECTACULAR! UNBELIEVABLE!
What will you say when you hear the NEW IAR Wonder
Caps'" in your own electronics and speakers? Write for
FREE application notes and order forms.
IAR/TRT
VISTA, CA 92083

-3

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS
times less 5%, 6 times
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to
line ads only. Ads submitted fora three -time frequency
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled
will be short -rated accordingly. Agency discounts do
not apply to line advertising.
BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at $6
extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and telephone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowledged and do not carry Reader Service Card Numbers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line advertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the
event of a rate increase.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES
col x
inch
$275
col x 2 inches
$435
x
inches
col
3
$622
2 cols. x 1 inch
$495
2 cols. x 2 inches
$836
1

IF YOU ARE OBSESSIVE

ABOUT DIGITAL AUDIO,
WELCOME TO THE CLUB.
It's the Sony Digital Audio Club.
The world's first club dedicated to

creating awareness and understanding of the remarkable
technology behind compact
disc players-from
the company that's
most qualified to
provide it.

1

1
1

One column width is 21/e". Two columns wide is 41/4".
For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338.
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGATIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:
Laura J. Lo Vecchio

AUDIO MAGAZINE
1515 Broadway
New York, NY 10036
FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, contact
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338.

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

This year, to
welcome you to the
club, you'll receive
special promotions
on compact discs; discounts on digital accessories; the club's quarterly newsletter,
"The Sony Pulse"; The Sony Book
of Digital Audio Technology (with
over 300 pages of facts and details);
a 30" x 40" digital audio poster; a
digitally -recorded compact disc;
and extensive information about
the latest advances in digital prod-

ucts from Sony-the leader in digital audio.
To become a member, simply
mail the coupon below, along with a

check or money order
for $15 * to Sony Digital

Audio Club, Post
Office Box 161,
Lowell, Massa-

chusetts 01852.**
And join the thou sands of people who
are already well on their
way to satisfying their
obsessions.

SONY.

THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO.'
Name

Address
City

State

Zip
AM -9/85

*

$3.00 additional for

postage and handling outside the U.S.

**

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

In New England...
III

II

1

'

l

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Gra oature
Acoustat

Souther
Spica

LAST

ADS

Alpha
Audio
Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest
Boston
Acoustics
Bryston
Carver
Counterpoint
CWD

Denon
Dynavector
Eminent
Technology
Grace

Livewire
Magnepan
Martin -Logan
Mission
Mod Squad
Monster Cable

ACOUSTAT SERVO CHARGE AMPLIFIER REVISION
ALL VACUUM TUBE, Polypro Caps, MF R's, Dual Regulation, New Epoxy PCB, & More. Definitive / Dynamic /
Precisely Imaged. 100 % Warranty. $1200 + Old Amps.
Also: COMPLETE VACUUM TUBE PREAMP REVISIONS-AR, CJ, Marantz, etc. $600. Write (incl. Phone #):
Curcio, PO Box 10503, State College, PA 16805-0503.

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO: HOME OF FINE AUDIO VAL-

APT PREAMP WITH RACK MOUNTS $325, DBX 128 NR/
COMPRESSOR $300, KOSS PRO 4AAA HEADPHONES
$25, NAKAMICHI NR -200 NR/DOLBY $325, NAKAMICHI
1000 DECK $550, NIKKO GAMMA V TUNER $275, RE VOX B790 TURNTABLE $375, STAX SRX-3 ELECTROSTATIC SYSTEM $150, ALL UNITS SUPER MINT CONDITION, SHIPPING INCLUDED, (518) 374-9704.

AMERICA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF HIGH-END:
CALL FOR DISCOUNT PRICING ON NEWEST RE-

UES. JSE/Infinite Slope, Spica, MCM Systems, 3D, PSE,
Electron Kinetics Eagles, Music Reference, Counterpoint,
Precision Fidelity, B&K, VPI, Alphason, Discrete Technology, Kimber, Randall, Promethean, Grado, Distech CD
Players, Tweek, Tiptoes and more. Auditions by appointment. Massapequa, LI, NY, (516) 541-7025.

Stax

Sumiko

Tandberg
Threshold
Vandersteen
VPI

Win Labs
Yamaha

MIT
NAD

Audiophile

Nakamichi
Niles
Oracle
Proac
Robertson
Signet

VIDEO
NAD
NEC

Snell
SOTA

Sony

DISCOVER HITACHI LINEAR CRYSTAL-OXYGEN free
copper interconnect cables, gold plated terminals, shipped
postpaid: 1/2 meter $25, 1 meter $35, 11/2 meter $42, 2
meter $47. 20% Discount 2/more dealers invited. PMD
Audio, 9908 Daines Drive, Temple City, CA 91780. (818
286-9122, evenings/weekends.

Pioneer
Proton

ATTENTION DYNA, HAFLER, CROWN OWNERS
Frank Van Alstine and Associates engineer complete
new Transcendence power mos-fet amplifier and precision fet preamp designs to interlace with your existing chassis. Original circuits, and their problems, are
discarded. Obtain superior performance without buying expensive new hardware. Learn why "underground" magazines claim our rebuilt Dyna 150 is a
best buy, our MOS-FET 120B sounds like 150 watts,
our FM -5 circuits sound best, and our preamps play
music. Call or write for free catalogue and sample
Audio Basics monthly newsletter. We ship worldwide.
Jensens Stereo Shop, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota 55337 (612) 890-3517.

Modem Demo Facility. Specialty Records,
Accessories and CDs, In-store Service,
Custom Cabinetry, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT (203)777-1750

Mon.,Tue., W ed.,Fri.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,
MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5 Charge

/

At ACOUSTAT we choose our Dealers as
carefully as we build our state of the art
Electrostatic Loudspeakers and pure FET
Electronics. Listed below are the world's finest Audio Dealers
Dealers who can actively demonstrate the benefits of
owning Acoustat's legendary Speakers and Electronics.

;

Divisen of the David Haller Company

Campbell, Awl

010.0,
FORMA

Scares.

VILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

APPALLING? ISN'T IT?

How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if
they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!
There are many high -end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only express the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level
of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At
Sound By Singer we select and blend only such components into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

SINGER
SOUND BY
33RD STREET
165 E.

MunsruCAM

No Au..

CAM, Stereo
Sterunhm.
Dotal Son.. FaC.y
ea

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSON-

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AKROYD APOGEE AUDIO QUEST AUDIO NOTE AUDIO INTERFACE AUDIO
COUNTERBEVERIDGE
BERNING
VOIS
B&K
POINT CWD DYNAVECTOR FUSELIER GRACE
LINN
KRELL
KLOSS
KOETSU
KISEIKI
GRADO
SONDEK LIVEWIRE MC LAREN MONSTER CABLE
NYAL
NOVAK
NITTY GRITTY
NAIM AUDIO
PROPROAC
PRECISION FIDELITY
(MOSCODE)
TON RANDALL RESEARCH RAUNA REGA ROBSYMDEX
STAX
SNELL ACOUSTICS
ERTSON
SYRINX TALISMAN

qCOIDTqT
A

LEASES OF SONY ESPRIT, SONY PCM-501, PCM701; YAMAHA R-9 AND OTHER NEW MODELS;
NAKAMICHI 1000ZXL, 700ZXL, DRAGON; SONY'S
NEWEST CDP-520ES, CDP-650ES AND MORE;
OVER 50 TONEARMS, OVER 100 CARTRIDGES;
NEC CD-705 ONLY $695! SAVE 15% TO 50%. J.S.
STEREO 213-659-8550 TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY.

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE
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Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or
virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo
record and leave most of the background untouched!
Record with your voice or perform live with the
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet
connects easily to a home component stereo
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo
record.
Write to:

Okla ON

The

aeewcont.pt. PnNbarpn .

'

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!

.Up,

TOLL FREE:

- Ext.43

(404)493-1258

1.800.241-3005

DiecrimintuozMwsia Salt Lake Cly

¡this /st leas accurate and up ro dare
at the time of production, but rs subject
to change. For further Inlornalán,
please contact

Amato()

Boast

Mb'a

Wenatchee

Deane.

wrdrm

Cupar Sound Sua

ss Seattle

Camper

o,ariSuted by Watson Trading LTD, Maessauw. Onarro

qCOIJ5TqT
3101 Southwest First Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315

Phase 305/082$700
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FOR SALE

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey

TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Merrill, Heybrook, VPI,
Systemdek, Harman Kardon
TONEARMS: Eminent Technology, Goldmund/Lurné,
Grado, Souther, The Well Tempered Arm
CARTRIDGES: Alpha, AudioQuest, Decca vdHul,
Garrott Decca, Grado, Promethean
(stylus retipping service for all cartridges)
ELECTRONICS: (tube) Jadis, Melos, MFA Systems,
Audible Illusions, Quicksilver

(SOLID STATE) Electrocompaniet, Leach, FM
Acoustics, Magnum, Nova, PS Audio
SPEAKERS: Fuselier, Kindel, Princeton Acoustics,
Rauna, Spendor, Spica, Vandersteen
ACCESSORIES: Goldmund, LiveWire, Last, Kimber,
Kinergetics, Peterson, Sims Vibration Dyn., Sonex,
Tiptoes, Torumat, Tweek, VPI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display pieces.
Single speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 129, Sat 11-6. Please, call for an appointment!

DESPERATELY SEEKING BACK ISSUES! If you can
spare your copy of the MAY 1984 issue of AUDIO, we
would be most grateful. Please send to Andrea Pieper,
Audio Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
AUDIO ONE
proudly announces appointment as the world's first
dealer for the most significant advancement of
transducer technology in many years, the

NONSPEAKER

ATTN: WANTED; MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, ARC, BERNfNG, QUAD, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TANNOY, ALTEC,
THORENS, EMT, ETC. 713-728-4343, MAURY CORB,
11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TX 77096.
AUDIO BY A.J. CONTI USED SPECIALS: Moscode 300
amplifier, used 2 weeks, $645. Bryston 3B amplifier, 100
watts/ch., $495. Michaelson + Austin M-100, 100 watt dual
mono tube amps, demo -like new, list $2000, sell $895/pair.
Counterpoint SA-5 preamp, list $1800, sell $995. Sota
Saphire, $645. McIntosh MR -71 tube tune w/cabinet, $225.
(603) 883-4504.

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Acoustat, AR, APT -Holman,
Berning, B&K, Classé, Discrete Technology, Duntech, Futterman, Clements, Goetz, Hafler, JSE, Kindel, Magnavox
CD, Lazarus, MFA, GSI, Moscode, Mordaunt Short,
McLaren, M&K, MCM Systems, Micro-Seiki, PS, Quicksilver, Rauna, Revox, Robertson, Snell. SOTA, Spendor,
Spica, Stax, Symdex, Superpon, Tannoy, VPI, Watkins,

OuaIitp Tapes
MALAWI R7IOLASALS PRICSS
YIDSO
TOM
MAXSLL
4.75
MKT -120
D 90

UR60New .99
UR90New 1.09

99

AD 60
AD 90
SA 60
SA 90
ADX 60 ......
ADX 90 ......
SAX 60
SAX 90
HXS 60
HXS 90
MA 60 ..
MA 90 ..
MAR 60
MAR 90

XLII90
XLIIS60.

.

SONY L7S0 UHG 5.95
SCOTCH 1120 .... 4.99
SCOTCH T120 HG 6.99

3.M

MX 90

35-90... 4.28
XL13S-908 6.39
LID

PURI

TONIC
2.99
3.29

CDC 90
CRC 90

.75

HF 120 ......
HFS 90 ......
UCXS 60 ....
UCXS 90 ...-

1.59
1.69
1.69
1.69

3.39
1.79

FR METAL 90 ......
FR
90 ...............

SONY
HF 60 ........

6.29
4.99
6.49
7.99
4.59
5.95

ENG

MAXELL T-120 _.
MAX. T-120 HGX
MAX. T-120001.0
SONY T120 .__....
SONY x20 URO

1.69
2.19
2.29
3.39

XLu590.

11

DISCwASNSR
DISKR .............. 29.95
DISCSET ...

....

14.49

D'MAG .............. 12.49

CALL NOW 793-131-349TOR ONDIN NT MAIL
SHIPPING COST IS ONLY $4.50 FOR ANY ORDER IN USA.
INSTITUTIONAL ORDERS WELCOME. NQ EXTRA ÇHARM.E FOR VISA/MC.

Nifty Gritty, Gyrodec, VSP, Kisiki, Koetsu, Pro -Ac, Klyne,

Alphason, Rock, Alpha, Shinon, Cambridge, Celestion,
Mod Squad, Heybrook, all cartridges, tonearms, and more
to come. Visit the Ozarks. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 Commercial, Box 390, Buffalo, Missouri 65622. 417-345-7245
VISA -MC.

IDA T-120

UD -S 60 ..... 1.39
UD -S 90
1.69
XL II 60
1.59

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.65
2.09
2.29
2.19
2.39
3.39
3.69
3.49
3.99
4.69
5.75

QUALITY
864 East 7th Street. Dept. A 9, Brooklyn. NY 11230

ATTENTION: BERNING, SOTA, AR TURNTABLE, WALKER, PETERSON, ALPHASON, ALPHA, DYNAVECTOR,
STAX, FULTON, GOETZ, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS,
KOETSU, SHINON, ELECTRO KINETICS, MAS, BRB,
OTHERS. MAURY CORB, 713-728-4343.

-

Western Mass
CD &Components
Canter
moo.rdon
Shu e bonr

SSW

BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE U.K. Most
quality makes of equipment available at advantageous
prices. For price list and price quotes write to AUDIO T,
Dept B, PO Box 152, Enfield, Middx. EN2 OPL, U.K.. or call
(01) 366-5015.

O.

Or,oaro

So,aneSr'anIon

ES

PSPe.o+

Tnorena

Sound & Musk
all S9a9N7
92

N

no SI Northarnolon

MA

PAIR E.V. PATRICIANS 800 $4,500 f.o.b. Louisville, KY.
502-895-3501.
1

TM

unique and stunningly attractive component, that in
the parameters of frequency response,
cohesiveness, timbre musicality, clarity, openness
and dynamic range typically and by considerable
margin, outperforms existing speaker systems
costing two and even three times its price! This is a
seemingly outlandish claim -however, after
auditioning NONSPEAKERS you'll find it difficult to
listen and enjoy almost ANY existing speaker system
regardless of price!
a

Monster Cable Introduces 2 New Options to
Ordinary "Zip Cord"

.

NONSPEAKERS are wired totally with Randell
Research teflon cable, have edge of the art
crossover and capacitor technology, trick cabinetry
and unique proprietary driver systems that are digital
ready. Several configurations of NONSPEAKERS are
available with prices ranging from $499 to $3999 the
pair. Under no circumstances should you consider a
speaker purchase until you have had an audition of
NONSPEAKERS. Phone us for details.

AUDIO ONE

on Sunset Boulevard in West Hollywood

213 855-0500

AUDIO RESEARCH SP3B; CANTON CT800 MAHOGANY -$900; LEVINSON ML3-$4500, ML& -$2800, pr.
ML6A; PIONEER LD700, LD660; SPEAKERLAB 50$850/pr.; TANDBERG TD20A-$798, TD2OASE halftrack
15ips-$998, TCD3004-$998: CALL TERRY: 402-3913842.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS
ACOUSTAT
ACCUPHASE
ADCOM
ARISTON
AUDIO INTERFACE
BEVERIDGE
BERNING
COUNTERPOINT DECCA DISTECH DYNAVECTOR
EAR
ELECTROCOMPANIET
ELECTRON KINETICS ENTEC GRACE GRADO
HAFLER
ITC
KISEKI
JSE
KIMBER KABLE
KOETSU
MICRO
SEIKI
MIT
MONSTER PRODUCTS
ORSONIC
PRECISION FIDELITY
PROFILE REGA SIDEREAL
ACOUSTIC SHINON
SOUTHER SPICA STAX
SUPERPHON
SUPEx
TRIAD VPI
VAN DEN HUL

Auditions by ,/ppo,nl,nenl

's
' epoelq .,nil export la,
7805 Greenfield Street
River Forest. Illinois 60305
312/771-4660
7/85
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The Powerline Series with its special winding, precisely controls
for mure accurate music reproduction.

1h,

,Indio signa

speaker cables provide sonic
improvements in music reproduction that can be compared
with those of the world's finest
audio components. , but at only
a fraction of the cost.
that sound "live:'
So whether your choice is
Wider and deeper soundstage.
digital or analog, rock or the
Precise placement of all the
classics, choose a cable that
instruments between the
won't run out of steam with
speakers.
today's music. Add Powerline 2
A 3 -dimensional image that
or Powerline 3 to your sound
reproduces all the "depth" and
system.
"ambience" of the original
You'll discover why we call it...

The Powerline® 2 and Power- duction that you would never
have thought possible by simline® 3 speaker cables.
Together they represent
ply changing speaker cables.
the state-of-the-art in
More accurate reproduction
speaker wire technology.
of instruments, and voices
Considered by audiophiles and
critics as the finest speaker
cables ever built, the Powerline
Series ® utilizes sophisticated
winding techniques to control
the distortion producing "electromagnetic fields" generated
by audio signals as they travel
through wire.
The result?
Improvements in music repro-

recording.

In fact, the Powerline Series

!I

Powerline 2 is our finest speaker cable.
Powerline 3 provides similar performance at a lower price.

Monster Cable" Products, Inc.
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107
415 777-1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYUI

.

1

ICyIrAE?

9
1WRis iRNVtL®
Please write for our free brochure.
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FOR SALE

ZiVEWiR=The new 4th generation of cable from AudioQuest is now available.
Speaker cable from $.50 per foot to $6.00 per foot. Interconnecting cable from $45 per 3 foot pair to $95 per 3 foot pair.

Distributed by
412

N.

audioquest
(714) 497-1214

Coast Hwy., #B-360, Laguna Beach. CA 92651

B&K, BEL, CLEARAUDIO, DAYTON WRIGHT, Morrison,
Souther, Straightwire and others. Hear these components
at Audio Abode, Dallas, Texas. Auditions by appointment.
(214) 369-2092. Evenings and weekends.
BUY -SELL quality USED MID to HIGH END STEREO
components. Instant quotes by phone. RE BUY HI FI, 3561
Homestead Rd., Santa Clara, CA. (408) 985-0344.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 FOR: Hefter, Dahlquist, Denon, dbx, 3D, Proton, Tandberg, Moscode, Belles,
Oracle, M&K, Grado, Nitty-Gritty, Audioquest, Duntech,
Monster, CWD, B&W, DCM, Thorens, VSP, Stax, Grace,
Asiatic, Pro -Ac, Dynavector, Talisman, Snell, Tiptoes. The
Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI 54143. (715)
735-9002.

CASH for all types of USED STEREO EQUIPMENT. We
by BUY by PHONE. STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320
Old York Rd., Jenkintown, Pa 19046. 215-886-1650.

CELESTION SL -6 IN ROSEWOOD, LUXMAN DX -103 CD
PLAYER, both items Mint Condition! Original Packing and
Manuals, Warranty Included! Call for price, Frank Junior:
(518) 563-8105.

SOUND.
MOVING, LEGENDARY
expanded facilities. Our legends go

Chestnut Hill Audio is moving around the corner to
with us: Accuphase, Acoustic Electronics, Amber, Apature. Apogee, Audio Pro, Audioguest,
B&K, Berning, Cabasse, CWD. Counterpoint, DB. Distech, Duntech, Entec, Euphonic,
Fourier. Grace, Hailer, ITC. Janis. Koetsu. Kyocera. LAST, Linn Sondek, Live Wire, Logic.
Levinson. Meridian. Miyabi. Michell, Mordaunt Short, Music Reference, Nitty Gritty.
NAIM, NYAL. Oracle, Origin. Pyramid, P.S Audio, Quad, Rauna. RGR, Signet, Sony,
Souther. Spectral. Spendor, Symdex, Talisman, Tandberg, Thorens. 3-D Acoustics, VPI.
VSP Labs, Vandersteen, Zeta.
149 North Third Street. Philadelphia, PA 19106 (215) 923-3035
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CLASS A-SERIES 20 M-22 amplifiers, just discovered.
Spectacular imaging. 50 pounds! Originally $790, now
$399. Complete details call: 804-971-0617 (days), 804293-8912 (eves).

CONVERT OVERSEAS VIDEOTAPES, PAL, SECAM. to
American system, vice versa. 110-220 Audio, Videorecorders, Televisions, discounted. Apple Audio, 74-18,
37th Avenue, Jacksonheights, New York. (718) 507-5800.
CROSBY MOD. 3120, 35 watt intergrated, will easily compete with any electronics under $1000! The sound is high
resolution, yet warm almost tube like. Free Lit. $370. 2701
N. Rojo, Hobbs, NM 88240. (505) 392-4781.
DIAMOND NEEDLES and STEREO CARTRIDGES at
DISCOUNT PRICES for SHURE, PICKERING, STANTON,
ASTATIC, GRADO, AUDIO TECHNICA, ORTOFON, TIPTOES, SONUS, DYNAVECTOR and LAST, send S.A.S.E
free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A., Box 158,
Valley Stream, NY 11582. For fast COD service Toll Free
800-221-0906. N.Y. State (516) 599-1112. 9AM - 8PM
except Sunday. VISA/MC
DESPERATELY SEEKING BACK ISSUES! If you can
spare your copy of the MAY 1984 issue of AUDIO, we
would be most grateful. Please send to Andrea Pieper,
Audio Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR
TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.
1). AudioQuest Sorbothene Mat
$35
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
$30
3). Hum -shielding for AR Platters:
Platter shield
$39
The Audio Advisor, Inc. Box 6202 Grand Rapids, MI.
49506. (616) 451-3868. Shipping $3/item.

Hear The

DYNACO KITS & PARTS. -World's largest inventory ...
over 4,000 part numbers stocked! Stamp gets latest listing.
SCC, Lock Box 551 (AOM2), Dublin, OH 43017.

Differen
Listening to music in your car (or at horn
never be the same. Each Original Master R

transferred direct from the recording arti
absolute sonic accuracy. Each is reproduced in "real-time" (not high spe
duplicated) onto pure chromium dioxide tape and encased in our exclusi
state-of-the-art cassette shell. We guarantee they are the most spectacular sounding pre-recorded cassettes you've ever heard.
is

YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS
large selection to choose from, with new releases
monthly. NEW THIS MONTH: "Surfer Girl" by THE BEACH BOYS;
"Super Session" by MIKE BLOOMFIELD, AL KOOPER & STEPHEN
STILLS; "Live At The Lighthouse" by THE MODERN JAZZ
QUARTET; plus recent releases by.=ream, The Beatles, The
Grateful Dead, and many more.

There

is a

.

mobile fidelity
mound lab
NFU, vin

t ie name of a store near you,
call toll -free 800-423-5759.
For

ELECTRACRAFT FEATURES: ADS, Aiwa, AR, Audio quest, B&O, Dahlquist, DCM, Grado, Haller, Mitsubishi,
Monster, NAD, PS Audio, Revox, RH Labs, Signet, SOTA,
Spica, Sumiko, Tandberg. ELECTRACRAFT, 212 North
First Ave, Sandpoint, ID 83864. (208) 263-9516.
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB/octave. Kits
from $116. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Subsonic
Filters, Bandpass Fitters from $25. Free Folder w/reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 K777 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types
in stock. ARS Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys.
Ca. 91406, (818) 997-6200
ELECTRO-VOICE/MARANTZ MUSIC SYSTEM $2500.
Electro -Voice Regency Enclosures with SP15s, T25As,
T350s, crossovers and protectors. Marantz 8 power amp
and Model 7 preamp. (803) 667-0141.
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FOR SALE

ELEVEN ALIVE
SYSTEM
(ABOUT $11,500)

HAFLER-HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST

EXTRAORDINARY

Amp:

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Syrinx PU -3
Koetsu Black
Adcom GFT-1A
Krell PAM 3
Krell KSA-100

Speakers:

Apogee Scintilla's

Turntable:

Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Tuner:
Preamp:

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
REGA, HEYBROOK, LOGIC, THORENS, AR, DUAL turntables; ZETA, REGA, PREMIER, LOGIC, GRACE tone arms; ADCOM, ARCAM, AUDIRE, CREEK, KENWOOD
BASIC, KYOCERA, ROTEL, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS
electronics; FRIED, HEYBROOK, MORDAUNT-SHORT,
MAS, REGA, WATKINS loudspeakers; TALISMAN, SUPEX, GRADO & SIGNATURE, PROMETHEAN, REGA,

PREMIER, ARCAM cartridges; AUDIOQUEST, DECCA,
NITTY GRITTY, THE PIG, LIVEWIRE and other accessories. EARS, P. O. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA, CA 91790.
818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MC/VISA. MANY
MONTHLY SPECIALS! (SEND STAMP)
FINEST EQUIPMENT, BEST ADVICE: Audio by A.J. ConAlphason, Eminent Technology, Krell, Martin -Logan,
Merrill, Quicksilver, Syrinx, VPI. 38 Gowing Rd., Hudson,
NH 03051.

WE stock all of the following components: DH -100K $175,
DH -100A $225, DH-110K $360, DH -110A $440, DH -120K
$260, DH -120A $320, DH -160K $275, DH -160A $375, DH 220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH -220A $500, DH-220AE
$510, DH -330K $385, DH -330A $460, DH -500K $675, DH500KE $695, DH-500A $850, DH-500AE $870. Accessories too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Free

Trip)a

shipping to ALL zip codes (PR and APO/FPO too).
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and MasterCard honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

MacMod Crossover,

pRoVSniX

Oracle & SOTA
Klyne,
Tiptoes'
Preamplifier,
Supplies,
PoWf
MacMod
Regulated
Termination Box, Mas,
Tonearm Interconnect
&
cMod
Tonearm
SubWoofer

MCINTOSH MC3500, TUBE, MONO, PAIR in absolutely
mint condition, factory certified and serviced. Marantz 9.
Send offers to Audio Magazine, Classified Box No. 485,
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036.

EXCEPTIONAL.MODIFICATIONS

KRELL KMA-100 ($3950), SCINTILLA ($2995), Breuer
Type -8 tonearm ($1150), Custom Entec subwoofer

Bedin!, Belles

($4800). All new and mint. (216) 444-8138 weekdays;
(216) 752-1100 atter 6PM and on weekends.

MERIDIAN

MCD-CD PLAYER,

QUICKSILVER mono

amps, Mark Levinson components, Vandersteen model
4's-Better Sound Concepts, 400 South Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA 15213. (412) 687-3737.

oo k, Ms s
amplifiers,
QUAD 405
5'
Technics
SME &
Spatial preamplifiers,

EPAlrea;

&t53/5A
erSamplifie

Rogers
QUAD 63,

speakers

Mod

a C 542 Coast
Squad,, 5

Leucadla,

H

g

The
ay 101,

CA 92024.
(6191

436-7666

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Adcom, Audire, Dynavector, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage, PS, SAE,
Sota, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens, compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston. South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

ti.

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG á
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES -

f-1POGEC f-iCOUSTICS, IN

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.
FREE BARGAIN NEWSLETTER -Savings to 65%! Famous brands, wholesale and below. Stamp gets latest
electronics deals. Our 10th year. SCC, Lock Box 551
(AMO3), Dublin, OH 43017.
FREE catalog -LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo/esoteric components for home and car. Sony, Bose,
JVC, SAE, Crown, other 'high quality' brands. Audio Unlimited, 12031/2B Adams, LaGrande, OR 97850, 503/9635731, 10-6 M -Th Pacific time.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO -LOS ANGELES: LINN, NAIM,
REGA, THORENS, AR, HAFLER, CREEK, ROTEL, CONRAD -JOHNSON, WHARFEDALE, CELESTION, STAX,
SPENDOR, AKROYD, B&W, PRECISION FIDELITY &
MORE. PRE -PAID SHIPPING (818) 571-1299 (PAC.
TIME.)

GOODWIN'S MUSIC SYSTEMS
In New England, Goodwin's is recognized as the leader in high performance audio. Along with the finest in

components, we can provide the most sophisticated
custom installation tailored to your individual needs.
We offer:
Mark Levinson,

Spectral, Magneplanar, Apogee,
Soundlab, Quad, Entec, Goldmund, Linn, Tandberg,
Nakamichi, Bryston, Hafler, Adcom, Celestion SL, Eminent Technology, Nitty Gritty, Walker, AR, Ariston,
Thorens, Infinity, H -K, Proton, B & W, Camber, Essence, Janis, Velodyne, Koetsu, Van den Hul, Audio Quest, Monster, Favorite, Stax, Astatic & Grace.

Goodwin's Music Systems, 16 Eliot St., Harvard
Square, Cambridge, MA 02138 Tel. 617-492-1140

MOUNT YOUR TONEARM ON A SOTA TURNTABLE
and smile, smile, smile. Expert setups and installations.
Audio Nexus, NJ. (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

CESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST FULL RANG
RIBBON SPEAKER SYSTEM BRING YOU OUR THIRD GENERATION SPEAKER

"DUETTA"
EXPERIENCE RIBBON TECHNOLOGY WITH ITS ABILITY TO REPRDDUCE
MU:3ICAL CLARITY AND SOUNDSTAGE OVER THE ENTIRE AUDIO SPECTRUM.

CONTACT YOUR HIGH END DEALER OR WRITE:

f1POGEE f1COUSTICS, INC.
35 YORK AVE., RANDOLPH, MA. 02368, TELEX 928121 APOGEE RAND
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personal use. 313-229-5191 Aft. 7PM EST.
MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT-ALL TYPES-TUBE &

TRANSISTOR-ELECTRONICS & SPEAKERSBOUGHT-SOLD-TRADED. S.D.R. P.O. BOX 176,
WALTON, NY 13856, 607-865-7200.
MCINTOSH MCINTOSH MCINTOSH MCINTOSH I pay
retail for your used McIntosh Call or write for quotes AUDIO
RESOURCE #1 Metairie Ct. Met, La. 70001 504-8336942.

MCINTOSH MC -75'S $775-875. MC -60's $650, MC-2105
$500, MC -225 $325, MI -75 $500, MR -71 w/cabinet $350,
MR -67 w/cabinet $200, 1900 w/cabinet $550, MX -110's w/
cabinet $360-460. R.C.A. 77DX ribbon microphones $500
each, BK -11 A ribbons $200 each, 9289-B tube poweramps
200 watts $600. Nagra 4S w/QGB $6,000. Denessen arm
$700, ES -110 w/subwoofers, Cygnus crossover $1,000.
Rotel RP -300 w/Micro MA -505 $300. Micro-Seiki BL91-L
w/pump $1,200. Altec 2102 amps $850. Crown CX-844 w/
counter, tracsyncs, DBX-155, rack $2,000. Braun TG -1000
$400. Tandberg TR -1020 $200. Deltalabs DL -5, DL -4,
ADM -512 demos 70% off. Onkyo TX35 sealed $185, TX -25
$140. Kenwood KC -6060A $200, Pioneer SD -1100 $600.
Marantz 7T preamp $165. KLH 1 absolutely pristine w/
original cártons $1,000. Hitachi DA-1000CD $400. Sony
Ferrichrome elcaset tape $11, mint Sony EL -7 $299. Teac
AL-700 elcaset machines factory sealed originally $1,100
now $299, RX-10DBX for elcaset factory sealed $225, 234
Syncaset new $625, demo $575, MB -20 meter bridge
$100. ARXA turntable $70. Mitsubishi demos: LT -30 $325,
DA -M30 meter $140, DA -F30 $225, DA -R8 $150, mini
system: MT -04, MA -04, MF -04, MP -04 $600. Advent 500
SoundSpace delay $375. Lux L-110 integrated $550. Sansui QSD-1 $425. EV 7445 quad encoder $475. Lafayette
SO -W mint $100. Revox B-790 turntable $400. laser video
player VP1000 $250, new video discs 40-60% off. 10.5"' "
wide reels $3.50. DBX 224 $225, 400 $200. Ortofon STM72 transformer $25. 400 prerecorded retir $6, 1/2 track $18.
5,000 original service manuals. Want collections pre-recorded r/t/r, Pioneer TAU -11, JT-20447, Mcintosh, Marantz
(tube) units, Quad r r tapes, Sony, Teac, Dolby units,
oddball pieces, accessories. Looking for high quality units
to sell on consignment. Everything money back guaranty.
Shipping worldwide. Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester
Street, Wellesley, Mass. 02181. Phone: 617-CEL-TICS,
617-235-8427.

MCINTOSH TUBE -MR 65B, C11, both w/cabinets and
MC225. 203-721-0871.

KINDEL AUDIO AND AUDIO CONNECTION
Kindel Audio is proud of its association with Audio Connection. The Kindel line of quality speakers, including the
Phantom and the new Mk II Phantasies, can be auditioned
at Audio Connection through the finest equipment. Audio
Connection: Verona, NJ, call (201) 239-1799. Kindel Audio:
Santa Ana, CA, call (714) 756-1961.
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MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS. Bought,
Sold, and Traded. Also wanted Mac 3500 or MI 350 for

MCINTOSH, LEVINSON, BEVERIDGE,

A.R.C., C.J., E.V. Patrician bought and traded. Finders fee
for leads on J.B.L., Paragon or Metragon, Marantz 2 amp
working or not, and other less known old mono tube amps.
Selling: Beveridge RM1/2a never used $1500. Bev. mod. 3
$1650. Revox A700 $995. Ampex 4458 $950. Daniel
Queen $2600 spkrs. $1400. Latest version Dayton -Wright
XG101IH w/woofer etc. (orig. $4800) $2300. XG1011c (orig.
$5400) $2500. Quad ESL $695 pr. Stacked ESL's $1400:
Levinson HOD system complete $3400. Levinson JC2 super mod $850. ML1 $950. Strelioff 200/200 AB $795.
Bedini Strelioff 100/100 $500. P.L. 700 MKII $425, D500
$725. Leach 101 $300. Double pr. Strathern's in "RS2"
style oak enclosures $495. Futterman H3 b/o, H3aa $800
pr. Dahlquist DQ10 $325 pr. Meridian M10 rosewood
speakers $2200 or b/o, A.R.C. D150 amp $1950. SP3a1
(rack face) $550. Benchmark ambiance $775. Marantz
scope tuners. Mission amp $550. A&E E2000 phono only
preamp w/meter (orig. $1850) rare and exceptional $550.
Micro-Seiki BL91 L w/vacum platter $1100, Dennesen
ABLT b/o over $500. JVC-M7070 amps, matching preamp
and EQ7070 $2200 or separate. Mac 1900 rec. $400.
Sound Investments, (718) 377-7282. Noon till 3PM only.

LUCKY(ABOUT
16 SYSTEM
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FOR SALE

Turntable:
Amplifier:
Tuner:

Speakers:

Rega 3
Audio Vois Integrated
Adcom GFT-2
Akroyd A-25

t

SINGER
SOUND BY
33rd Street
165 E.

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

THE INFINITE SLOPE
MODEL 1
just one of four extraordinary Infinite

Slope speaker systems designed for
those seeking something truely special.

Features:
Infinite Slope Crossover ( 100
db/oct, pat. pend.).
Phase Shift Bass Loading (Pat.
#4403112

).

Specially constructed hand
crafted cabinets.
Metalized polypropylene capacitors and specially wound
low saturation inductors.
Limited lifetime warranty-trans
erable to each successive owner.
For literature, rave reviews and
our dealer listings please phone
or write us.
J S E

CORPORATION

519 East Middle Turnpike

Manchester, Connecticut 06040
(203) 643.2160

20

Manufactured under license by Modafferi
Acoustical labs -patents granted and pending.
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FOR SALE

THE PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO

LINN & NAIM-NEW SPEAKER, CARTRIDGE & MORE
We hope to have these NEW products soon. Linn: Index
Speaker $295/pr., K-9 mm cartridge, Preamp, Poweramp.
Naim: Tuner. Hear all of the Linn/Naim components in our
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM. Free shipping to -ALL zip codes. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa
and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC.,
Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333,
TLX427791.

knowledge, individual attention plus the names
you want most in audio/video.
ACOUSTATACOUSTIC ELECTRONICSAUDIO RESEARCHB&ODENON
Boston AcousticsADSCOUNTERPOINTCARVERDUNTECHHAFLER
Discrete TechnologyKYOCERAJENSEN VIDEOPS AUDIOAlphason
KoetsuDahlquistGRADOLINN SONDEKPROACSONOGRAPHE

REGASlgnetTHIELNaimKoetsuGrace

AUTHORIZED DEALER

CS4

AUDIO/VIDEO
201/744-0600
n
upper montclair

j

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

MORE WITH
FOUR SYSTEM
Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Tuner:
Preamp:
Amplifier:
Speakers:

MICRO SEIKI RX-1500 VG FEATURES: MASSIVE, FINEST QUALITY, 20 LB. BRONZE PLATTER; VACUUM;
OUTBOARD THREAD -DRIVE MOTOR, UPGRADEABLE
TURNTABLE SYSTEM. SUPERB COMPONENT! AIR
BEARING SYSTEM AVAILABLE. CALL OR WRITE! MUSICAL IMAGES OF KENTUCKY, 11027 BUCKEYE
TRACE, GOSHEN, KENTUCKY 40026, (502) 228-3200.

Linn Sondek Lp-12
Linn Basik LV -X -Plus

Talisman 1A
Adcom GFT1-A
Counterpoint SA -7
Robertson 4010
Fuselier 5

SIGNIFICANTLY BETTER THAN ANYTHING
YOU'VE USED BEFORE. AN EXTRAVAGANT

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

DESPERATELY SEEKING BACK ISSUES! If you can
spare your copy of the MAY 1984 issue of AUDIO, we
would be most grateful. Please send to Andrea Pieper,
Audio Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS REDEFINES THE WORD
BARGAIN! The Absolute Sound and Audiogram magazines rate our modifications highly. In fact, Audio gram listed our MC-1 circuit replacement (Haller DH 101), the finest solid state preamp, while our M-110SN
came in second.
New products: M-100 kit (Rafler DH -100), M-120
(Haller DH -120). Work continues on the classic Dyna
equipment, tube and solid state. Call about our money
back guarantee on SuperConnect II interconnect, you
can't go wrong. Brochure/review packet available.
Dealer inquiries invited. Musical Concepts, 1060 Fifth
Plaza, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822.

CLAIM?? WE DON'T THINK SO! CALL OR WRITE
THESE AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR MORE INFORMATION:
1) THE SPEAKER SHOP, BUFFALO, NY, (716)
837-1557.
2) GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT, RIVER FOREST,
IL, (3'2) 771-4660.
3) CAMPUS AUDIO, HONOLULU, HI, (808) 7325294.
4) PERFECTIONIST AUDIO, MANKATO, MN, (507)
345-7186.
5) THE AUDIO DOCTOR, BUFFALO, MO; (417)
345-7245.
6) C.F. AUDIO, LA HABRA, CA; (213) 691-0967.
7) AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE, VALLEY STREAM,
NY; (516) 561-7114.
8) QUADRANT SYSTEMS, CHARLOTTE, NC;
(704) 537-0625.
9) J.S. STEREO, LOS ANGELES, CA; (213) 6598550.
10) AUDIO PERFECTION, MINNEAPOLIS, MN.
(612) 866-0083.
OR LET US KNOW IF YOUR LOCAL DEALER
HASN'T BEEN ABLE TO STOCK THEM YET. ANALOG EXCELLENCE, 12021 WILSHIRE BLVD. #131,
WEST LOS ANGELES, CA, 90025. 213-652-3336.

UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS
(How to get a FREE 30 page excerpt)
Would you consider me immodest if claimed that UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS (hereafter referred to as UTE) is one of the most significant pieces of literature
in the 20th century? Who would have thought the UTE would be more controversial than
Joyce's Ulysses? How is it possible that a series of essays and articles about the
relative virtues of tubes and transistors can inflame the imagination of the public? Did
Sir Edmond Hillary's ascent of Mt. Everest excite you? Quite ho -hum compared to Julius
Futterman's adventures with tube circuitry! While Freud, Marx and Satre have wrestled
with the existential question of aesthetics and perception it only takes UTE's 150 pages
to convince you that those music lovers who listen to live music can easily recognize the
vast differences between tube and transistor circuits. If you are skeptical and are reluctant to spend $6.95 on UTE-Quiver not. We are offering you a FREE 30 page excerpt so
that you can savor the essence of this exciting, whimsical, provocative, and stimulating
book. After one taste we know you will order UTE. Even though you may own transistor
gear do you have the courage to discover why tubes and transistor circuits sound so different?
SEND FOR YOUR FREE EXCERPT OF UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICSOf course if you have the RIGHT STUFF you will send for the complete book. It is a $6.95
graduate degree in audio engineering. We accept VISA and MASTERCARD. Thank you,
Harvey Rosenberg, President of NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES, 33 N. Riverside
Ave., Croton on Hudson, N.Y. 10520, (914) 271-5145.
I
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SOME KIND WORDS
ABOUT VMPS
At the January 1985 Consumer Electronics Show,
the international audio press had its first opportunity to hear the VMPS Super Tower Ila/R with integral (DSO Holosonic image enhancement and ambience recovery circuits. Here's what they had to
say:

MICRO SEIKI RX 1500 IS AN UPGRADEABLE
TURNTABLE SYSTEM THAT MAY INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING FEATURES: OUTBOARD THREADDRIVE MOTOR, 20 LB BRONZE PLATTER, ANTIRESONANT ALLOY FRAME, HUGE SEALED OIL BATH SPINDLE; WILL ACCOMMODATE 4 TONEARMS SIMULTANEOUSLY! $795-1995. THIS TURNTABLE IS MADE BETTER AND WILL SOUND

(UNDER $4300)

Turntable:

FOR SALE

About its naturalness and musicality:
Best Sounding Demos: "Brian Cheney, of VMPS,
as usual had taken great care setting up his demonstration. Brian is rare among audio designers: he
loves music for its own sake and frequently can be
found at audio shows playing natural -sounding
chamber music records ... he does always manage
to slip in a gut -shaking -high-decibel selection, as
well he might!" (Neil Levenson in Fanfare, Mar/Ap
85)
On its high performance and value:

"At $1700 each, the latest version of Brian Cheney's 15 -driver VMPS Super Tower Ila/R was
probably the least expensive of the new high -end
models on display. Cheney played a world -class
drum demo tape to prove that the new version had
what it takes." (E. Brad Meyer in High Fidelity, Ap
85)
On its dynamic range and bass response:
"On the VMPS 2ARs, fed by open -reel tapes,

I

heard positively awesome percussion recordings
that left bruises on my abdomen." (Ken Kessler in
Hifi News and Record Review. England, Ap 85)
On its remarkable imaging and true-to-life ambience:
"At the VMPS room I had a thoroughly enjoyable

time listening to several CDs recorded in different
halls. On VMPS's top model, the acoustic footprints of places such as Boston's Symphony Hall,
Chicago's Orchestra Hall, and Montreal's St. Eustache were unmistakably clear and as easy to differentiate as if you were there in person." (Steven

Birchall in Digital Audio, Ap 851
VMPS manufactures nine models of value -oriented
speaker systems starting at $164 each. Moneysaving kit versions, including fully -assembled cabinets, are also available. Write us for brochures and
test reports on our seven -driver, biampable Tower
II ($419 ea kit, $599 ea assem), the nine -driver,
dual 15" Super Tower/ R ($679 ea kit, $969 ea
assem), our famous dual -driver, 12" & 15" Sub woofer ($250 ea kit, $375 ea assem) with either
its 100Hz quasi -second -order Passive Crossover ($30 kit, $40 assem) or John Curl -designed
Electronic Crossover ($449), the five -piece,
76" -tall Widerange Ribbon ($7500), or our QSO
Series of bookshelf systems. Prices on all models
(except bookshelf speakers) include free shipping in
USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio
1016 Contra Costa Dr., El Cerrito, CA 94530,
(4151 526-7084
Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Audio Perfection,
Minneapolis Mn; Special Systems Stereo, Madison Wi; Metrovideo, Chicago H; Efficient Stereo, Torrance Ca; The Long Ear, Big
Bear Lake Ca; Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca; Icone Audio. El Cerrito
Ca: Stereotown, Brookings 50: Praise Audio, Powder Spring Geo;
Missoula Trumpet Sales, Missoula Mt; Walker Audio, San Angelo
Tx; Eclectic Audio. Livermore Ca: Arthur Morgan frepl, Altamonte
Springs FI; Mountaineer Telephone. Beckley W Va.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MICRO-ACOUSTICS' TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES, brand
new: 830csa $125; 3002 $50; 309 $25; S-1 $35; S-2 $25.
(401) 421-7430.

PRESTO AUDIO OFFERS: Conrad -Johnson, BEL, Nova,
Dayton Wright, MCM, JSE, PS Audio, ProAc, Superphon,
VPI, ZETA, VSP Labs, Belles, Straight Wire and more.
3125 Williamsburg Dr., San Jose, CA 95117. (408) 3740292, 943-6767. Ask for our new nationwide lease program.

COUNTERPOINT
VACUUM TUBE TECHNOLOGY
MADE AFFORDABLE
Until now, tube electronics have only
been available to the few. The me -ready
SA -7 Preamp at $595, coupled with
the revolutionary New SA-12 Hybrid
Amplifier at $995 have changed that.

MICRO SEIKI RX-1500VG TURNTABLE AVAILABLE
NOW FOR FINEST QUALITY RECORD REPRODUCTION: PAUL HEATH AUDIO, 217 ALEXANDER ST.,
ROCHESTER, NY, 14607, 716-262-4310; OR, 2036
NORTH CLARK, CHICAGO 60614. FREE COLOR LITERATURE!
NAD 1155 PRE -AMP; 2200 amp; Fried G/2A speakers;
Sansui AVG 99X Integ. amp. Like new. (215) 567-4626.
NEW TANDBERG 3014-A CASSETTE DECK, Bruel and
Kjaer 4003 mikes, Panasonic 6300 industrial cassette
deck. (201) 746-2794.

[619] 453-9090
P.O. Box 12254, Le Jolla, CA 92037

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUPPLIES. BEST PRICES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. ORDER
TOLL FREE 1-800-222-3465. FOR OTHER INFORMATION CALL 1-916-345-1341. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926

NYAL NCP-II PREAMP. Tube Power Supply, as new
$2350 (list $4000). Electrocompanient Pro 1, perfect $950.
Vandersteen 2C $865.00. Electrocompanient IIA $950.
512-494-3551 Evenings.
ORDER SUMIKO PRODUCTS TOLL FREE 1-800-2223465. GRACE TONEARMS, CARTRIDGES, REPLACE-

MENT STYLI. PREMIER TONEARMS. DENNESEN
SOUNDTRACKTOR. TWEEK. LOWEST PRICES. VISA/
MC/COD WELCOME! HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 1-916-345-1341

DALLAS
AR

Natty Gritty

Acoustat

Onkyo

Audible Illusions
Audio Source
Audioquest

PS

Belles
CJ Walker

Conrad -Johnson
Electrocompaniet
Grace
Grado
Harman-Kardon
Kimber Kable
Live \Mre

Audio

RoAc
Randall Research
Reference Recordings

SOTA

Sonographe
Souther
Spica

Sumiko Products
Talisman

Magnepan

Thiel

MAS
Monster Cable

Threshold

*

*

*

Robertson
Sheffield

WI

*

AR
ORDER TOLL FREE! 1-800-222-3465 ALCHEMIST
AMBER
B&W
DYNAVECTOR
AUDIOQUEST
LAST
H/K
HAFLER
GRADO
GRACE
PREMIER
NITTY GRITTY
MONSTER
LIVEWIRE
SPICA
STAX
SUSOTA
SAEC
SHURE
PLUS RETALISMAN
PERPHON
THORENS
CORD CARE, ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND MUSICAL
CONCEPTS HAFLER MODIFICATION KITS. CALL FOR
LOWEST PRICES AND FRIENDLY ADVICE. FREE CATALOG. VISA/MC/COD WELCOME. HCM AUDIO. 1600BB
MANGROVE, CHICO, CA 95926 FOR ORDERS ONLY
CALL 1-800-222-3465, FOR ALL OTHER INFORMATION
CALL 1-916-345-1341

*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE from
England by low-cost weekly airfreight service to all major
US airports. We specialise in all top equipment and particularly loudspeakers by B 8 W, Celestion, Heybrook, Mission,
Quad, Rogers, Spendor, Tannoy etc. Write, telephone or
telex for quotation or visit us whilst you are in London.
(Please no Naim or Linn enquiries.) Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High
Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY, England. Telephone
(1) 942 9567. Telex 8814591. Mastercharge and Visa welcome.

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

ROBERTSON: THE SOUND YOU'VE BEEN SEARCHING FOR. Astonishing amplifiers, peerless preamplifiers,
sweet sound, marvelous music. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)
464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

SIDEREALKAP
NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC CAPACITOR WITH A
WONDERFUL NAME, THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DESIGNED FROM ITS INCEPTION TO BE THE FINEST
SOUNDING CAPACITOR AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TODAY.
FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR
DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.

START WITH
SEPARATES
SYSTEM 1
$2700)

PHASE LINEAR: MODEL 3300 SERIES Two Pre-Amp;
model 300 Series Two Power -Amp; Model 1000 Autocorrelator Haller DH -101 Pre -Amp. (915) 573-4850, evenings.

Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs Rd.
Dallas, Texas 75248
(214) 931-6664

(UNDER

Turntable:
PS AUDIO IS SUPERB, Audition at Presto Audio (408)

374-0292,943-6767.

Cartridge:
Preamp:
Tuner:

Amplifier:
Speakers:

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977

asiiiimmommessems

with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

ó
p
r-

8
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116

WEST FOURTH STREET

HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324

Rega Planar 3
Adcom XC/LT II
Adcom GFP-1A
Adcom GFT1-A
Adcom GFA-2
Snell Type E II

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE

SPEAKER WIRE
ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CALL FOR
DIRECT SALE
KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.

Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

QUICKSILVER MX 190 and mono amplifiers in stock at,
Audio Connection in NJ. 201-239-1799.

VAN ALSTNE TRANSCENDENCE 400 AMP $175, Mosfet 200B $550, Dynaco PAT -5 $135, PAS -2 $35, ST -120
$40, Klipsch La Scalas $795 pr., AR -two $140 pr., Janszen 130 Electrostatics $170 pr. 412-238-5171, evenings.

SANTA ROSA, CALIF. THE BEST IN AUDIO AND VIDEO. Professional staff. Mission, Denon, ADS, H -K, Proton,
Sony, NEC, and lots more. Video Experience, 458 B St.,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401. (707) 542-6610.
SUMIKO MDC-800 TONEARM (includes mounting device,
counterweight removing tool, three counterweights). Counterpoint SA -3, Counterpoint SA -PI, Grado Signature 10M
revised (20 HRS use). Call Chris: (313) 824-1558.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers

THORENS TD126MK3 /SME 3009S3 /PS Audio PSIVa,
VK, power supply; excellent, $375/100/250, 505-625-1830.
WANTED: NAKAMICHI T-100 AUDIO ANALYZER Mike
Lamm, 15415 W. Antone Circle, Houston, TX 77071.

-LOUDSPEAKERS

in HIGH END USED ste-

reo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Rec-

ords) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

TRADE-INS WELCOME
FREE SHIPPING
Acoustat, conrad johnson, Nakamichi, Carver, harman/kardon, Grado Signature, AR turntable, Clements ribbon
speakers, VSP amplifiers, VPI turntable, NEC video and
lots more! Now in stock-Superphon Revelation preamp!
Demo special conrad johnson PV -4 preamp $389.
THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 So. 22nd St. Heath, Ohio
43056. 614-522-3520.

TUBE SPECIALS-Mullard (Germany) EL34/6CA7,
$19.95/matched pair; Mullard (Britain): 6L6GC, $19.95/MP;
12AX7/12AT7/12AU7, $4.95 ea; Tungsgram (Hungary):
12AX7, $2.99. Stamp gets list. $15.00 minimum/$2.00
shipping. SCC, Lock Box 551 (AMO1), Dublin, OH 43017.
UHER, Sennheiser, Sony, AKG, (Shure), Electro-Voice,
Audio-Technica, Beyer -Dynamic, etc. Portable Recorders,
Microphones, Mixers Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box 1321,
Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821
USED, DEMOS, Quicksilver MS -190 (tube amp.) ($3000)
$1199, Audible Illusions S-50 (tube amp) ($1200) $499, PS
Audio Elite H $499, Amber Series 50 Integrated $399,
Fuselier 5 $699, Moscode 300 $599, Oracle Delphi (Goldmund Mat, McMod power supply) $699, Zeta $450, AR/
stock tonearm (new) $259, Acoustat Model 3 $499, Spica
TC -50 $288, MA 505 tonearm ($375) $95. Crosby's, (505)
392-4781.

VANDERSTEEN-NEW POWERED SUBWOOFER
The Model 2W subwoofer is the perfect compliment to the
renowned 2C. However, its universal design will allow its
use in almost any system! IN STOCK at $1200. Free
shipping to ALL zip codes. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING.
Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS,
INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333,
TLX427791.

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DESIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub woofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEAS, HAFLER, polypropylene drivers & crossovers, $2.00 Gold Sound, Box 141A,
Englewood, CO 80151.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
A&S INTRODUCES SCAN -SPEAK, Danish crafted speaker components, to America! We also offer the widest selection of high -end speaker kits, drivers and auto systems
from Audax, Dynaudio, Focal, SEAS, Becker, Morel, MB,
Jordan, Philips, DalesfordCambridge and others. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207.
(303) 399-8609.
ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE
Loudspeakers are available from us. Inquire about our
7 Day-NO RISK auditioning program. Authorized David Haller dealers and Thorens turntable dealers. We
pay shipping. Sound Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol,
Conn. 06010. Est 1959. (203) 584-0131.
ATTENTION: SPEAKER SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
wanted-JBL, Hartsfields, Paragons, E.V. Patricians, Altec, Tannoys etc. Contact me with anything of interest.
Charles Dripps, 4331 Maxson Rd., El Monte, CA 91732.
(818) 444-7079.
CROSBY MOD. TC -50, THE MOST tweeked speaker
available today, and it's done right. It's resolution, focus
makes almost everything sound veiled. For some the best
at any price. Free Lit. $995 pr. 2701 N. Rojo, Hobbs, NM
88240. (505) 392-4781.

B&W 802F LOUDSPEAKERS, WALNUT. Excellent condition. $1300. (505) 522-6389 Eves.

THE KOETSU TRADITION
Since the introduction of the first Rosewood in
the late 1970's, Koetsu cartridges have been
synonymous with realsm in the reproduction of
fine recordings...captu:ing the hearts of music
lovers worldwide with their portrayal of wide
dynamics, natural harmonic balances and lifelike
soundstage.
Largely hand-crafted from the most elegant (and
the most appropriate) materials both nature and
current technology have to offer, Koetsu
cartridges are the result of a unique blend of
science and art. Science, because of the neverending search for state-of-the-art quality. Art,
because only the human ear can he the judge of
what is truly faithful to the
original music....
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perts". They can, and will, actually demonstrate
the differences in components under conditions
that will allow you to make a sensible decision.
ALABAMA
Audition, Homewood
Campbell Audio & Video, Huntsville
ARIZONA
Listening Post, Tempe

CALIFORNIA
Audio Basics, Claremont
Classic Audio, Encinitas
Musical Images, Fresno
Havens & Hardesty, Huntington Beach
Christopher Hansen, Los Angeles
Gene Rubin Audio, Monterey Park
Audible Difference, Palo Alto
Keith Yates Audio, Sacramento
Stereo Design, San Diego
House of Music, San Francisco
COLORADO
Audio Alternative, Fort Collins
FLORIDA
Sound Components, Coral Gables
Sound Components, Fort Lauderdale
Sound Source, Marathon
Audio Gallery, Miami
Audio Gallery, Sarasota
Audio Visions, Tampa
HAWAII
Audio Shoppe, Honolulu

ILLINOIS
Pro Musica, Chicago

Victor's Stereo, Chicago
Victor's Stereo, Morton Grove
Sound Choice, Lisle
Absolute Audio Systems, Rockford
INDIANA
Audiotrend, Evansville
Hi-Fi Gallery, Indianapolis
MASSACHUSETTS
Matrix Audio & Video, West Hatfield
MICHIGAN
Absolute Sound, Ann Arbor
Sound Room, Grand Rapids
MISSOURI
Audio Rennaissance, Kansas City
Music Systems, St. Louis
NORTH CAROLINA
Audio Salon, Charlotte
Stereo Sound, Chapel Hill
Stereo Sound, Greensboro
Stereo Sound, Raleigh
NEBRASKA
Sound Environment, Lincoln
Sound Environment, Omaha
NEW JERSEY
CSA Audio Design, Upper Montclair
NEW YORK
Ears Nova, Great Neck
Innovative Audio, Brooklyn
Sound by Singer, New York
Stereo One, East Rochester
OHIO
Stereo Showcase, Dayton
Oxford Audio, Oxford
OKLAHOMA
Audio Dimensions, Oklahoma City
PUERTO RICO
Precision Audio, Rio Piedras
SOUTH CAROLINA
British American Sound, Charleston
TEXAS
High Bias, Austin
Audio Distinctions, Corpus Christi
Audio Concepts, Houston
Concert Sound, San Antonio
VIRGINIA
High -C Stereo, Leesburg
Listener's Shop, McLean
WASHINGTON
Definitive Audio, Seattle

iyitems.

ASSEMBLAGE
Branford, CT 06405 (203) 488-8099

Dealers
Here is a list of a few good dealers that won't try
to TALK you into believing that they are "ex-

audiophile

Distributed by
P.O.B. 815,

Authorized
LinnlNaim

Meitner Audio Miyabi Syrinx

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220
12'i

CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS WILL
OUT PERFORM ANY SPEAKER
STAND ON THE MARKET
GUARANTEED.
RIGID

SPIKED

STABLE

CAN UPGRADE
SPEAKER STANDS!
YES YOU

7icaaooieake/_Stand
THE AUDIOPHILES CHOICE

1-800-882-2256

LOUDSPEAKERS
Harman Kardon
Tandberg
Boston Acoustics
Audio Control
Sherwood

Infinity
Denon
Revox

ADS

Kenwood Car

GRACE

Ortofon

B&O

Hafler
Thorens

SME

Anywhere

And Morel

In The U.S.

BETTER THAN ELECTROSTATICS?
cated dynamic systems. New catalog has details plus
kits, parts, electronics and much more. Send $1 to:
New York Acoustics, 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, NY 10701, (914) 476-4900.

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS: Combine the
Infinite Slope crossover and patented phase shift bass
loading for unexcelled imaging, detail and tight dynamic
bass response. Alternative Audio Massapequa, LI, NY.

AIWA

MF STUDIO SPEAKERS. Pair. Best offer. (215) 6443116. Eves.

We Deliver

Free

J.B.L. USED SPEAKERS, COMPONENTS, LITERATURE, and blueprints. Bought, Sold, and Traded. 313-2295191. Aft. 7 PM EST.

The SOUND Approach

JSE INFINITE SLOPE LOUDSPEAKERS Hear your
music at last! Now, unique and technologically ad-

6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

Charge It ...

CALL (516) 499-7680

vanced crossovers deliver unparalleled clarity,
smoothness, dynamics. Call AUDIO NEXUS, NJ,
(201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409 for copies of Sensible
Sound's rave reviews.

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS
Find out about our new ribbon speakers and sophisti-

INFINITY REFERENCE STANDARD
Excellent condition, best offer, will deliver and setup in
(408) (415) area, else shipping FOB Sunnyvale, CA.
(1500 LBS). (408) 749-8522 anytime.

ELECTRO -VOICE AUTHORIZED DEALER-Speaker
components and speakers. CD35i and Interface. Stage
System S-200. Last pair Interface C equalized $1050.
Altec-Lansing components. Free price list/flyer. Low Prices.
Rick Marder, (201) 561-8123.
FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Hailer,
Sota,
SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Dynavector,
compact digital players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593
King Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 7237276.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS, Audax, Dynau
dio, Eclipse, Focal, Foster, Peerless, Morel, Vifa, SIARE,
and more! New catalog, 505. Meniscus Systems, 3275W
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009', JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

(516) 541-7025.

GUSS 3-D
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

WHY SHOULD YOU SUBSCRIBE TO

the absolute sound''
BECAUSE IN THE WORLD OF AUDIO,
ONLY THE HIGH END TELLS THE
MUSICAL TRUTH
.

.

.

From $2700. Audio perfectionists who are unhappy with
their $3000 to over -$30,000 speakers "top -rated" by the
"experts" are welcome to a spine -tingling demonstration.
(212) 580-7401.

POLYPROPYLENE CAPACITORS FROM MADISOUND
BREATHTAKING SONIC IMPROVEMENT AT AFFORD3 MFD:
2 MFD: $2.05
ABLE PRICES. MFD: $1.85
$2.15* 4 MFD: $2.50 5 MFD: $2.75 6 MFD: $3.05
12
10 MFD: $4.20
7 MFD: $3.25
8 MFD: $3.50
25
20 MFD: $6.80
15 MFD: $5.30
MFD: $4.30
40
MFD:
MFD:
$10
35
MFD: $7.55
30 MFD: $8.90
70 MFD:
60 MFD: $15.50
$11.10
50 MFD: $13.25
$17.60
80 MFD: $19.75. 250 working volts; add 10% for
shipping costs. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS,
8982 Table Bluff Road, Box 4283, Madisound, Wisconsin
53711. (608) 767-2673.
1

..

AND ONLY THE ABSOLUTE SOUND
TELLS THE WHOLE TRUTH ABOUT THE
HIGH END

*

*

*

compact disc and digital sound.
The truth about the sound of the
best (and worst) analogue
recordings.
The truth about the politics of
the High End.
The truth about the sound of hi-fi
components (and each does have
a

*

Denville, N.J. 07834
sample a single issue, send us your
check for $7.50; to subscribe (four issues/year), send $22 ($35 in US funds for
readers outside North America). You can
also call our business office at (516)
671-6342 and order the abso!ute sound
with your Visa, Mastercard, or Am. Ex.
To

124

*

*

*
*

ULTRA HIGH -END SPEAKER SYSTEMS using the best
drivers from Europe; Dynaudio, Vita, Siare, Auday, M.B.
Low prices on kits or fully assembled systems for
Home-Car --Truck. Save U. For free info-pak write: DNL
Sound Co., 10 Bellam Blvd., San Rafale, CA 94901.
.

*

*

Listen...

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! UNLIMITED PROFIT POTENTIAL' LOWEST POSSIBLE
PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO-VIDEO -CAR
STEREO & COMPUTERS! -ELECTRONIC EXPERTS,
1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN, CT 06516

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.

Awit,

4E9>

the absolute sound'
Box 3000, Dept. CC

*

*

caps, Chateauroux polypropylene, and the awesome Gold
Ribbon 3.0. Phase and amplitude correct active crossovers
by Shadow. All the finest in stock at guaranteed lowest
prices with excellent service! Catalog $2. refundable. Audio
Concepts, 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse WI 54602 (608)
781-2110.

TAPE RECORDERS

sound).

O.

*

*

*

The truth about listening to
music, and what to listen for at
home.

P.

*

*

*

The objective truth about the

SPEAKER BUILDING HEADQUARTERS save 50-75%.
Esoteric kits including compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. World class from Dynaudio, Strathern, IAR Wonder -

Before You Buy!

Time Delay

Reverberation
Crossovers
Noise Reduction

Compressor/Limiters
Expanders
Spectrum Analyzers
Parametric EQ

Don't have regrets about paying too much for a
lesser product. In demos and comparisons, we'll
show you why we're Better! Our Factory Direct

ÑPSPt\

SPT"y,t Ito

JON

sales allow us to produce a Superior product and
offer it to you at a Lower price. Call or write for a
free full length Demo Album and 24 page brochure.

Write to:

LT Sound, Dept. A-3, PO Box 338
Stone Mountain, GA 30086
In Georgia Call (404)493-1258

TOLL FREE:

1-800-241-3005- Ext.
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TAPE RECORDERS
NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

NAKAMICHI RX-202 UNIDIRECTIONAL auto reverse
cassette deck. $650 list. New in carton. Nakamichi U.S.A.
warranty. $439. (305) 746-9490

Randall Research Cable Systems

... the indispensible component

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE

IRVINE, CA

92714

(714) 261-9141

TELEX 382175

PARTS & ACCESSORIES
DB -3 ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS ARE
AVAILABLE at any frequency, with Gaussian (6,12 dB),
Butterworth (18 dB) and In Phase (24 dB/octave) slopes.
Also custom versions. Level controls, less than 0.0008%
THD, five year warranty. Frequency change at factory or in
field, generous credit for exchanges. DB SYSTEMS, Main
St., Rindge, NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.
PETERSON EMERALD'- INTERCONNECTS and ultra -flexible Tonearm Cables employ well-researched
conductor design and unique, air-dielectric construction for incomparable transparency and musicality,
stunning dynamics, and precise imaging. Peterson Audio has been an acknowledged leader in interconnect
technology since 1979, and fourth -generation EMERALO" continues that tradition. Find out what a small,
no -hype, craftsman -operated company has to offer
you. Contact us for complete product information,
available dealers, and no -risk trial terms. PETERSON
AUDIO, Dept. AM2, 13665 SW Garrett Court, Tigard,
OR 97223. (503) 639-2401. Dealer inquiries invited.
PRESTO AUDIO has the Straight Wire-LSI Interconnect
and Teflon 12 speaker cable. (408) 374-0292, 943-6767.

STEREO CLEANER. All purpose cleaner to keep stereos
oz. trial
looking new. Safe for metals, plastics, wood
bottle send $1.50 postage and handling. ICOE, PO Box
263, Daisytown, PA, 15427.

-2

TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes,
mods., system design, new & used components. Amperex,
EE, GE, Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania, Tungsram. Exclusive
US rep. Siemens/Telefunken. Great prices. Consultant/
supplier to manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals.
Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 1792 Perrysville Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15212 (412) 322-1693.

MARK LEVINSON'x PRODUCT UPDATES
Attention all owners of ML -10, ML -7 and ML -6A preamplifiers:
As a result of

a 2 -year project investigating
the psychoacoustic and electronic benefits
of newly available components and associated refinements to our basic design, all
Mark Levinson® preamplifiers have been
significantly improved in all areas of their
performance. The sonic quality of the new
ML -10A, ML -7 and ML -6A introduces a new
generation of fidelity over products previously on the market, and those who have
already auditioned them have been quite
impressed by the level of realism now available in home music reproduction. Because
of our continuing commitment to the owners
of previous Mark Levinson products, we are
offering an update program that will make it
possible for ML -10, ML -7 and ML -6A owners to have their preamplifiers perform up to
current standards in every way.

The improvements consist mainly of parts
replacements based on the results of our
research into capacitor technology. The

resulting in greater open -loop linearity and
therefore less feedback correction.

as a complete unit including power supplies,
AC and DC cables.

Mark Levinson'* products are distributed worldwide through Madrigal, Ltd.,
P0. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!

oc

stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi, Klipsch,
Acoustat, PS, Quad, Spica, more. (See our Hafler ad.)
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &

PHONO
CARTRIDGES

audioquest

From the $95 M-1 to the remarkable B-100 at $695.
AudioQuest cartridges are the ones to hear.

M &
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ML -6A: The ML -6A has undergone more
than 130 individual parts changes to the "L"
modules, main printed circuit boards and
PLS-154 power supplies. A pair of ML-6A's
can be updated for $1,000.00.

Visit your nearest Mark Levinson dealer to audition the new
preamplifiers and hear the improvements that are now available.

In

M SEPARATE SPEAKER SYSTEMS! High power
woofers with extremely low bass. Sizes from 6" to 15"
including 6 x 9's. Ferrofluid injected midranges and tweeters. Lifetime warranty. Wholesale prices. Sound Center,
1753 N. Reynolds Rd., Toledo Ohio 43615. (419) 5364245.

ML -7: The ML -7 has undergone more than
105 individual parts changes and modifications to all four "L" modules, main printed
circuit board, rear input board, and PLS-154
power supply. The ML -7 can be updated for
$1,000.00 except for serial numbers below
0360 for which the cost is $1,250.00.

Scheduling of updates can be accomplished only through authorized
Mark Levinson dealers who will ensure the proper packing and shipping
of the product. No preamplifiers will be accepted at the factory without a
return authorization number obtained by a franchised dealer.

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS A LARGE selection of
CD players at competitive prices. For more information
Mon. thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232. J.S. Audio,
One Childress Court, Silver Spring, MD 20707. We
honor Visa & M/C.

AUTO SOUND

.

All updates will be done at the factory due to
circuit topologies remain largely the same,
the number of changes and complexity of the
but due to the higher quality of new components, the circuits have been recompensated, updates. All preamplifiers must be returned

CD PLAYERS

OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

ML -10: The ML -10 has undergone more than
70 parts changes and modifications to every
circuit from the power supply to the line level
stage. An ML -10 can be converted to an
ML -10A for $650.00. A new faceplate with
the ML -10A designation is available at the
time of the electronic update for an additional charge

Distributed by

412

N.

audioquest

Coast Hwy., #B-360, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

(714) 497-1214
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WANTED TO BUY
QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, RECORDS
(whole collections), select equipment. Michael Robin, 120
Atlanta Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228. (412) 341-

MALAREN AUDIO

1686.

BLANK TAPE
TOLL FREE 1.100.245-0000

TAPE WORLD

Wx[lL

TOM

The electronics you need to hear and see.

Dx
SA

10
90

AO 90
D

Ciudioquest

Distributed by
412

N.

Coast Hwy

#B-360, Laguna Beach, CA 92651

,

(714) 497-1214

85

,15108

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSON-

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, EI Monte, CA 91731. (818)
446-5346.

-

AUDIO PULSE SPECIALISTS. Repairs-Modifications
Updates -Sales. WALT'S AUDIO SERVICE, 111 East Rialto Ave., Rialto, Calif. 92376. (714) 875-0776.

FOSGATE REPAIR -Nationally Authorized. Lazertronics,
4101A E. Campo Bello, Phoenix, AZ 85032. (602) 9713659.

SONY
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COMPACT DISCS

Nib ACCESSORIES
Call for FREE catalog.
ALL DISC MUSK,NIK:

1-452-0203

Requests welcome
24 hours a day.
Retailer prices available

1 -800 -ALL DISC

41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611

I'M BUYING GOOD CONDITION MARANTZ, MCINTOSH

COMPACT DISCS-MOST TITLES $11.99-$13.99.

AND OTHER MFG'S TUBE EQUIPMENT. CHARLES
DRIPPS, 4331 MAXSON RD. EL MONTE, CA. 91732
(818) 444-7079.

3,000 plus titles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly updates. Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Mountain, GA 30083, (404) 292-5452.

JBL 4341 MONITORS. State condition and price. E. Kantor, 12365 Montsouris, St. Louis, MO 63141.
MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, QUAD, TUBE AMPS. Garrard
301, Thorens TD-124. Old Tannoy/Jensen/Altec/JBL
Speakers & Raw Drivers. Hartsfields, Patricians. Western
Electric Equipment. Tel: 818/576-2642. David Yo, POBx
832, Monterey Park, Ca. 91754.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020. (619) 449-9155.

tr

halingFMIt.1

sales tae

Rute,. PA 16001

COMPACT DISC CLUB: Preowned and new CDs and
Players at low prices. Audio House, 4304 Brayan, Swartz
Creek, Michigan, 48473, 313-655-8639.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equipment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Daines Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.
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HARMAN KARDON CITATION 16A POWER amplifier. In
good condition -call Rick: (312) 653-3057. After 6PM EST.
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COMPACT DISCS

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
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BUY THE BLANKS THE BIG GUYS BUYI Now you can
buy cassettes using the same tape specified by large
duplicators like RCA, EMI, PHILIPS, POLYGRAM. We
have located the source and can pass our large volume
discounts on to you. (25Hz-15KHz) SLX60 35e, SLX90
46e. (20Hz-22KHz) XDS60 485, XDS90 645. Economy
packed without labels or outer boxes. (When these cassettes are in fancy consumer packages, the price is double
or more!) Ten year guarantee! Get more top quality tape for
your money and order a supply today. Use Visa/MC, American Express, Check. Add freight $2 up to $40 purchase,
5% on orders over $40. FIELD MAGNETICS INC. 5865
SW21 STREET, WEST HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA, 33023.
305/962-0707.

CT call

FOR THE
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WANTED TO BUY

DECCA RIBBON TWEETERS (NO HORN), Sequerra Ribbon Tweeters by Pyramid Corp., G. Moss, 2221 S. W. First
#1125, Portland, Oregon 97201, (503) 248-9406 evenings.

OHE CALL
E!
ESTPRIC

1,508,
'rt.,.

VANE". 1,120
179 ADDAA
,

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE SALE.
High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" reels, used
once. Case of 40, $45.00. 10172 X 3600' and Cassettes.
MCNisa. Valtech Electronics, Box 6A, Richboro, PA 18954
(215) 322-4866.

SERVICES

SOUNDSTREAM REFERENCE CAR AUDIO
Designed by Nelson Pass, manufactured in the USA,
Soundstream has introduced a new dimension to autosound electronics ... musicality. Audition the D200 dual
mono 200 watt amplifier, or the industry's first pure Class A
mobile amplifier. The DX -1 digital electronic subwoofer
crossover was selected "one of the outstanding products of
1985" at this summer's Intl. Consumer Electronics Show.
For the name of your nearest dealer contact SOUND STREAM TECHNOLOGIES, 2907 W 182nd St. Redondo
Beach, CA 90278. (213) 214-4652.

91880
L/DS1.0

,

220 Spring Sr

AUTO SOUND

VILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.

90

259

N7-7S0

WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH,
QUAD, WESTERN ELECTRIC, BERNING, (TUBE & SOLID STATE), THORENS, TANNOY, JBL, ALTEC, ETC. 713728-4343. MAURY, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS,
77096.

LOWERING PRICES-$6.95 year membership, purchase
CD's for a year at wholesale cost. Classical, Jazz, Popular,
Imports, and Domestic selections. $2 for catalog and further details. Tivoli Entertainment, 725 S. Gilbert, Iowa City,
Iowa 52240. (319) 338-9158.

Ethel
Enterprises
CD'S EXCLUSIVELY
Over 1100 Classical, Opera
& Jazz Titles in stock.

Detailed Catalog $1
P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A
Falls Church, VA 22043
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

ELECTROCOMPANIET

COLLECTORS OVER 550 RECORDS. MINT Condition
45's. Only top 10 artists. Computer indexed list. Complete
set only $495. Denise Miller: 912-923-8648.
FOR SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES

Affordable and reliable amplification designed to reveal
every musical subtlety and the full range of dynamic impact
found on the best source material.

Track your tapes and records with AUDIOPHYLE II, the
computer cataloging system that's easy to use. On-line
browsing or printed lists by album, artist, composer, music
type, orchestra, individual song, etc.
Only $59.95 + $2 shipping/handling, (Texans add $3.67
tax). Available for PC, XT, or compatibles, minimum 128K,
DOS,

1

Call or write for more information.

drive.

PARVENU SOFTWARE, 1100 FM1960 West, #F116,
Houston, TX 77090, Phone (713) 695-7007. VISA/MC welcome.

MOBILE FIDELITY SALE! BEATLES, STONES, SINATRA, WOODSTOCK and CARMEN Collections.
U.H.O.R.'s. Huge inventory of out -of -print Original Master
Recordings. Pink Floyd, Abbey Road, Steely Dan, etc.
Thelma Houston's direct -to -disc available! Call Carol,
SOUND ADVICE (816) 361-2713. Proud distributors of
Imager' Loudspeakers.

Rt.

OUT -OF -PRINT MOBILE FIDELITY
Former MFSL employee selling factory sealed SINGLE
discs, DOUBLE discs, UHORS and COLLECTIONS. Call
BOB (818) 845-9236. Nights PST, Weekends.
VISA, MASTERCARD accepted.

IMPORT, AUDIOPHILE, and USED compact discs. Many
hard to find Japanese, European, and small -label CD's in
stock. Wholesale prices on many labels. Ask for free newsletter, or send $2 for complete catalog with over 3,500
titles. SUPERSOUND, P.O. Box 7082-A, Forest Park II
60130. Phone (312) 366-1300.

PRERECORDED TAPE
DIRECT -TO-TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLICATED REELS (2/4 track, Dolby B/C, TypeX), CASSETTES, PCM DIGITAL CASSETTES, and BETA HIFI
AUDIO from MASTER TAPES. We also sell CD's. SEND
$1.00 for CATALOG and NEWSLETTER. Direct-to-Tape
Recording, 14-R Station Avenue, Haddon Heights, NJ
08035.
LIVE OPERA PERFORMANCES -reel, cassette. Incredible selection since 1930's-World-wide. Magnificent Free
Catalogue. Live Opera, Box 3141, Steinway Station, Long
Island City, N.Y. 11103.

RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE COLLECTORS -Last pressings. The first
experimental encoded sampler record. Made to be expanded thru Burwen 2000 Noise Eliminator but listenable without. Side 2 identical without encoding. $50. Also: The East
Bay City Jazz Band, $15. The Hammond Castle Pipe
Organ -Douglas Marshall, $15. Tax, shipping to U.S. included. Decibel Records, P. 0. Box 631, Lexington, MA

SUBSCRIBE TODAY: $18 (1 yr) $3412 yrs) $50 )3 yrs)
you may begin a subscription with back issues

403 Darwin Dr., Snyder, NY 14226
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MAIL ORDER
in mat,
now available for most platter systems. $50. (Send in
platter system.) For information call Underground Sound,
2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104, (901) 272-1275.

MAIL ORDER

MERRILL TURNTABLE: For more information, contact
UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis,
TN 38104 (901) 272-1275.

WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?? NEW USA Warranted
Nakamichi Home And Automobile Products. SHAMEFULLY Low PRICES. Serious Buyers Only. Information SASE
Required. East 1-202 723-7404, West 1-206/325-7601.
AudioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.

AMERICAN, BRITISH, AND JAPANESE HIGH END:
SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES, Nakamichi, Mission, B&W,
KEF, Revox. Sumo, NAD, Denon, Plus Over 100 Other
Brands. Information SASE Required. VISA/MC, COD. Serious Buyers Only. East 1-202/723-7404, West 1-206/325
7601. AudioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.
CAUTION, YAMAHA BUYERS! Some dealers are offering
Yamaha products for sale that are not designed for use or
sale in the U.S.A. These units may not carry the UL
approval for safety nor are they designed for usage on 110
Volt U.S. current. YAMAHA ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, USA, CANNOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR
THESE UNITS MEETING U.S. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR WARRANTY SERVICING. For the name and location of your
nearest authorized Yamaha dealer, call 1-800-854-3264.
Or write Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box
6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.

AMERICA'S LARGEST dealers in HIGH END USED stereo. We BUY by PHONE. STEREO EXCHANGE 687A
Broadway, between 3rd and 4th St. (opposite Tower Records) NYC 10012. (212) 505-1111 and (800) 833-0071.
BEAT THE PRICE FIXERS WITH low discount prices and
full U.S.A. manufacturers warranty's on: Nakamichi, Revox,
Carver, Bang & Olufsen, ADS, Kyocera, HK, Crown, Haller,
B&W, NAD, Tandberg, Polk. Island Audio, Inc., 1122 Riverside Drive, Holly Hill, FL 32017. (904) 253-3456.

MERRILL LEAD COATING SERVICE with built

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS
Tonearm Replacement Subchassis Kit for old AR
$95 -Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR -XE
$95. Following modifications are for all models: Platter
Coating $15. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8.
High Torque Motor $45. Platter Balancing Service $12.
Foucault motor shield for AR-XE $15. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN
38104 (901) 272-1275.

HOUSE OF CARTRIDGES
SPECTACULAR SAVINGS
ON

QUALITY CARTRIDGES
ADC
Integra XLMI
Integra XLMII
Integra XLMIII
K7E
QLM 30 MKIII
OLM 33 MKIII
QLM 36 MKIII
220XE

Pickering

$12.00
19.50

31.00
7.60
14.40
6.30
16.25
5.95

Astatic
MF-100MR
$99.50
(Micro Ridge)
MF -100
89.50
MF -200
50.00
MF.300
36.00
MF -400
28.00
IM -10
5.55
IM -10E
7.15
1M -25P (P-mount)
9.50
Empire
BC!
66EX

$ 9.36

5.35
8.35
15.00

660EX
700T
2000E/1
2000T
2000X
20002

EcfrifiEd

PUBLICATIONS
If you are not a subscriber
you are either paying too much for what you hear or are not
hearing all that you paid for. TES is the only regularly published audio equipment review publication in the world that:
1. doesn't accept manufacturer advertising (we report fact,
not fantasy), 2. reviews top quality equipment that you can actually afford to purchase, 3. doesn't insult your intelligence by
playing the "component of the month" game. Our 26th consecutively published quarterly issue is available now.

Electrocompaniet, Inc
(207) 929-4553
Hollis, ME 04042

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED for
presentation to industry and exhibition at national innovation exposition. Call free 1-800-528-6050. In Canada, 1800-528-6060. X831.

02173.

THE SENSIBLE SOUND:
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MISCELLANEOUS

ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS! From Mobile Fidelity
now only $11.99. Many out of print and box sets available.
Quick delivery. Free catalog. Ultrasound, 1319 Highland
Ave., Dayton, OH 45410.

202, Box

40000/I
40000/II
4000D/III

203-937-0106
Lowest Possible Prices !!
MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANDSII
CD'S

-

COMPUTERS

HI

-END AUDIO

-

CAR PRODUCT

(HARDWARE -SOFTWARE)

FULL WARRANTY

-

VIDEO

- FAST DELIVERY

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGS!!

=I

996 ORANGE

AVE115.4

WEST HAVEN, CT. 06516

11.41

24.81
24.75

4000D/I II LAC

45.00
42.47
62.47
69.60
70.88

NP/AC

$

IV ACE
IV AME
IV AT
V15 ACE3
V15 AME

V15 ATE3
XV -15/100
XV -15/150
XSV/3000

XUV/45000

4.05
8.78
15.21

8.78
7.65
9.00
11.00
10.80
12.60

39.55
54.00

Shure
M3d

$ 8.75

M7/N21d
M24H

6.45
45.00

M44C

13.25

M44E
M44-7
M55E
M71EB

15.00
13.25
17.00
8.50

M75C

10.05

M75G-T2
M75eBT2
M75eJT2
M75eT2
M91E
M91Ed
M93E
M95G
M95HE

17.00
13.40
18.00
21.00
19.00
19.45
16.65
14.50
24.75
22.50
50.00
57.00
69.69
60.00

SC35C

SC39ED
V15 -111G
V15-IIIHE

V15.IV

TOLL FREE ORDER
HOTLINE 800-421-3161
IN OHIO CALL:

(2161593-1111

ORDER BY MAIL: For prompt shipment send certified
check or money order. Visa/Mastercard orders must include card number, expiration date and signature. $10.00
MINIMUM ORDER. Add 5% of total order for shipping
and handling, Sorry, no C.O.D. orders. Ohio residents add
5.5% sales tax. All merchandise shipped brand new and
fully guaranteed. Detailed list available.

HOUSE OF CARTRIDGES
P.O. BOX 120,

CONNEAUT, OHIO 44030
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NAKAMICHI

KOETSU

ACCUPHASE

LUX

MICRO SEIKI GRACE

EUREKA

polk audio

ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END

DISCOUNTED
America's Largest Selection

The Speaker Specialists
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES, x
100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE
z
52 PAGE CATALOG - $3.00
íC
0
Clenega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069 (213) 6596550
a

OVER 100 CARTRIDGES,

m

JAPANESE STEREO

930

N. La
SAEC HIGHPHONIC

D

SONY ES

ESPRIT

ENTRE

STAX OENON

ORSONIC

NORTHEAST
Canada Call Evolution Technology

Indiana Classic Steno:

for nearest dealer 4181338-4472
Connecticut Al Franklin% Musical
World: Greenwich. Hartford Audio
Den: New Haven Audio Design:
Fairfield Audiotronice: Norwalk HI
FI Stereo Houle: Avon Newington
Robert% The Music People: Groton,
New London

polis. Lafayette, Muncie

Naine Harbor Audio Video:

MAIL ORDER

Camden

MAIL ORDER

AMERICAN, BRITISH, AND JAPANESE HIGH END:
SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES, Mission, B&W, KEF, Quad,
Nakamichi, NAD, Stax, Plus Over 100 Other Brands. Send
SASE For Information. VISA/MC, COD. Serious Buyers
Only. East 1-301/464-5428, West 1-206/325-7601. AudioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.

CAUTION! NAKAMICHI BUYERS!
Nakamichi goods not intended for sale in the United States
are being sold by unauthorized dealers. NAKAMICHI
U.S.A. CANNOT BEAR ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR
SALES OR WARRANTY SERVICING OF UNITS NOT
COVERED BY OUR APPLICABLE WARRANTY. For the
name of your nearest authorized Nakamichi dealer, call
1-800/421-2313. In Calif. 800-223-1521.

AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST lines of
audio components (ESOTERICS INCLUDED) at
COMPETITIVE PRICES. If you're in the market for
speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best in
separate components including amps, pre -amps, turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO, our
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you.
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS,
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring, MD 20901. We
honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience.

Massachusetts Glees Sailboat:

ABARGAIN: TECHNICS 205CMK4 $159 & 100CMK4
$285 RIVAL BEST MC EVER MADE, TECHNICS STYLUS
GUAGE $49, EPA500 $275, EPA250 $269; PRO LAMBDA
$519, SRM1/2 $289, SIGMA $199, LAMBDA $162, SRX/3
$129, SRD7 $68, SRE15 $25; GRACE F9E $99, F9E
RUBY $155, F9E STYLUS $58, RUBY STYLUS $109,
70711B $109, 747 $125; ACCUPHASE AC2 $255, AC3
$229; LINN ITTOK $385; DENON ACV1 STYLUS CLNR
$38, 103D $169, 103C $105, DL303 $199, DEMO 103D
$99; DYNAVECTOR 23RS(MR) $149, 17DSuper (MR)
$320, 17DII $159, 10X $85, 20811 $159; KOETSU BLACK
$450, FR64fx $325, 64s $550, FRIMK3F $120; CD DISC
$9.95PP; ORSONIC AV101B $22, AV1b $20; HITACHI
INTERCON 1.5' $25, 3' $30, 4.5' $40, SSX101 SPKR
CABLE $3.5/FT, NAMIKI DIRCT FNDR $49; ALL UNUSED, FULL MFG WARRANTY & STYLUS REPLCMET,
BOX 6312, LIC, NY 11106, ALL DAY (718) 784-2939 OR
(315) 487-1048, DAY (212) 619-2888

NAKAMICHI, CARVER, REVOX, CROWN, BANG &
OLUFSEN, TANDBERG, KYOCERA, N.A.D., THORENS,
HARMAN-KARDON, B & W, E -V, A.D.S., DCM, KLIPSCH,
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S USA WARRANTY.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC; P.O. BOX 24009; JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST:
(818) 840-0878.
SONY PCM UNITS: PCMF1 $1599; PCM501ES $649.
Catalog of over 50 PCM recordings (BetaNHS) $1.00.

Send check/money order: DIRECT-TO-TAPE RECORDING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
609-547-6890.
ORDER TOI. LFREf

THEY DON'T DISCOUNT IT? WE DO! Get LOW
PRICES on ALL types of audio equipment-including
high -end and even esoteric products not normally discounted! Now we can save you money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive selection-no
need to settle for second choice. Thousands of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes or
friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868.
VISA/MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR INC., BOX
6202, GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506.

800.221.8180
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Bose, A.R., Sansui, Shure, JVC, Technics & more. Call us today. Orders
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For America's best brands

STEREO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Dept.
AM. 1629 Flatbush Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11210

HI FI

South Bend

Buys: Greenwood. Indiana-

low.

Audio Emporium: Sioux City
Audio Labe: Des Moines Audio
Odyssey: Iowa City Stereo Shop:
Cedar Rapids
Kansas Audio ENctronka: Overland Park Audio Visions: Wichita
Michigan Absolute Sound: Ann
Arbor, Royal Day Alma% HI Fl:
Birmingham. Dearborn Farmington
Hills Audio Shoop: Saginaw
Court St. Listening Room: Saginaw
Pufti: Petoskey Sound Norm: Iron
Mountain Sound Room: Grand
Rapids. Portage Steno Shopper
Lansing. Traverse City

MMnasota Audio King: Brooklyn

tronlca: New London
N ew Jersey AC Audio 8 Video:
Raritan Atlantic Stereo: E Brunswick Bryn Mawr Stereo: Maple
shade Franklin Lakes Stereo:
Franklin Loxes Monmouth Stereo:

Center. Burnsville, Edina. Minnetonka.
Roseville Mel% TV 8 Audio: Duluth
Sound Shop: Alexandria. Detroit
Lakes Sound World: Austin, Man,
kato Rochester

Shrewsbury Perdue Radio:
Montclair W Caldwell Rands
Camera: Toms River Sounding
Bord: Ridgewood

bia Sound Central: St Louis
Steno One: Cape Girardeau

N ow

York Absolute Sound:
Amherst Audio Brealdhroughs:

North Dakota Midwest Audio:

New York City (Manhattan) Huntington Manhasset Audio Gensler,

Ohio Audio Craft: Cleveland.

Glens Falls Clark Musk: Albany.
Syracuse Electronic Workshop:
New York City Hart Electronics:
Vestal JB Sound: Rochester Ll.toning Room: Scarsdale Studio
One: Fredonia. Jamestown
Penaeyleana Bryn Mewr Stereo:
Bryn Mawr (Philadelphia Sub).
Camp Hill. Frazer, Jenkintown
Montgomeryville. Quakertown Whitehall (Allentown) G'n'T Stereo:
Lancaster Hart Electronke: Blakely.
Kingston Pro Audio: Windber

Roble M. Sides: Wivamsport
Sound Concept: Altoona Indiana
Stereo Land: Natrona Heights
Stereo Shop: Selinsgrove Studio
One: Erie
Rhode Island Eastern Audio: N
Providence
Vermont Audio Den: Buntngton

IO

Alabama Audition: Birmingham:
Homewood Campbell% Audio
Video: Huntsville Fidler HI FI:
Mobile . Gayreri: Tuscaloosa

Dletelet of Columbia Myer Emeo
Florida Audio By Canso: Miami
Audio insight:

Ft

Lauderdale

Audio International: Ft Walton
Beach Audio Tech: Jacksonville.
Orange Park Audio Vision: Tampa

Mbeorwl Johnston Audio: Cotum
Nebraska Stereo West: Lincoln
Omaha
Minot Pacific Sound: Bismarck
Fair-

lawn. Findlay. Mayfield Heights.
Toledo. Westlake Claaak Stereo:
Lima Jamleeoni: Toledo Stereo

Lab: Cincinnati. Columbus
S outh Dakota Sound World: Sioux

Electronics: Rap,
Wlaeonain Audio Emporium.
Falls Team

.

Happy Medium: Mad s,,e
Sound Seller: Marinette Sound
World: Appleton. Green Bay
Waukee

Lacrosse

CINTRAI.
Arkansas Leisure Electronics:
S OUTH

Little Rock

Sound Room: Searcy

Louisiana Audio Fiossy:
Shreveport Audio West: West
Monroe Sound Electronics:
Lafayette Opelousas Stereo Village: Baton Rouge Gretna. Moraine.
New Orleans

Oklahoma Audio Advice: Tulsa
FI Slap: Lawton Sound Advice:

HI

Stillwater

Torun Arnold 8 Morgan: Dallas.
Garland Audio One: Austin Audio
Tech: Temple. Waco Audio Techniques: Longview Brock Audio:
Beaumont Hamilton Bryan: Wichita
Falls Island Audio: Galveston
Sheffield Audio: Houston Sound
Room: Amarillo Sound Towne: Texarkana Soundquest: El Paso Uhrs
Electronics: Lubbock Walker Audio: San Angelo

Electronic Connection: W Palm
Fidler HI FI: Pensacola
Pyramid Audio: Clearwater Sound w
Shack: Ft Pierce. Lakeworth South- Alaska nomi Musk: Fairbanks
ern Audio: Melbourne Merritt Island
Shimekl: Anchorage
Stereo Store: Tallahassee
Arizona Audio Emporium: Tucson
Sympathetic Ear: Miami
Hi Fl Sales: Mesa Sound Pro:
Georgia Audio Warehouse: Savan- Flagstaff Sounds Greet: Tucson
Stereo City: Augusta Stereo
California Ab.olute Audio: Orange
Beach

Village: Atlanta. Duluth. Morrow,

Kentucky FM High Fidelity:

Din,

,.,5aa.,a
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Gloucester Sound 11: N Dartmouth
Waltham Camera 8 Stereo:
Waltham (Boston)
New Hampshire Audio of New
England: Concord. Laconia
Cuomo's: Salem Norm Star Elec-

Smyrna. Tucker
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Owensboro HI FI Buys: Louisville
Maryland Evergreen Audio:
Frederick Myer Emco: Rockville
Soundscepe: Baltimore Spac
wey(s) Sound: Annapolis
Mlselselppl Empress: Gulfport.
Pascagoula Walters Audio: Jackson

North Carolina Audio Buys:
Raleigh Mr. Toad's Stereo Video:
Asheville Stereo Video: Charlotte
Trl City Electronics: Conover

South Carolina John
Brookshire%: Anderson

Stereo
Shop: Greenwood. Spanansburg
TenSeessa College HI FI: Chattanooga HI FI Buys: Nashville. S
Madison Lindley Ward: Knoxville
Mr. Toad% Stereo Video: Johnson
City Kingsport Opus II: Memphis
Virginia Audiotronim: Roanoke
Dlglbl Sound: Virginia Beach
Lindley Ward: Richmond Mr.
Toad% Stereo video: Bristol Myer
Emco: Falls Church Sound
Machine: Charlottesville
West Virginia Pled Piper:
Barboursville Beckley. Huntington
Wheeling Sound: Wheeling

NORTH CENTRAI.
Illinois Alan% Creative Stereo:
Bloomingdale. Northbrook. Shaumberg Vernon Hills. Waukegan Audio
Plus: DeKalb Columbl Audio
Video: Burlalo Grove Highland Park.
Rockford Glenn Poor%: Champaign Normal HI Fl Hutch: Villa
Park Midwest HI FI: Sterling Northwest Audio Video: Crystal Lake
Simply Stereo: Mt Prospect Stereo
Design: Riverdale Sundown One:
Springfield

Beverly Steno: Los Angeles CAM
Stereo Unlimited: Fairfield Cnlsilve
Stereo: Santa Barbara. Santa Mana
Thousand Oaks. Ventura High
Fidelity Shopper Watnut Creek
Radio Mart: Redding Shelley%
Stereo: Santa Monica. Woodland Hi,:
Sound Advice: Bakersfield
Sound Company: San Diego
Sound Fante.y: Napa Sound
Goods: Campbell Sounding Bowd:
Berkeley Sounds By Dave: Chico
Stereo Store: San Francisco Sy.
tome Design Group: Redondo Beach
World Electronics: Davis. Sacramento World of Sound: Mill Valley.
San Francisco
Colorado Soundtrack: Arvada.
Aurora. Boulder. Denver. Littleton
Sunshine Audio: Colorado Springs.
Pueblo Wavelength Steno: Boulder
Hawaii Stereo Station: Honolulu

Idaho Audio Warehouse:Twin Falls
Elestncreft: Sandpoint Stereo
Shoop

:

Boise

Montana Rocky Mountain

HI FI:
Great Falls Spectrum: Missoula
Thirsty Ear: Bozeman

Upper Ear: Las Vegas

Orggon Bntl/oedi High Faellty:
Eugene Royal Mobile Sound: Pen
dieron Sound Chamber: Klamath
Falls Stereo Supenteres: Beaverton Portland, Jansen Beach

Utah Boyer. Audio: Provo Broadway Musk: Salt Lake City
Washington Definitive Audio:
Seattle Hal% Stereo: Spokane OC

Stereo Canter: Bellingham. Mt Ven

Northwest Audio
Video: Bellevue. Lynnwood. Seattle.
non, Oak Harbor

Tukwila

Tin Ear Stereo: Richland

Wlyonting Sound Room: Riverton
Team Electronics: Cheyenne

AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1985

SKC CASSETTES GIVE YOU

EVERYTHING YOUR EQUIPMENT'S GOT.
INCLUDING GREAT STEREO.

EvW
SKC®
VIDEO CASSETTE

To get great results from the new generation
of stereo video cassette recorders (and, for
that matter, your present monaural system),
you need a very good viceo cassette tape indeed. A tape designed to capture every signal,
every shade and nuance of the original stereo
sound. You need SKC brand.
A tape as good as ours, one
that captures both rich colors
and rich sound, is technically 30 CONGRESS DRIVE.

very difficult to produce...a matter of incredible
quality control. We solved the problem by manufacturing every single component ourselves,
from the polyester film to the labe It's taken
Sunkyong, one of the world's largest companies,
years to perfect. But now these new stereo cassettes, which have earned the
Good Housekeeping Seal, are
ready. Ready to give you everyMOONACHIE, NJ 07074 thing your equipment's got.

Entar No. 35 on Reader Service Card

.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
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